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\ AL QA'IDA DETAINEES: the OMS Role 

Press attention to the Agency's interrogation and detention 
program began with'the 2002 capture ofAbu Zubaydah~,ll4~d again 
with the 2003 capture ofKhalid Shaykh Muhammed. ac~/erated in 2004 
in the wake ofAbu Ghraib, and then exploded in 2(!fJ5/SP8.wing a number 
ofsignificant leaks. By 2007 hundreds-perhapsfousa~#~/articles 
and editorials had been published on what ar.~ably..has become the most 
controversial program in Agency history . .Jjif';;';dirom withi~ 
resulti~g public pictur~ re~ains as ~~~~1f~icature as fact. If tne Ilk~~ i~, 
any guide. however. this distorted plctur~;w.l!l beco!"e, the accepted RYb1;c 
history ofan important chapter in Agency k[Si?r1.. :,~iih'l...both presen'?and . 
future implications for those within the Office ofM~dical Services. These 
implications warrant a mare ~ internal a;,,;;w., ofhow OMS 
understood and experienced thIS '€J"Klf,am at the time.(~,¥ ' y

\>.. '. lllll/' 
Introduction and Conte'!!{J'if,:/l , 
The Context [po 2].f?fJOl-2'fj~!lj , 
Saving the life ofq:lIig~}'alue ' r~rget (HVT) 'fp. §] [2002] . 
Embracing SERE (S,m,iral, EvaS~o{l,. Resistanc'fIEscape) [po 10] [2002] 
Initiation o/.::'€nhgnced i~if!rrogation: techniq'!es" (EIT's) [po 18] [2002] 
The que~~itinioJ~~~.~ted interro~at;.onJ [po 23] [2002] 
The Ro~,'ofPsycholo~~~nd P~rc.~I,at!.lSts [p.26] [2002-2003] 
Ear~-:akes [po 31J~002-2q~3j 
KSM ~~aterboar~"fP' 36I'[2003] 
HVDs. El s",!~,\OMS Guilielines [po 48] [2003-2004] 
Problems ofDetention [p.'II7] [2003-2006] 
Exposes [po 63] 'til,~166j 
Ethics [po 68] [200~17007] 
An Unfinished Chapflr [po 77] [2005-2007] 

Interim Afterthoughts [po 84] 


I Of necessity, some broader program infonnation is included in this chapter, to place the OMS role in 
perspective, Agency rendition. interrogation, and detention efforts w~re much more complicated than these 
glimpses suggest. 

(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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The Context 
(b)( 1) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct SS>tember 11,2001 began unremarkably. C/Medical Services arrived in 
b 1 . . b. ~here OMS was providing teinporary medical coverage,I I 

( )( ) Oddly, no one would answer the door at the station even though officers could be 
(b)(3) NatSecAct seen inside tightly gathered around a television. The World Trade Center's South Tower 

just had collapsed; a few minutes later the North Tower came down? The Pentagon was / 
hit. All were targets ofhijacked commercial jetliners, so U.S. domestic flights were 
being ordered to ground and international flights turned away. /~" 

. , ~~. 
At Headquarters that Tuesday, activities were (b)(3) 

sharply interrupted by news of these attacks. plane was : CIAAct 
headed toward Washington. The Capitol and C.LA. believed prime (b)(6) 
targets. With leSs then 30 minutes until ETA, an . evacuatIaQ'.~f the buildings 
was announced, excepting (at CIA) emergency as those 'i~~inedical. As 
the minuteS passed, most emergency . ground ~or's:while 

(b)(3) CIAAct~d a few others remained in the first , 

(b)(6) 


In retrospect, the Capitol app¢arsJo have been .._....,......_.9/11 target, though this 
was averted when passengers forced Flighr93 .to crash in .a. Nonetheless the 
events that day were the most galvanizihg-siRc.~.P~l Hl'Il·hnl""(t....WI1~h.n a week, the 

(b)(1) President signed a Memo!,andum ofNotifi;Catioq~(MPN~ 

(b)(3) NatSecAct, . o-per-at-:-ion--=- - ed
I .~~~'in------:-":-- -s des----:-ign----:-t---'o 

capture and detain pe~rlhv~opose a conti'A~ing, seri01:ls threat of violence or death to 
U.S. persons and int~~ts or w~o ;are plannink,terrorist activities.,,3 

The perpe:~~·~~ · ~f..tJ;te..91i~tii!taCkS .w.~kentified ~ al-Qa'ida terrorists, and 
there was im_~~~.~n~'~u~"~·'foliiQW~on" attack. As then DCI Tenet later 
recalled, .~~~e go"f?q:,prts; of nu,weapons in New York City, apartment buildings that 
are go~~e blown up; planes tliat,;~i~nna fl~ i~to airport~ allover again, plot lines 
that I doni~:1{~ow. I don't kpew wh9t~s gomg on mSlde the Umted States? and I'm 
struggling to:~d out whertthe next disaster is going to occur. Everybody forgets one 
central context 'of,what we lived through: the palpable fear that·we felt on the basis of the 
fact that there wa~..m~9~·\ve did not .know." 4 Lacking concrete intelligence, extensive 
lists of potential taige~..were drawn up, including the country's physical infrastructure 
(power plants, bridg~;'subway systems), symbolically.important buildings, theme parks, . 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

I 
J Office of the Inspector General, ''Counterterrorism Detention and Interrogation Activities (September 

2001 - October 2003)," 7 ~ay 2004, p. l. The MON was sighed 17 September 2001. 

• '''60 MINUTES' -- Tenet Defends High Value Detainee Program," CBS News.com, 25 April 2007. Tenet 
laid oui the context somewhat more fully in George Tenet, At the Center a/the Storm: My Years at the CIA 

. (New York City: HarperCollins, 2007), Chapter 13, pp. 229-258: 
2 

(b)(1 )
['f[p913€iH!1'i'/ (b)(3) NatSecAct 
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malls, and major forthcoming events such as the .World Series (which was postponed a 
week), Super Bowl, and the Salt Lake City Winter Olympics. 

While the possibility of a nuclear attack initially could not be ruled out, S the 
greatest etllotion surrounded potential chemical or biological attacks. Anthrax was the 
single most likely biological threat, so OMS quickly acquired a large supply of 
ciprofloxacin (Cipro); arid, in case of chemical attack, a stockpile of atropine auto
injectors.

6 
OMS also arranged briefings on the Agency's best judgment on potential 

threats for senior medical personnel from State D~artment, NS ~4!lI, HHS, the White 
House, and Congress, and compared emergency medical ~P(t pans. 

. In late October concerns elevated sharply wh~ lilers &,Wtaining anthrax. spores 
were delivered ,to C.api~ol HiI!, fatally infecting so~~/~~~~WO~k~?ute. . . .. 

. Government agencIes, mcludmg CIA, .began speclahzed' 'screenlng In ..mall faclhhes 
and CIA was one of several to find trace amoun.ts!ot anthrax.. Given the",~unt 
discovered, OMS judged that only a handful &l.pot~tially~~posed employe~needed to 
be offered Cipro prophylaxis, but DCI Tenet announ.Ced it-/YJolltd be made a;vailable to 
any concerned employee. Emergency distribution w~:¥ranged for the following day-a 
Saturday-and involved most of the headquarters';s~ Several hundred anxious 
Agency employees came in for indi uations and&~seling, and were issued . 
medication. Tenet visited during this mentio~.CIMS that he thought 

.; 

(b)(1 ) 

it "a slam dunk" that al-Qa'ida was ,:p . . 

(b)(3) NatvtJ\.'f"\V'._ _ ~_-,_ _ ~~ 

, .At Agency mail was halted until a method for 
decb~~ation could .: OMS's Environmental Safety Group took the lead 
~n this'proj~~~d soon w~ runnin~ a heat-based tre~tm~t pro~am for ~l 
incoming mal~OMS also ~as at the forefront of an effort ~o Idenhfy swtable p,eruneter, 
portal and building'CBRNjscreening devices, which~ventually led to an extensive 
headquarters monitorlqg;program. '.y . . 

Later analysis concluded that the October anthrax attack probably was the work of 
a disgruntled domestic scientist, rather than international terrorists; and that all detected 
anthrax could be traced back to distribution centers contaminated by leakage from the 

, Maps, probably dating from the 19509, were provided to OMS outlining the potential effects of a weapon 
detonated on the Mall 
6 Some auto-injectors were issued to the Security Protective Officers, believed most likely to be exposed to 
a chemical attack. The only actual use of an auto-injector came when an officer inadvertently discharged 
one into his own leg, thinking it was a demonstration dummy. 

i (b)( 1 ) 
l rtlP • I 

"'I''1''''· r--t::!S"ll'E''''C'D'R..g",y 4(b)(3) Nat S ecAct 
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I (b)(3) NatSecAct 
~----------------------------~ 

two spore-containing l<?tters mailed to Capitol Hill. Nonetheless, the extensive press 
coverage highlighted U.S. Vulnerability to this type of attack and the high cost of 
responding. 

Concurrent ,with, these developments and with the Presidential MON in hand, the 
Agency moved aggressively abroad. Intense efforts were mounted jointly with foreign 
intelli ence services to round u al- a'ida 0 ratives worldwide. (b)( 1 ) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

,-=~__-;------;---;---_____ ----,;--:----::----:-=-=-----::-:--__~ Over!!te 'next five years, OMS 
PAs or physicians a~mpanied at l~t 120 ofthese rendi,tiO~-most either to or 
between newly estabhshed CIA faClhties. 7 

" :.;' 
. . ~ " , ~ 

The pre-rendition medic3J exam included ~y...;~ty "';;'h (1iponent of 
which was a rectal exam), which in later years led.to an occasional charg . at CIA . 
administered drugs rectally during the renditiotfFrocess. The P A (or oc ~ ,naUy an 
OMS physician)' did carry medical supplies for emergency use" "but only 'once was a 
dangerously agitated detainee sedated during flight.s Eventually a few of those being 
transferred-mostly long-tenn detainees-were medicat~voluntarily for cpnventional 
medical reasons (e.g., one requested a 'I~or the'iIijibt). No one ever was 
medicated rectally. , ~.. ' 

At the time of the 9ill.attackS the\llil''ilIi g£~~t ofAfghanistan was 
hosting the al-Qa'ida lead'ership, its training·~ps, andlfevera1 potential chemical/ 
biologicaVradiolo!9.c8.I!nuclear sites. In mid-~~~tober 2001 (concurrent with the anthrax 
scare) the U.S. latfncIi~ a combit.ted attack agitns(the Taliban. The offensive br9ught 
together small independently ~perating-joint pA-Special Forces teams (which included 

(b )( 1 ) OMS P A' ~>'~'-=-=----.,.--------=-:--=~-~__;_;_-------;;___::-;;-;---;-:-;-----;----:-;------;---.-------cI 
(b)(3) NatSecAct land U.S. air ' wer. BY'~.(;kDecember all major Afghan citie~ had ~een taken. 

: ' .;, " 
_eek after the last.,majoi.r~~an city fen, al-Qa'ida "shoe bomber" Richard 

Reid att~'"Pted to blow upiCo~ercial jet en ~ute fro~ Paris to ~ami. A month later 
Wall Street JOurn(li report~aruel Pearl was kIdnapped In Karacht and demands were 
issued by his cap!\.,a few weeks later his decapitated, dismembered body was found, 

(b)( 1 ) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 


e Valium was administered onl Jflighl (b)( 1 ) 
I . (b)(3) 

NatSecAct 
NatSecAct 

4 l\laI;,eCACI 

, [(b)(1)
""f'f'A[P.P~9*BIE!€RRlM39l:1'r/ (b)(3) NatSecAct 
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. 1~______(_b)_(3_)_N_at_S_ec_A_c_t ______~ 
and a week after that a video ofhis execution was released. Although more than 2,900 
al-Qa'ida operatives and associates were in custody, in 90 countries, 10 only one senior al
Qa'ida leader (Atef) had been killed (by an airstrike in November), and none had been 
captured. The U.S. remained braced for the next terrorist attack. 

In March 2002 the newly created Department of Homeland Security established 
color-codes to quantify the estimated level of threat. These ranged from green (low), 
through blue (guarded), yellow (elevated), orange (high), to red (severe). With little hard 
intelligence, these levels were based largely on unconfirmed repqrts,. non-specific 
terrorist "chatter," and intelligence supposition. The first aru;o§hcea--level that March 

was yellow, or "elevated." .40<' : . :_ . ~ . 
',:., 

' ,:" , 
... .,. 

. ~ 

,..,~.' . 

':, . ..' 

r • 

. 
, 

I' 

10 The first 20 military detainees to be sent to Guantanamo Bay arrived at Camp X-ray, on January 11, 
2002; by ~ end of February about 300 had arrived, and by the end of the year, over 600. 

I . 5 

... / f (b)(1)P'P1 SSca.:T ~L(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(b )(3) NatSecAet (b)(3) CIAAet 
Saving the life ofa High Value Target (HVT) (b)(6) 

Agains1this backdro~ ~e Counter-terrorism 
Center' (CTC) Rendition Group (RG, later Rendition and Detention Group, or RDG) 
came to the OMS front office late Friday morning, March 29, to say that very early the 
previous morning (March 28th

), senior al-Qa'ida leader Abu Zubaydah ("A.Z:') had been 
captured in Faisalabad, Pakistan. Zubaydah was thought to rank third or fourth in the al
Qa'ida hierarchy, to have been "involved in every ma~or [al-Qa'ida] terrorist operation," 
and to have information on immediate future threats. I Anticipa~ his capture, a 

(b)(1 ) rendition aircraft already was standing b~ Jwith an O~A on board. For the 
(b )(3) NatSeeAet first time, the Agency was to retain custody of a terrorist, an' ~ was to be taken to an 

Agency facility where he could be questioned by Agency:{and R :";. interrogators. 
However, Zubaydah had been wounded during cap~and,would eed sophisticated .

(b)(3) CIAAet 12
medical care. Could OMS handle an emergency.s.urgical mission? 'OMS said yes, and 

(b )(6) began to line up the requisite personnel and equip1t"ent. . ~. 

(b)(1) By noon G was back to say that Z:!~ah w~~O"'be flown to~ 
(b)(3) NatSeeAet. where a holdin cell was 

hurriedly being set up 
~~~~--_r--------o.=~-=.---~--------~ 

(b)(1) . A ~Ian was quickly worked out for our I •• ~?i(lli~5>n teJ?POrary . 


(b)(3) N tS A t asslgnmen~ Ito fly I :and JO~ ~e rendltiO~w. As soon as 

a ee e Zubaydah could be moved, this group wo~d pi~k..hiJ.n ~?..5d flyl """JA larger 


medical team, composed of.a.trauma surgeOJl..;mesthetipd two PA's, along with other 

(b) (1 ) CTC personnel and necess~ medical and slfgical equipment, would leave Washington 
(b)(3) NatSeeAet that evening to receive AZOb)(1) Iwithj~t 5 hours to assemble staff and equipment 

before departure. . ..~~,at~~eA~t :' 

(b)(1) Our ' ·ii!f&.f.ed.sur ~acle~~tractor Ion associattXt with OMSJ J 
L-__________________ ~----------------------_r--~ Heagreedto

(b )(3) C IAAet drive directly back and to recrui anesthetist. The two 

(b)(3) NatSeeAet selected'PA's iIic1uded one visitiLn--W=if'{"-ea-dquarters-'=-- --- . -------------'---------------, 

. (b)(6) . -----"~ ----;-t'hi""r~e-------/and a surgicanll-y-expenen-ced---'--recen
~~--~~~~ ~---~ 

Fie d Operatio~ and Nursing staffs quickly assembled the necessary 
~eq--ui:-p---ment-:!by strippi~,g ~"OMS emergency room and obtainin~ the donation ~f surgical 
equipment-no ques!&.ils asked-from osplta]s. Absent time to (b)(1 ) 

!P' (b)(3) 
NatSeeAet 

II In a brief to the Departme'nt ofJustice a few months later, AZ was described as al-Qa'ida's coordinator 
of external contacts and foreign communications, its counterintelligence officer, and to have been involved 
to some ex'tent in Millennium plots against U.S. and Israeli targets, and a 2001 Paris Embassy plot, as well . 
as the September 11 attacks. . 
12 U.S. military medical facilities were not considered an option as the resulting public exposure would 

weatly reduce AZ's value as an intelligence source (b)( 1 ) 
) Regional coverage during this period was a cballen e; 

(b)(3) NatSeeAet 

m~n 81:";:""'1:""'/ r(b)( 1 ) "NQ¥Q~..IfT~lr~i-I!iLi6CftalLI!ri,* t (b)(3) NatSeeAet----~r~~J~: · 
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(b)(3) CIAAct . ,-------, 
(b)(3) NatSecAct return home. the PAs went to a local mall to buy sUltcaS~. and clothes. 1.....----::-_-:-.___ -' 

b 6 I Iwho Jomed the team at the aIrport 
( )( ) where the senior PA took him to phone booth and had him sign a secrecy agreement. 

Twenty-four hours later the team was setting up a~ I ? 

AZ had been shot from the ground while attempting to escape along a rooftop. 
Initially reported to have been hit three times, his wounds were the result of a single 
bullet which entered his left leg anteriorly just above the knee, passed deeply through 
muscle tissue and exited anteriorly in the upper thigh, then reentered the lower abdomen. 
Fragments ended up embedded in the posterior abdominal wall'l-j ~urgeo,(b)(1) 
done an exploratory laparotomy, repaired some bowel dam~g~'adrninistered seve(b)(3) NatSecAct 
ofblood, and left behind the less accessible fragments; th~)eg 'wounds received only 
superficial attention. '\ .' ..;;~. . 

... ., "~ 

( 
(b) 1) 

On MarchD an FBI EMT present 'for th~' Zubaydah takedo~ ~..sed that 
although AZ remained "s tic" in a earanc~fms~ital silins w~rmaJt'and 'he was 

(b)(3) NatSecAct "stable for travel." 	 RMO joined the teaqlL _ land the 

rendition flight immediately departed AZ 'YaS collect (b)(1 )- ----.1 
(b)(1) d the fli t continued (b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct . 

'--_---;-~~-----;;----;::;_;_-----' Durin.~ the~t!~1tAZ was agitated, and his breathing 
somewhat labored, so small doses ofValiQrn we .~~ed to allow him to rest. 
Having safely delivered ~.to the acility;-~~(b)(1 )IRMO then continued 

(b)(1) on with the rendition team then ij~ck to his post(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(3) NatSetAct 

On evaluati~n atl IAZ was found to have a small entrance wound in his 
lower thigh, a large, fisi-s1ted .¢'fii<:we.un~t~,his· groin, and a recently sutured xyphoid-to
pubis ~aparatomx.P1,a?d~na1 drain...·bf~ost immediat~ con~~ ~as his labored . 
breathing and a developmg fevet:. DespIte adjustments to hIS antibIotic coverage, AZ's 

I 	

cond~ti~eteriorated o~the.ria~_6"'ho~ to a full-b~own Acute Respiratory Distress 
Syndrom~. (ARDS), accompamed oy a racmg pulse, falling blood pressure, fever of 
104°F, and ~e.uating bowel~. An emergency intubation was performed, and while

(b)(1) bein manuall~entilated AZ was transported to the intensive care unit I I 
(b)(3) NatSecAct At the hospItal, AZ was placed on a respirator, and(b)( 1 ) sUT2eon 

'-r---or----""]"-:'-e--:t:-eam.14 ~ (b)(3) NatSecAct--' "('t" 

On April 1st, about the time of AZ's ARDS crisis, the Whit~ House announced his 
capture, including the fact that he was receiving medical care for gunshot wounds in the 
"thigh," "groin" and "stomach." By April 2nd

, there was extensive press coverage, 
informed by official Pentagon news conferences and alleged inside sources. Questions 
were raised about where and how AZ was being treated. Defense Secretary Rumsfeld

14 C (b) (1 )IDulmonologist also was summoned, but offered only a limited-value, one-time consult. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct . 

7 

"~P BE"""../ l (b)(1) 	 t>lQ~ 
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presumably unaware of recent events-a-infonned reporters that AZ's ''wounds appear not 
to be life threatening" and that he was "being given exactly the excellent medical care 
one would want if they wanted to make sure he was around a good long time to visit with 
us." IS Nothing was said about location. 

During the initial period ofhospitaliza#on, AZ suffered from pulmonary 
congestion, an atonic colon, a marked drop in his platelet count (to 32,000), fever, and an 
emerging bullet tract infection. After an adjustment to his antibiotic coverage, and a 

~~~g~ CIAA t surgical exposure and antiseptic irrigation of the length of the bul~et track (by the contract 
c A surgeon),.he began to improve, with rising platelet coun some.clearing of the lUngs, and 

(b)(3) NatSec ct less sustained fever. 16 Nonetheless, as a precaution ntensivist was \ 
(b)(6) requested to trav~l to site, against the possibility of e~fumpti9ltions. 

, ',,:'. . 
As during most crises, the demand for info~ation ~as unending,. ~d ~ this case 

extended to the White House. Accordingly, on~s~re'medical personnel, in addition to 
(b)(1) providing a 24-hour hospital presence, respol)G'.many\e.:~ails and pho~caIls, and 
(b)(3) NatSecAct from April 2nd onward prepared a detailed, 12-ho~~~~update (at 2:oo~. and 2:00 

p.m. locally) to allow the DCI to make timely repo~1l!~ cable reports were prepared 
primarily by 0, just arrived to tnQbitor AZ's progress. With the 

(b)(1) RMO's arrival, and inpatient care now primarily in the haflds.ofthc=Jurgeon, the 
(b )(3) NatSecAct OMS contract surgeon and anesthetist were able to depart. .. ' ,'" 

' . " , 

' . . .. ......, .!~.~ . "

Although showing slow overall imp~~ent~'Azts-iiospital course was not 
(b)( 1) without complication, On the morning of Apv,14th, he c6ughed up his respirator tube, 
(b )(3) C IAAct then proved too weak to breatfi on his own, aii~..was reintubated. Fortuitously, the 
(b )(3) NatSecAct I ~ntensivistL lov.~aw further pulmonary care. Three 
(b )(6) . . . days later-a week afte?ll!~oW!lthli~atiQn-~ was safely weaned from the respirator. 

. 	 Meanwhile;.,6nApri16th a f~hal'~, apparently triggered by a deterioration of 
his leg~~d. On ~e~.conSecutive qays (April 6-8),[ ~geon (assisted by an ' 
OMS P~),debrided neCr.~ti9 tissue from the wound, which ultimately left the bullet tract 

(b)( 1) . clean but\v.idely laid opert~9ng its entire length. A final debridement was accomplished 
(b)(3) NatSecAct two 'days iP~: ':f,;, I 

. .. 
As AZ's leg infecti'on and respiratory problems came under control, new 

concerns presented:' Arffing amylase, worsening liver function tests, and a falling . 

(b)( 1) hemoglobin (never definitively explained) led to the discovery of an intra-abdominal 

(b)( 3) NatSecAct inflammatory mass near the site of a bullet fragment. Reluctantly, an .exploratory 


laparotomy was considered, but fortunately proved unnecessary. An endophthalmitis 
also developed ~le~ eye, whic~ had been opacified at the time ~e carne int? 
Agency h~ds.~ophthalrnologtst recommended urgent enucleation, to aVOId 

U E.g., Los Angeles Times and New York Tunes, both 3 April 2002, 

16 The present account is not meant to be a detailed medical history; the few specifics given here ~ , 

intended only to give a general sense of the case, 
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involvement of the good eye. OMS, in consultation with cleared Washington-area 
specialists, opted rather for ~tibiotics and culture (which proved negative). This 
inflammation soon resolved, and eventua])y the left orbit atrophied without further 
complication. 

These proved to be the last of AZ's medical crises, and with his continued 
improvement, the intensivist departed. On April 12th he was moved from the IC.U to a 
VIP suite; afebrile, pain-free, on a full diet, with a leg wound now healthy in appearance, 
'and able to get up and down on his own. Medical concerns were' now r laced b 

(b)(1) 0 erational concerns. 
(b)(3) NatSecAct Now 

. . ' despite a 24-hour Agency'bedside presence, AZ was pot$.A1iallyr~9.1.e to speak b( b)( 1 ) I 
staff. which could reveal his identity and thus whereabouts- ~.:\, (b)(3) NatSecAct 

. . ~ N. , ~.;" ','8..' .. . 
th(b)(1) . On April 15 , after just three days in th~,~rivate but two we'~fter his . 


b)(3) N S A admission and nineteen days since his gunshQtiw.q4nd, transferred I.sttto

( at ec ct I 17 A headquarters-based physician, . . and ne\,V/PA arrived 


to take over care . . By month's end, a continuous and PA presence no longer 
were needed, and for the next three AZ's was provided by TDY 
OMS nurses who administered twice then daily, and cir.essing 

(b)( 1 ) changes. For the first phase of made 

(b)(3) NatSecAct weekly two-day return visits, but things 


discontinued . 
 .~ 
h;:,r--'~l;~ · ".' 

With his ]eg-wepnd visibly healing, 
prostatitis (manif~t··dtuy. ·Qy 
sign of an impending 10·5s.of.~~ait~lo'od;".. _ was inclined to focus on other minor 
COmplaint~.~;tS.IJ..utiQ!rPeriOdS 'of in~ef'rogation-inc\uding some knee 
discomfo1(intestm ,;~ains'\1JPd a mild reflux esophagitis. Basically, however, he 

. 
.';/ 

was ;d~lthy young m-~~vent~?e hypochrondriasis. 
. ' 

17 Versed and morphine were given to ease the transfer. 
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Embracing SERE (SurVival, Evasion, Resistance, &cape) 

The circumstances ofAZ's capture had not lessened the urgency felt to question 
him about a "second wave" of al-Qa'ida a~cks. Later press reports claimed that not 
only did his injuries not delay this questioning, but that his acute pain was exploited. The 
most detailed version of this myth had Agency doctors installing' an IV drip through 
which a short-acting narcotic painkiller was switched on and off, depending on 
Zubaydah's degree of cooperation. 18 In actual fact. AZ was ~ot interrogated during the 
painful phase of his injuries (for much of which he was on a resp,!!~tor), or at any point 
while he was in the hospital. At no time then or later were mCJ4jcii'd'~)"'ns of any sort 
withheld. /" .',.

// ....~',
-1:(: ... 

The 1Oterrogahon approac . . h' .. 11 aken WI·th A'7. · reI'a~Iy conventiona . . Imltia y t :·~:.~as 

Within the limits of his medical condition, these inyolvcit,a '\combinatio~ofpositive and 
negative incentives, with the expectation that m,oJtst pressures would ~ibss¥y to 
weaken his psychological defenses. Pennissi.o'n~~,\~~e a.f~~on-physica~ldlY 

(b)( 1) aggressive techniques, jf necessary, had been grante~t~~H~iior~to his returnlfr'om the 
(b)(3) NatSecAct hospitalI IThese included an austere ceU;J~j'hitedclothing, sleep 

, deprivation, bright lights, white dietary maniptilatlon (i.e., a nutritionally . 
adequate diet of Ensure . . . Under 'tA~_9rcumstances, 
''positive'' incentives would be the amen'itj~' such as the return of 
full clothing, 'a more comfortable chair . and amore interesting 
diet. 

This basic mostly from the military's SERE 
(Survival, . With antecedents dating to the 

rKorean War, SERE . personnel for capture by 
familiari~{_!~ various interrogation techniques, and 
offer ~IDe coping'stciHs: . .It only extant U.S. program to subject personnel to 
ph~~#I;i!1terrogation ln~pres. 

'. ~ :{~~~.tj.me ~MS'ChOIOgists, psychiatri~ts, and medics ~ere extensiv~l~ . 
1Ovolved 10 a'S'E:RE-hkeAg~cy p'rogram also deSIgned to prepare employees-InItially 

(b)(1) U-2 pilots-ag~~ttte ~ssibility ofcaprure and interrogation. OMS staffers assessed 
(b)(3) NatSecAct candidates, monito)~.p.aiticipants, and even served as instnictors in thi~ program1L-_ --' 

.7.'' 

18 Gerald Posner, Why America'Slept; The Failure to PrevenJ. 91// (New York: Random House, 2003, pp. 
184· 186. _ 
19 During the Korean War, many American POWs collaborated to some extent with their captors. This was 
believed the result of interrogation techniques, which might have been resisted more effectively had 
previous training been available. As a result, by the mid· I 9.50s several SERE-like training programs had 
been developed and implemented. When the SERE antecedents of the Agency program finally were 
Widely publicized, particularly in 2007, it w.aspopular to say that SERE techniques had been "reverse 
engineered" to produce the Agency (and military) interrogation techniques. No reverse engineering was 
needed, however; the interrogation techniques used on SERE trainees were simply used on detainees. 
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'---;;:~------:c;--=---;-~___ ----=-"The Agency's "Risk of Capture" and "Enduring Enemy 
Detention" training was much less physical than SERE training (discussed more fully 
below), but did include sleep deprivation and confinement in a narrow, upright box 
(another SERE technique). The perceived need for this program dwindled in the 1980s, 
and it finally w~ terminated in the early ,Nineties. A few OMS staffers still on-board in 
2002 had supported this program, but none were familiar with the current SERE 
experience, nor its more physical techniques. 

" ~~"" ,
The Agency office with the greatest current SERE fami.li'anty\vas the Office of 

Technical Services (OTS), in which were located a unit ofo~.tjonally-oriented
20psychologists whose interests in interrogation extended 9ac{~~fty years. While 

Agency involvement in interrogations programs h~d aU but disappea.r.ed after the mid
1980s, a SERE-trained psychologist had joined thJl>Wstiff in 1999~d through him 
OTS was acquainted with the current SERE pro8f<U11 and some of its psY~~gi1ts. 

In the immediate wake of9111 QTS a~' ~.. subject .;Logation 
and that September contracted with recently retired ~ rce SERE psychologist Jim 
Mitchell to produce a, paper on al-Qa'~.~ resistance-to-int . ogation techniques. , Mitchell 
collaborated with ~n~ther Air Force ~E~~p~~~ologist, ruq!e.~s~n, and ~ventua1ly 
produced "Recogruzmg and Developmg.GOun~ermeasures to ~Qa'lda ResIstance to 

(b)(1) 	 Interrogation Techniques: A Resistance t-~~ninfl::P~p.~ti.~~.V21 Following AZ's 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 	 capture, Mitchell was sent to ~o)~e as a·be~na-the-scenes consultant to 

interrogators and the 0 ,. ite • illS staff psychq,1ogist (who was there to evaluate AZ 
psychologkally, ~orep~ble approa~~;~ interrogation and debriefing.) 

Under most circuriiStanees; ,int~og~t9ci~eek to exploit the initial shock of 
capture, whiclf.Jn AZ,~~ castJ-Wlls longsl0ce;.past. In lieu of this they chose to take 

(b)( 1 ) 	 advantage:Jbf' the "sho~~,of hl'si~~~~m to detainee prisoner status, in the austerity of a , 
(b )(3) NatSecAct [ :, IcelL One d(it~~er his~i;'t¢n from the comfortable hospital setting, a three 

day perie~ interrogatioft·was beguh, employing all the previously approved measures. 
The on-site'.,pMS physici~onitored this closely, and found that neither the initial 
three-day perio~.of sleep deprivation nor shorter periods repeated several days later that 
week iinpacted his, :~~~~g recovery. These measures also failed to gamer any 

200yne antecedenlS of thiSj"?nit had overseen much of the ~ULTRA interrogation research in the 19508 
and 1960s, published still-relevant classified papers on the merilS ofvarious interrogation techniques, 
contributed heavily to a 1963 KUBARK Counterintelligence Interrogation Manual and ilS derivative 1983 
Hwnan Resources Manual, assisted directly in early interrogations, and (with OMS) provided instruction in 
the Agency's Risk of Capture training, Bureaucratic tensions between OMS and OTS (and their antecedent 
offices) extended across 50 years, and again were at a peak in 2002. While concurrent questions of 
organizational charter, expertise, and placement color much of the OMS detainee experience, this 
complicated issued is beyond the scope of this history. 
21 Mitchell had 13 years of experience in the Air Force SERE program, and Jessen 19 years. Additionally, 
Jessen had worked with released U:S. military detainees in the Nineties. 
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; :f1lsom,e early point AZ, apparently inadvenently, did give up 
in ChiC~&9:6f Jose Padilla, P~illa was planning a "dirty bo~b" attack 

this;{onle the'fust of what later became a steady stream of leaks was reflected 
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drainatic new intelligence. A one day repetition th~ following week was similarly. 
ineffectuaJ. As the on-site personnel assessed the situation, ''there is unlikely to be a 
'Perry Mason' moment where the subject ultimately gives up but rather willlikeJy yield 
infonnatioJi slowly over the course of the interrogations. The subject currently is taking a 
highly sophisticated counter-interrogation resistance posture where his primary position 
is to avoid giving details.'.22 

. The next contemplated step-which was approved for use at the end of AZ's first 
week of interrogation-would have been more punitive: placing him in a "confinement" 
box akin to that previously used in the Agency's own trainin~pfo'~. As OMS was 
advised, confinement boxes had been introduced into SEREJi;tt"'er POW's in Southeast 
Asia reported being placed in small, uncomfortable boxes:';~3 ~t 60% of the POWs so 
treated said it led to their cooperation with interrogatoi:s.'\~e pr. Agency box w~ 
to be 30" x 20" x 85", which was more spacious thaRo'tn the "prot~~SERE box and 

. the .one o~ce used in Agency training. The plan~~.to co~fine A!- ~ a')l.~ng box for 
(b)(1) a tnal enod of 1-2 ho~s, repeat~ no m~~e ~~~::~mes ~)d~y, slmll,~ to tmtiafSERE 
(b)(3) NatSecAct usage: beheved that It would achleve .~~~~~~~red~~ffect. , 

' -,;; .\ 
OMS, concerned that AZ migb accidentally or d~liQerately injure or contaminate 

his wound in the box, specified that he Ra~ . e placed on his~'~lMo'!l...en and that there be 
audio and infrared monitoring eqUipme~me latter already ~ed by CTC). 
Ultimately, use of the box was deferred sa t~hat: ~ ~~errogat6h; could attempt to make a 
deal in which, in ~operation, ould~b~ turned over to Middle 
Eastern countries ' y. This, too, failed -to gain the desired cooperation. 
Howev~, rather 
systematic "tr,.tpcrv 

to the planeuse of the confinement box, a more 
., T 
, 

.~OSI of what AZ proVlded were guesses as to what might 

that AZ "has told U.S. interrogators al Qaeda plans to attack areas 
where large ... And privately, some U.S. officials fear Zubaydah is toying with 

'- them, trying to U.S. resources. One official tells ABC News it's going to take a 
long time, ifever, to Zubaydah." ABC World News Tonight ABC TV, 23 April 2002, "Abu 
Zubaydah Warns U.S. " 
2J Both large and small boxes actually trace to a Russian usage in World War II. "The smallest type of 
cell ...was actually a box measuring a meter in each dimension into which the prisoner was crammed in a 
sitting position. A large electric bulb in the ceiling provided ~ excess oflight and heat, and after ten to 
twenty hours the prisoner lost consciousness. After being revived with a bucket of icy water, he would be 
interrogated immediately" , A similar type ofcell was aptly named the 'standing coffin.' It consisted of a 
box about a half-meter in depth, a meter wide, and two meters high in which a prisoner could neither sit nor 
lie down. Sometimes the standing·co~ was a full meter in depth and the prisoner could squat on the 
floor; at other times the ceiling was so low that the prisoner could at no time stand fully upright." Kermit 
G. Stewart, Russum Methods ofInterrogating Captured Personnel, World War II (Office of the Chiefof 
Military History, Department of the Army, 195'1), p. 316 
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With AZ's continued recovery, and no immediate plans for intensive 
(b)(1) , interrogation, the headquarters physician and PA departed. During the follow-on 
(b)(3) NatSecAc~ iRMo visits, consideration was given to whether a skin graft would accelerate 

the healing of the leg wound. It was judged that that, given the depth of the wound, this 
would have to, wait. Assuming it could be arranged locally, this entirely elective 
procedure would have to be timed so that the recovery period did not impede any 
ongoing interrogation. As circumstances developed, no graft was seen as necessary; by 
the time the wound had granulated in sufficiently, it was well on the way to complete 

healing. " ,.A. 
In mid-June, AZ was informed that as a result of hil4ai4.W;~ to cooperate the 

sympathetic interrogation team then present was being ~tJidraW@d that he was to be 
left in isolation to reconsider cooperating before a mUGh more aggr-ess~ve team arrived. 
Then, for almost two months he was left in the haJ)~~of~~inaifferen~\u-ds who fed him 
at irregular hours and only once a day (albeit w!t4,Sufficient nutrients f~~31Y)' An 
OMS medical attendant continued to dress hi,~~wi>Und, altliaugh at less frequeFl intervals, 
averaging about every two days. Wound healing w~'car~ffiify:..monitored ~ughout, 
and continued its steady improvement. ,-,::~,~.j 

\~ " ~>-
Given the lack of success with '~~,:~~~ PSYChol~~~~tchell and Jessen (the 

latter having retired from the Air Force "iit \Ma~~~e an,C;>TS IC) were tasked with 
devising a more aggressive approach to ii1terro~{oRI::~~eir ,~6lution was to employ the 

. \:" ~. ~'I """'" 
full range ofSERE tec~iqu~" They, togetp$r ,With otlie(OTS psychologists, researched 
these teclmiques, soli~Hin&"iflfOnnation on effectiveness~d harmful after effects from 
various psycholo&i~p;~msychi~ts, academi~;" and the Joint Personnel Recovery 
Agency (JPM), wh~l1 MersaW military SERE)Jfograms . 

.....M~-!f:. :'~~' '''_ e,.. "': 

AsJtl~'~ategoriz <SY"Mitchel1;and.:J-essen, the pressures to which SERE-trainees 
are subJected dw;-nga:fuI:~-<faY,~,·.captivity" fall into three general categories. 
Conl~fio"u~ng teclmiqu~~eri'p~h~logical defens~s and d~riv~ the ~tude~ts of their 
usual sense:~fpersonal cop~ol. ~ese mclude such thmgs as smppmg, d1apenng, sleep 
deprivatiori~tary restric~on, and solitary confinement; as noted, these measures also 
provide an op~i1unity for.pesitive rewards for cooperation. Corrective techniques are 
physically puniii've, and ar~' designed to sharply disabuse a trainee of the notion that they 
won't be touched andJooUs them on the interrogators and the questions being asked. 
These include "atten~6~" holds of the face, "attention" slaps to the abdomen and face, 
and slamming the stUdent against a wall (''walling''). Coercive techniques are the most 
aggressive of the negative measures, and are designed to accelerate the trainee's entrance 
into full compliance. These can include placement in stressful positions, confinement in 
boxes, dousing with water, immersion in cold ponds, and exposure to the "waterboard" 
(which invokes a sense ofdrowning through the application of water to a cloth-covering 
the nose and mouth ofa supine subject). At the extreme some SERE programs even used 
mock burials. 
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Despite the physical and psych,ological intensity of the SERE program, thousands 
of trainees had completed the course without physical or psychological aftereffects. In 
part .this is because SERE candidates (and instructors) are medically and psychologically 
prescreened, and physicians and psychologists monitored the entire process. All 
measures, even the most aggressive, are designed and administered to insure the safety of 
those interlogated. "Slaps" are open-handed, short-arc, and directed at narrowly-' 
circumscribed "safe" areas; those ''walled'' are supported with a rolled towel around the 
neck, and the blows directed against flexible walls designed to absorb the blow while 
amplifying the sound; water immersion is limited by ambient air and, water temperature; 
and water-board applications generally are limited to 20 seco~~o"no more than 40 
seconds. /, ~~~. 

"'\ '~ 

By early July a specific plan for the aggressi~~t'e Of~~jipterrOgation had 
been worked out. The goal was to jarringly "dislo9fte iiis1:xpectatib'os',<?,f treatment, and 
thereby motivate him to cooperate. (At the tim~ was believed to be'auth.or of the al
Qa'ida manual on interrogation resistance; he)s"seemed\~;-..think ifhe cO\il~li<5'ld out 
longer, he would be transferred into the benign l!1:S1..¥pi.~ji' system.) The i,n'ferrogations 
would be handled exclusively by the two contract SERE psychologists,24 who would 
escalate quickly through a "menu" ofpre-approved tecilniqu~. These were to be ''the 
same techniques used on U.S. military-))'~~JlIlel during SE~jping" (detailed above), 
designed for maximum psychological impa:ct~th911t causing~~ere physical harm.,,2s 
A medicai person with SERE experien~i.e., a"seriior O¥.~4)A, who,had worked in the 
previ.o~s Agency progr~.'r.~ to be ,prese}!~;througho~~~d, when w~ted, an ?MS 
phYSICian. ' The OMS melhCal:;officersexcluslve role was to assure AZ 's safety dunng '" 
interrogation. All::>. '\,: .. ;. \. 

~~" ~ 
, As a pra~tical ~~A~;~a~itlYpl\\1~_~i'~urrence, there were to be two sizes of 

confinem;~~'l?Oi:eS': ' Cpnfi~~~~t i;r~~Yiously described larger b~x would be limited 
to 8 hOlt!oS,timd no'more than 1(8~~~ total in a 24 hour period). A much smaller box 

also~~€Z:~,~: built, nie~Uri~g 30,.#x 21 "x 30". Confinement in this box would be 

" " (

" , \ '~1 
" r·..·1 

24 ere describe(fJ~)n as a "SERE interrogation specialist" experienced ,"in the techniques of 
confrontational interi'og3'tions;1' " . 
23 Alfred McCoy, a prof~';9;of history of some note later claimed in A Question ojToriure (REF) that the 
CIA approach to interrogation reflected an internal program extending back to the 1950s. Agency interest 
in interrogation did begm very early, and continued into the early Eighties, but was not a direct antecedent 
of the 2002 ere approach, which came directly from Jessen and Mitchell's SERE experience. Both SERE 
and initial Agency thinking, however, drew on the same early Agency and military-funded studies. The 
early research was summarized in Albert D. Bidennan and Herbert Zimmer, cds., The Manipulation of 
Human Behavior (New York, Wiley & Sons, 1961), with which Jessen and Mitchell were familiar. Their 
conceptual framework relied heavily on the Bidennan chapter by Lawrence Hinkle on "The physiological 
state of the interrogation subject as it affects brain function." Both Biderman and Hinkle had received 
MKULTRA support. For McCoy's perspective, see Alfred W. McKoy, A Question ojTorture: CIA 
Interrogation,from the Cold War to the War on Terro; (New York; Metropolitan BookslHenry Holt and 
Co., 2006). McCoy occupies a named chair at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. 
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limited to two hours.26 Care was to be taken not to force AZ's legs into a position that 
would compromise wound healing. In actual practice, the larger box was used in an 
upright position, through its dimensions were such that AZ (who was quite flexible), 
could sit down ifhe chose, albeit in a cramped position; even the small box 
accommodated a squatting position sometimes adopted by AZ on his own volition. At 
the planned point ofpeak interrogational intensity, waterboard app1ications would be 
alternated with use of the confinement boxes (in which he would "contemplate his 
situation',) until, it was hoped, "fear and despair" led to cooperation. 27 

OTS psychologists prepared briefing papers to accomRahAgenCy request to 
DoJ s~king an ~pinion on wh~er the SERE-techniques ~dll~allY be used in .an 
actual m~errogation. Ofthe poSSIble measures, only theikater06~~!"d ~ock ~urtal . 
were beheved by the Agency's Office ofGeneraI Coun~el(OGC) t.,uU'e pnor 
Department ofJustice (DoJ) approval. However, t~t)'~'''Eilhcfuced InteFFag~tion 
Techniques~' (EITs) initially were proposed: attention grasp, walling tecru#~acial 
hold, facia.1 or.insult slap, cramJ>e? co~finerit~nt':'~~~,es, w~l~tandin~) stre~:s ' sltions, 
sleep depnvation, waterboard (''hlstoncally the mostcs1fecti~t~chntque usJri,y the U.S. 
military"), and mock burials. To these was added the~l~ment of harmless insects in 
the confinement box (based on AZ's apparent discomf~th insects). After 
preliminary discussion·with the Department of Justice, mo~k.:burial had been eliminated, 
from consideration. Of specific interest-was·whether any of these'measures were barred 
by the most relevant Federal torture 'statUie,whiClfjili;.J!i'the intentional infliction of 
severe physical . or mental)]~~..?r sufferin~ 

.4'~~7:-. ., " 
Among the ~(eiJ1.s forwcitd~ to DoJ alof with the request was a 24 July 2002 

OTS paper on "PSYChi)~'~,~ Tet!n.s E.mployedi!(~e Statuto~ Prohi?ition on To~re)" 
a memorandum from the··AIrJ;9r~:.f.~.~f. g.rp'~ychology Services, Major Jerald Ognsseg, 
on the Air ..~ith SERE;'aDQ 'an OTS-prepared AZ psychological 

Ogris~g, almost 27,000 students had undergone Air Force 
and~~~,Ol~>ofwhich only 0.14% had been pulled for 

,_........".• whi~h'¢hone were known to have had "any long-tem'l 
paper, assessed the relative risk of the various 

techniques, while they had been administered to volunteers "in a 
harmless way, impact on the psyche of the volunteer, we do not 
believe we can same for aman . . . forced through these processes. . .. The(b)( 1 ) 

(b)(3) NatSecAc4 This small box was not much smaller than boxes occaSionally used in Agency exfiltrations a decade and 

(b)( 1 ) more earlierj I 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 'r1 The quotations in this and ~~ preceding paragraph are from an outgoing ca~le, from ALEC to

I 19July 2002, outhmng the proposed plan. The CfClLegal analYSIs was presented to the Legal 
Adviser to the NSC, and the DOJ Office of Legal Counsel, and Criminal Division; it also was briefed to the 
Counsel to the President See CTClLegaL tol ~5 July 2007. ' 
28 A OOJ review of the Wle of mock burials would have been much more time-consuming than what was 
needed for the other measures. Some of this history is found in Office of the Inspector General; (b)( 1 ) 
"Counterterrorism Detention and Interrogation Activities (September 2001 - October 2003)," 7 May 2004,

(b)(3) NatSecAct pp. 13-15. . 
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intent. . .is to make the subject very disturbed, but with the presumption that he will 
recover." ''The plan is to rapidly overwhelm the subject, while still allowing him the 
,option to choose to cooperate at any stage 'as the. pressure is being ratcheted up. The plan 
hinges on the use of an absolutely convincing technique. The water board meets this 
need. Without the water board, the remaining pressures would constitute a 50 percent 
solution and their effectiveness would dissipate progressively over time, as the subject 
figures out that he will not be physically beaten and as he adapts to cramped ' 
confinement" 29 . ' ( 

DoJ's Office of Legal. Counsel (OLC) prepared three . 'oranda in response to 
. ~ 

the Agency request, all dated 1 August 2002. An uncrassifi~ 'Legal Memorandum, Re: 
Standards of Conduct for Interrogation ..." spel1ed out in .broad ti~fail what would and . .. . ~ 

would not fall within the provisions of the Torture' CQnven~~on, as"ii'rip]emented within 
the United States. A second unclassified memo concluded that under int~ationallaw, 
interrogations not barred within the U.S. would.l1:pt be within the jurisdicf\Q.l).ofthe . 
International Criminal Court. The third, clas~ifi~ .memorihdum, applied''tlfe judgments 
of the first ~o to the interrogatio~ ofAbu Zub~~~':.pJicit m~o,.~ti~ed , 
"Interrogation of al Qaeda operatIve," summanzed the~roposed techmques, therr recorU 

~' ,' .

in the SERE program, and the proposed medical safeguards,! then advised-per the Legal 
Memorandum-that torture, as legally defined, WCl$ "the infljction ofsevere physical or 
mental pain·or suffering;" that severe physical pain "is pain that is difficult for 'the 
individuaJ to endure and is of an intensitY~akin ~th~:p~mpanylng serious physical 
injury." ~~r ~nclusion was that "~n]on~~e ~r?p.techniques inflicts such pain." 
These exphcltly mcluded staPsallmg, stress posltlOns;confinement boxes, sleep . 

depri~ation, and ~e.~"rbo~ .'.~or did the' waterboar? legally "i.nflict severe [p~ysical] 
suffenng," beca.u e It ..as~slffiply a ~ntrolled 'lJ~ut~ episode, lacking the connotation of . 
a protracted penod oftime generally gIven to suffenng.,,30 

..... ,J ..:.. • .... \ . :: . ~.;: .... • 

.~ith regardl~Jlether ijle techniques inflicted severe mental pain, 001 wrote 
that~ prohibited bfSt1ttute th~~uld have to cause "prolonged mental harm," . 
"disrupt profoundly the s=~ or t;epersonality" (i.e., through the administration of a 
''mind-alterii1,g.~ubstance or procedure") or threaten imminent death. With the exception 
of the waterboard ,(and mock burial, which had been dropped from C9nsideration), none 
of the techniqu~~th~efore was prohibited. "Although the waterboard constitutes a threat 
of imminent death," the SERE record indicated that it did not calise the requisite 

29 OMS was not part of'the preparation of these papers and first saw them the following spring, 2003. The 
DoJ August 1, 2002 memorandum on "Interrogation ofal Qaeda Operative," which .J..as provided to OMS 
in summer 2002, did quote or summarize some portions of the OTS-prepared material. 
30 Memorandum for John Rizzo, Acting General Counsel of the Central Intelligence Agency, "Interrogation 
of al Qaeda Operative," 1 August 2002. A separate, unclassified memo that date, stated, "Physical pain 
amounting to torture must be equivalent in intensity to the pain accompanying serious phySical injury, such 
as organ failure, impainnent ofbodily function, or even death." Legal Memorandum, Re: Standards of 
Conduct for Interrogation under 18 U.S.C. 2340-2340A (I August 2002), in Office of the Inspector 
General, "Counterterrorism Detention and Interrogation Activities (September 2001 - October 2003)," 7 
May 2004', p. 19. 
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"prolonged mental hann•. .. e.g .• mental ~arm lasting months or years." Thus the use of 
this procedure "would not constitute torture within the meaning of the statute.,,31 

(b)( 1 ) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct . With both definitive DoJ legal guidance and White House concurrence in hand, 

on August 3rd the field was cabled approval to proceed. Notwithstanding the reported 
safety of the SERE measures. OMS believed the presence ofboth a physician and the PA 

b)(1) was,warranted, at least during waterboard applications. In anticipation ofDoJ approval.
( two RMOs had been asked if they were willing to participate, and both agreed. In early 
(b )(3) NatSecAct Ju) O. en route to a temporary assignin~t! 12 was 

. met and briefed at Dulles Airport. At the end of July. upon oratapprdval from Do] (and 
(b)( 1 ) the White House). he was disrtched! ! to await th{~ttenappioval. At 
(b)(3) NatSecAct I RMO reconfirmed AZ's basi~oO<;l health. and reported to 

OMS a local belief that the enhanced measures would. .s~~~ed within 72-96 hours. i.e .• 
within the length ofa typical SE~ program. Aft~.'a 'week th~ ~O. who had (b)( 1 ) 
accompanied the initial AZ rendition. was to relie~e this RMO; he. too. was.brought to 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
Washington fot a briefing. . ~ ..4;'" 

During the upcoming period of intense interrog~tipn, ~ was to be ~en the 
impression that he could not escape iOtD an alleged neea:~; care. Medical 
attendants would no longer dress his "d; rather. a guara 0ecasi nally left dressings ... 
and antisepti~s.with ~hichhe was to taKF~(·~~~lf. In ~al fact. this "gu:n-d" was 
a PA or phYSICIan (With face covered. as Y(~re a!p~fi~:guar:~.~••who carefully morutored 
the wound. and made anY~f:1.~sary cuts olitV(-tlpe as'~,t60k care of the dressing . 

.,<~. 
~~ 

..... ', .,. 

"'\ 
',' >' ,. ' 

(' ~~~' 
·,,!,:J!f."~~7 

""~? 

',',' . 

31 Memorandum for Jo~ Rizzo, Acting General Counsel of the Central Intelligence Agency, "Interrogation 
of al Qaeda Operative," I August 2002. In the separate unclassified memo of that date, Dol also wrote, 
"For purely mental pain or suffering to amount to torture under Section 2340, it must result in significant 
psychological hann of significant duration. e.g., lasting for months or even years." Legal Memorandum, 
Re: Standards ofConduct for Interrogation under 18 U .S.C. 2340-2340A (I August 2002). in Office of the 
Inspector General, "Counterterrorism Detention and Interrogation Activities (September 200 I - October 
200ll 

I "1 M~ 7004 n " . ~~~m NatSecAct 1 
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Initiation of "Enhanced Interrogation Techniques" (EIT's) 

On August 4th, "enhanced interrogation techniques" were begun. Within six 
hours these progr~sed from attention slaps and walling to confinement in both the large 
(about 5 hours) and small (about I hour) boxes, and finally to the water board. The 
initial waterboard sessions lasted about two hours, although with significant breaks and 
with no single application exceeding 17 seconds; and none exceeding 30 seconds in a 
later second session.33 After a final half-hour in the sman box~as left overnight in 
the large box. Medical-which remained continuously on-~.i.e~out the intense 
phase of interrogation-monitored AZ's condition throu.gQ<rut lli'e'night via a grainy 
video feed from inside the box. The next day, 5 Augyst, ')\\z was su ::je~ted to a similar 
~urse. ~~ither d.ay produced n?ta?le inte~ligenc~~it~willingn~~!& gi~e other 
klDd~ of.monnahon, AZ was sticking to hi~ P').lll0us ~tat~ent tha( he 'CIO,ed 
what little he knew on imminent threats. InfQrm~U~.....the R¥.Q wrote that ~ "stems 
amazingly resistant to the waterboard" and was "be~§~i9-thabj,tuated to th~ tioxes." 
Contrary to expectations, the process was going to take·"a' long time." The whole 
experience, the RMO added, was and psychoiogically very uncomfortable" for 
all those witnessing it. 34 . .... " .,~)

'/ 
EITs continued to be applied 

" 

i~fensity until the morning 
of 8 August, when a partj~I,~~Y aggressi distraught, and some 
?fthe on-site staffp~9~9undlx,a.f!"~cted. In personnel concluded the 
mtense phase should not be continued much and that senior CTC personnel 
needed to see the tro~s'first h\irid. The nonetheless were continued for 
the next few days, as pl~~~in~(te econference (VTC) with . 
headqU~~m¥:~~ . to include staff counseling. 35 

(b)(3) CIAAct 	 . ~August l3thr~\VTCw~held, incl~ding video clips fro~ the fu.l1 range of 
mterrogati:0n efforts. a~S was 8fre of those m attendance. DespIte a gramy (b )(6) 
appearan~~~,ntensity ~ie ongoing interaction was graphically evident. .eTC ) 
analysts, howe~ai~onvinced that AZ had detailed time-perishable infonnation, 

33 The waterboard was ~ed slightly head down-as was done in SERE-and included a capability to 
(b)( 1) quickly pivot to a verticaltposition to facilitate clearing the air passages.)) The medical team had limited 
(b) (3) NatSecAct AZ to liquids for severaihours preceding this exposure, but when his anticipated vomiting included solids 

from early that morning, he was restricted to liquids only for the duration of the intense phase. \ 
l4 Lotus Note,~ Medic toC:::}1s, 5 August 2002, SECRET . 

(b)(3) CIAAct 	 3S Thought was given locally to bringing in 8 staff psychologist or psychiatrist to work with the staff. The 
on-site OTS persOMel objected to this, a reflection of long-standing antipathy between OMS and OTS on (b)(6) 
the psychology side, and an OTS belief that they should control all "operational psychology." As these 
were potentially staff consultations, this argument wasn't accepted. However, it was decide that a more 

(b) (1 ) practical approach was to have OMS staffevaluate/counsel all staff personnel on their return from 

(b)(3) NatSecAct I . (and psychological\y prescreen anyone being sentout(b')(1 )~or other future detention 


Sites). 	 (b)(3) NatSecAct 
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which warranted a continuation of the process.36 Given the on-site OTS psychologist 
assessment that AZ's psychological status was fundamentally sound, and the RMO'S37 
judgment that the wound still looked acceptable (albeit at some risk if the process 
continued another two weeks), C/CTC directed the enhanced interrogations to continue. 
However, to allow AZ more opportunity to cooperate, the breadth of questioning was to 
be broadened considerably; and all decisions on.technique left to tl)ose at site. 

Enhanced measures continued for the next ten days, albeit at a much lower 
intensity. The waterboard was applied on only two of those da~(I~gust ]5 and 19), and 
for the final three days the small confinement box was not US~y Even· this limited 
waterboard use was meant only as a brief reminder when ~aRP.,.eared to be backsliding. 

Between these final two waterooard sessi~nS~~ti~.Qised by the field 
about the possible use of a medical "disinhibitor," sueH as. sodium am~•.which 
prompted another OMS review of ' 'truth serumslsuch drugs, although,\;C!idely regarded 
as unreliable sources of "truth," were believ~~e~tiallybsefu) as an "e~~!~iliat 
would allow the subject to be more forthcoming :ffi~tin~~!lg face. Wbii~ 
undertaking the review, OMS infonnalJy agreed to oonsiYer supporting this alternative 
approach, providing that the actual ad~i~!stration was'lftlled by a qualified physician, 
e.g., an OMS psychiatrist. In practice;.~~~c~mtinued co.atio~ with the new line of 

question made new measures unnecess~~~8,.:~~.7.":-" ""'. Y 
Medically, AZ S~~w.¢.,.~emarkable\i~~li~~'tfu:~~gbout the process, in part due 

to a manifest concern,~r'hiS}bYSical wft'-being. The early worry that he would 
attempt to aggravate'Qj~ woun , especIally w~l/e In the confinement boxes, proved 
entirely unfounded.' H~ays ,as very attentiv~ to his dressings. The boxes 
themselves eventually se~t. ~..an~cape from more severe measures. During 
the most p.~Y,§~yh~.e oftfl~ ~terrogatiJINwound healing did slow, and eventually 
there w~;minimil de~eIjorati~n~ cif.some margins. No signs of infection presented, . 
how;"V~d the intens~:phase o'(th'e -interrogation ended before further deterioration 
woUld naye forced medic~terveption. 

". . , : ~ ..~~ 
Dllriri~f?.final, ~ition phase of enhanced interrogation (which began on 

August 19th and~d~ th.~.:23rd), AZ was in an increasingly benign environment. This 
allowed solid food;' m;'e<iffy improved hygiene, and the resumption of more active medical 
care. The edges oflpT'wound quickly recovered, and the healing in of the basic defect 
resumed. When AZ entered the "debriefing" mode, both the RMO and the PA were 
able to depart, replaced-as previously-by headquarters-based nurses, who attended to 
the healing leg wound: 

(b)( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 36 On-site personnel came tobeJieve that Head uarters thou ht the field had lost its objectivity. . 

37 By this timeI ~O had replaced O. 
(b)( 1) 31 Another question raised was whether a smaJamount 0 s pnel, still imbedded in his parietal lobe after 

a war injury some years earlier, could explain his failure to recall certain details. Our consultants judged
(b)(3) NatSecAct not. 

, 
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(b)(1) Within two weeks questions about AZ's candor again were raised and] ] 

(b)(3) NatSecA t RMO was sent for against the possible resuinption of more intense methods. Enhanced 
c methods proved unnecessary, but during th~ IRMO's weeklong stay at . 

I Ithel IRMO flew down to be briefed into the program. To 
further build the support cadre, th«( b)( 1) IRMO was recalled to headquarters for 
the same briefing. (b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1 ) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct Onl 


,----------,
las ~1 =-=----=;-::--~ 

its terror alert level to "oran e" hi 
consulates. 

(b)(1) r 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

~~--:---' No attacks materialized, but the anxiety level !emained higli. In the_ 
Washington, D. C. area, five separate "sniper;4eks the X.week in Octer left five 
random Washington area residents dead-all kill~lt,thi'!weJ\t about routjne daily 
activiti~. For three difficult weeks, until ~e killers w~~ptur~, the sniper attacks 
were beheved by some to be another··t.erronst assault. ~t this local angst, on Octqber. 
12th, the al-Qa'ida-affiliated 11 bombed. a~nightclub in Bal~lliJlg 202 people. . 

(b)(1) •.. ,:.....:.: .. :'..,-..... '7 

(b)(3) NatSecAct Amidst these ongoing developm~ri~, tv.:~:otl:t.~";~9J~ value targe!s".(H~s) were 


captured who eventu~ly ~~l}j.g be hand~ ·o~~~. to CTe-.~ne was Ramzl Bmalshi~ 

former member of the '~l)tir' 9111 cell aifrJsted in Karachi on September 11th. L-J 

(b)( 1) In mid~October, about the time of 
(b)(3) NatSecAct e ~a i bom.bing,..A6d\i}:~~i1m~t~-Nas~ was}~ested l . .I Nashi~ was al

Qa'lda's semor representati~J.l~tHe et:Slan Gulf, and beheved dtrectly hoked to both the 
(b)(1) East African··~6assMbomlm and tl1 6eQloin .of the USS Cole. 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
~--~~~-. --------~...-..-.--~--~----------------------------~ 

, Anti.qipating the transfer of at least one of these HVT's, RG hurried to complete a 
second facil~j 

(b)(1 ) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)( 1) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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On ovember, Nashiri was transferred to Agency custody, and flown on an 
(~)(~) N tAt Agency rendition flight to an Agency facility I I Both.an 
( )() a Sec c OMS PA and contract psychologist-interrogator Mitchell accompanied this rendition. At 

I IMitchell and Jessen (who had been there assisting with interrogations for the 
preceding two weeks) prepared a mental status evaluation, an assessment of Nashiri's 

(b)(1) ''resistance postUre," and proposed an "interrogation plan." Nashiri, then age 37, had 
(b)(3) NatSecAct seemed arrogant and immature, transparently feigning distress, and provocatively 

disrupting his interviews and uestionin ' , but was without apparent mental disorders. 
(b)(1) The plan was to move him tOI here, ifhe remained wicooperative, he would 
(b)(3) NatSecAct be subjected to increasingly intense enhanced interrogation m~At headquarters, 

an OTS psychologist reviewed the assessment and plan. ~that there was no 
evidence Nashiri would be unable, to endure enhanced m~res er; that they would cause 

(b)(1) ' him "severe, profound, or pennantmt harm." A physician ....fuus w ~ed to monitor his 

(b)(3) NatSecAct planned interrogation,../,r " '" ". . 

Nashiri was moved to ~ 
(b)(1) RMO, summoned to rejoin the on-site PA,'amv ~0I! "At Nashiri 
(b )(3) NatSecAct immediately was subjected to slaps, walling, and th~c6iifjnement boxes (which, because 

of his small stature, proved a relativel~ benign sanctuary)~~A week later, after some 
(b)(1)' . perceived success, these intense measur(s w.ere suspended/·an~,.th~ iRMo 
(b)(3) NatSecAct depart~. l!nexpect~ly a combinationMge",,~~:ems l.another day of . 

aggressIve Interrogation, on November~.be~~t.e~~~ ~RMO could amve. 
These measures, which i9~1~9.~ all the pre.yt9~ly appJi~4measures plus 1-3 brief 

(b)( 1 ) . applications of the wa,.¢f.boai4/~eremonitor.e.d ·by thePAand accomplished without · .............. . 
(b)(3) NatSecAct complication.41 :1'( '.' \~ 

.~.!-...~. '. (b)( 1 ) 

(b )(3) NatSecAct (b)( 1 ) 
(b )(3) NatSecAct '--..---,_ _ =--_-..,,~~---.-..___~____._--.-__;_;_..----' L--:----:_-----'--ow was available, so 

Interrog§fions were'·~p~nded·ap.9. plans laid for a quick departure I IThe . 
(b)( 1 ) arriVJll~e l ~O 8Ilowed the on-site .PA-who was to alm~any the 
(b )(3) NatSecAct transfer. pvisitl jid buy, 'cold-weather clothes. On December jthe transfer 

w~·.~!fected. MlfcallY, both detainees were in good shape. AZ's leg wound 
(b)( 1) '-=-ow m--::C:-::'ur"ed PIDY a Ix2 em, and was easily covered by a small bandage. n-=-=:::-:--:-:C eas Both 
(b )(3) NatSecAct detainees were :.k,J.ed .JWMJhooded for the trip, and transported lying on their sides.

42 

Initially the renditi1rn'tr¢w propo~ a gag and duct tape to prevent communication, but 
(b)(1) '. this was overruled by-the PA. Airsickness could lead to vomiting and, with mouths 
(b )(3) NatSecAct blocked, to aspiration. . 

41 The PA wrote of only one session, a later IG review said two, and a later CTC summary said three; all 
agreed that these were of very short duration. 
41 Hooding during transfer was primarily for security reasons, to prevent detainees from identifying their 
locations. Eventually medical personnel became concerned that in some cases hood might unacceptably 
restrict air flow, so during flights detainees were monitored with pulse oximeters. Ifoxygen saturation 
began to drop, the hood was pulled above the nose. This problem eventually was remedied by replacing 
hoods with eye patches and opaque goggles. 
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The late December Washington Post artic~a'S""among the fii'stRo claim 
knowledge of the Age~cy's i.nterrogation technR~' "Sources". did ~1r1tt!!.~rt (or 
guess) that these techniques mcluded sleep d~Fhv~n ("ci'~ractice With am:};fguOUS 
status in international law"), and stress positions. t e.y' er:r.~i'I\ alleging mabIpulation of 
Zubaydah's medical care: ''National security offici.ested that Zubaida's 
painkillers were used selectively in the beginning ofhis eap,tivity . ... " ~5 This speculation, 
echoed in a Post editori.al, was repeat~ rp~r~ tEmphaticalijy~w .month~ later ~y 
both the Los Angeles Times and New York Trmes'(~'.U.S. officriils;;admltted wlthholdmg 

\ \ ....~ , . , ":1, 1."

painkillers;" ''painkillers were withheld fr9,m MJ)'Z"I.p.IlY~~~):' And from there, it 
immediately went to the editorial pages ofthe,Bntish'Nfe"dical Journal, which asked if 
''the doctors ass~~~si~~r.:Ogation cehges protest~ ... at the denial ofpainkillers to 
Ab~ Zubaydah.' ~A~.~.~e 2?05t\~~ authoritah~ ~.S. official" finally,was quoted as 
saYIng that the pam m~leat1on story "never haRP,ened." But by then It had become an 

accepted "fa~~:~~~a.l~t..soo~,e".e~tlY enshrined in books. 47 

(b)( 1 ) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

45 "U.S. Decries Aouse but Def~s ~;rrogations," Washi~gton Post, 26 December i002. 
46 "Fighting 'telTOri;fu" Vvi~,!c{rtilre," BMJ 326:773-774 (12 April 2003). 
47 "Torture is Not an OPtion/' Washingfon Post, 27 December 2002; "Rights on the Rack," Los Angeles 
Times,6 March 2003; '~~estioning Terror Suspects in a Dark and Surreal World," New York Times, 9 
March 2003. Some later repetitions: "U,S. Pledges to Avoid Torture," Washington Post, 27 June 2003 
("Officials said painkillers were used selectively to win cooperation ofAbu Zubaida"k"Hussein 
DiSOriented, Defiant, Sources Say," Washington Post, 15 December 2003; "The Policy of Abuse," 
Washington Post, 16 May 2004; "CIA Puts Harsh Tactics On Hold," Washington Post, 27 June 2004; 
"Disclosure'of Authorized Interrogation Tactics Urged," Washington Post, 3 July 2004; "The CIA's 
Prisoners," Washington Post, 15 July 2004; "C.I.A. Expands Its Inquiry Into Interrogation Tactics," New 
York Times, 29,August 2004; "Vice President for Torture," Washington Post, 26 October 2005 The lone 
contradictory voice is found in "Italy presses U.S. on torture claim," Chicago Tribune, 28 December 2005. 
Among the books repeating this claim: Gerald Posner, Why.,America Slept: The Failure to Prevent 9/11 
(New York: Random House, 2003, pp. 184-186; Sanford Levinson, ed., Torture: A Collection, (Oxford: 
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The question ofdrug-assisted interrogation 

The intensity and duration of AZ's interrogation came as a surprise to OMS and 
prompted further study of the . seemingly more benign alternative of drug-based 
interviews.48 The only readily accessible summary of the Agency's extensive early 

. experience was a spring 1961 Studies in Intelligence article, "'Truth' Drugs in 
Interrogation," which had concluded, 

No such magic brew as the popular notion oftru~~ exists. The 
barbiturates, by disrupting defensive patterns, may sometime be helpful in 
interrogation, but even under the best conditions ili.ll.elicit an output 
contaminated by deception, fantasy, garbled spe~get~major 
vulnerability they produce in the subject is a ten~ency to ~~he has 
revealed more than he has. It is possible, ho.wever, lor both ne!fl 
individuals and psychopaths to resist drug interrogation; it seem ikeJy that 
any individual who can withstand ordjrf~4'ltensi.Je interrogation'cap"1td 

. . 49 . 	 ~ ... " f'!"' out In narcosIs. 	 -~, ... 
.:J,"." 

This wasn't necessarily the final.word, however, 'C;v;en in 1961; Technical 

Services Division (TSD, predecessor to OTS) was in fact ~'g ~rugs in 

interrogation about that time (notably LSD)~~ULTRA ~~ research 

continued at least two more years. Addi~ally~~'!r~§~ f<.UBARK (CIA] 

Counten'ntelligence Inter.r.oga#on manual, still~ihcludoo::drugs among the 

potentially useful interz,-6gati6.mqols, ifonJy·for a placebo effect, or to allow the 

subject to rationa1i~e.gi~ng up1Iifonnation.so .~ 


.~. -"' .. .. ', t , I ~ 

An OMS staff'~·s;~hiatris~:p.bt~i~ed from the DO's Central Eurasian Division a 
compilat~~at~1fiJ1~ OIN~e So.vlet"~g:pfogram. OMS was aware that studies of 
commUnIst "bram wasmng" tecQAiques m the 1950s and 1960s had concluded that 
Sovie Satellite, and cmt.ae su~ses-at "mind control" were achieved without the use r 	 .~v 

;')' 

: 	 48 Similar ~ g was Paniall~ponsi6Je for interest in the use of "truth serums" in the 1930s; they 
avoided the mor p'h~ical measures then in use by some police departments. 
49 George Binruner.J.e, "'Truth' ~gs in Interrogation," Studies in Intelligence 5(2):AI-A19 (Spring 1961). 
Geroge Birrunerle was a p'seud~ym for a TSDlBehavioral Activities Branch (BAB) non-scientist working 
principally as a researcli~ writer, but once involved in sum:ptitious LSD administration. This article 
apparently was prepared#with help from Dr. Edward Pelikan, a consultant pharmacologist fonnerly on the 
Technical Services Staff(TSS, predecessor to TSD). In 1977 the Agency introduced the text of this article, 
without title, author, date or sourcing into Congressional Hearings on MKULTRA, as a statement of then 
current thinking on drugs in interrogation. LSD received only the passing conunent that "infonnation 
obtained from a person in a psychotic drug state would be unrealistic, bizarre, and extremely difficult to 
assess... Conceivably, on the other hand, an adversary service could use such drugs to produce anxiety or 
terror mmedically WlSophisticated subjects unable to distinguish drug-induced psychosis from actual 
insanity." 
so KUBARK Counterintelligence Inte';'ogation (1963),99.131 (SECRET). While no author is listed, the 
manual was prepared by or jointly with the TSDIBAB psychology staff. A redacted version of this manual 
was released to the public in 1997. 
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of drugs. The 2002 CE data was consistent with this, in suggesting that the most intense 
period of Soviet drug study had not come until the 1980s, in the wake of intense 1970's 
publicity surrounding the Agency's drug programs. It appeared that the Soviets had 
looked into drugs similar to those once investigated by the C.I.A. and U.S. military (e.g., 
psychotomimetics, barbiturates), and-as in the U.S.-had failed to find any particularly 
useful drug.SI 

. 

The issue of drug-based interrogation vs. SERE techniques was discussed with 
three OMS field-based psychiatrists at a Mental Hea1th Division (W:HD) field conference 
the first ofOctober. All had ,been exposed to amytal intervie~s{i~ng their residency 
training or later, typically treating hysterical paralysis. The"g~. of the interviews had not 
been to establish actual facts, but rather to seek the ''psy~tf~lo;;al .truth'' behind the 
condition. The psychiatrists, while not optimistic, ~j!!gfit~at gi\~~the alternatives the 
subject was worth more study. A long distance di~QgU~continued for Ul,Y" next 2-3 
months, while each did his literature review, andlsbbmitted thoughts. "~':;'~ ) 

~,".(" '~-" \ f ~ 

' d 'ded th .th ~ .. ).':."" h ld b"Y.I hEventually It was ecI at e most pro.tpprqac wou . e a ong t e 
lines of traditional "narco-ana1ysis." Unquestionabl ante false information would 
result, as was the case with more phy~ic8:.1 methods, bU~flwasn't necessarily a . 
showstopp..-. Even the unreliable barhi~\e interviews o'f~,9S' in the hands of 
sophisticated analysts, sometimes providt;(tuseful ·l.eads. 

. , \ ........... : ~ ¢..'" 
\11., /"",',' :. '. ~ . 

. !he ~referred d~~~~~:Vp'eared to be ~i.91iZ8Ianil~~~), a comparativel~ new. 
benzodlazepme. v7;was~Ofthe safes\t,and most'easlly reversed benzodlazepmes, 
and clearly much p'Feferable to llie older barbifurates. It also afforded some amnesia, a 
sometimes desirat51-e ~ary}!.ect. A dowri~id'ewas a requirement for (preswnably) 
physician-assi~ted intra QUS aOiiiirustF~~£.4V/Which decades before had been an 
argument ~~n$t'Darbitura e terr-o-;fi~~vice LSD which could be administered 
"silentlv·;'.'·' .' ". ':: ' JJN .. 

;"', ,~~' 

AP~bivalentIY, v~ was· nsidered possibly worth a trial if unequivocal legal 
sanction firsl~~re obtainet!..:There were at least two legal obstacles: a prohibition 
against medi&!~~perimen~fion on prisoners, and a ban on interrogational use of "mind

, . • • I I 

altering drugs" o~~~e v.vJiich ''profoundly altered the senses." The latter seemed clearly 
aimed at hallucinog~s}iKe LSD (a legacy ofMKULTRA), but the legal status ofmore 
traditional "truth seI1lms" was not clear beyond the inadmissibility in court of information 
obtained under their influence. The question became moot, since crC/LGL did not want 
to raise another issued with the Department of Justice. 

'1 "Drug Assisted Interviews," 10 September 2002, (SECREn Several years later, a laborious review of 
Agency archival mater1a1s made possible the reconstnlction of much of the early record on drug-assisted 
interrogation. This clarified the actual practice and conclusions at the time, but did not identify any 
particularly useful technique. . 
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At the beginning of 2003 the OMS review (infonnally termed "Project 
Medication") was shelved, never to be reactivated. In retrospect, even had there been 
Jegal sanction, an opportunity to try drug-assisted interrogation may never have 
presented. An interrogation of the intensity o.fthe AZ case was repeatkd only once 
thereafter, in a particularly high profile case; in all other cases, less robust methods 
seemed adequate. As OMS gained more familiarity with successful interrogation, 
another drawback to the use ofa drug like Versed became evident. As a measure of 
accountability, coercive measures were increased when detainees intentionally provided 
provably false iqformation. A detainee speaking under the influeFl~,ofdrugs, however, 
could credibly claim ignorance of anything he had said. /~., 

/; . ~., 
~.:~, 

Failure to pursue the option of drug-assisted intetr6gatio~o spared OMS 
physicians some significant ethical concerns. Throu8l!0Ut~t~ supped.'~pfthe RDG 
program, OMS scrupulously avoided involuntariIW~~tihg deta~s~With rare 
exception, detainee ~eatment was given only a~""fi.~t obtaining. conse~tf!.e~,s~, the 
treatment was not given. 52 Though perhaps qrifl:lC-elo/.. It w~J?Osslble that s(j~detamees 
~ould ~nsent to.a drug-~ssisted interview-to ,~~. tha~.llie"y were not Withholding: 
mfonnation. (ThiS sometimes had been the case In oe.t.lhce and early Agency use of 
the historic truth drugs.) Whether or(llot,consent was oo~~¢, drug administration

presumab.ly by a .phrfician-dearly wC!~~~·.~~~~.~n an ~)..~~)'rocedure for non-
therapeutic reaso~s. .. \ .~~ )J/ , 

NotwithstandingJ~(e .a.c.tual record, i~-l-()03 a (l'eti#~but imaginary account was 
published of AgencYll,lfodicaI.per~onnel usirig~ Sodium Pentothal on Abu Zubaydah, who 
"evidently [was) the'fltst to be given thiopental,sodium."S4 Remarkably, this claim.was 

. rarely if ever repe!rtea~:·~en the ·opportunity i~ter·presented to discuss interrogation. 
techniques with a Congressiomil COri1mitt~, the· Agency was asked why it had not used 

drugs:.7ons"'~tOO:.~~~~::";Ork~WhiChiS true, probably. " 

S2 ott;~e bad violently diki~tive indii.i~~ls been sedated--once during a renwtion. and once in. 
detentio~to; ~void self-bann or endangt~ent to others. A few detainees on hunger strikes were 
involuntarily f'O..ugh a NG ~~, but always with their assistance. 
53 When first discussed, the perSo"ha1 ethics of some of the physician staff probably would have allowed 
porno;p.rio.......,iy~drug~i'red i...""goU"",. " • more benign .Ilemativ. 10 the ""'" 

aggressive approacb being mployed. When waterboard use effectively ended after March 2003, the 
ethical equation may we!1 ve changed. · ' 
~ Gerald Posner, Why America Slept.· The Failure to Prevent 9/1 1 (New York: Random House, 2003, pp. 
187-188. Posner also claimed,·incorrectly, that Zubaydah. was hooked to a polygraph during this time. 
ss Several years later, a laborious review of Agency archival materials allowed a reconstruction of much of 
the early record on drug-assisted interrogation, which clarified the actual practice but did not identify any 
particularly useful techniques~ Both barbiturates and hallucinogens seemingly bad produced compliance or 
useful reporting in some cases, but this was against a backdrop ofconfabulations or deliberate misreports. 
For bureaucratic reasons as much as anything, LSD eventually displaced the conventional medical use of 
barbiturates in interrogation. Given LSD's associated medical risks and emerging societal strictures, its use 
later was abandoned. Objectively, aside from ease ofadministration it offered no more than the 
J>arbiturates beyond scaring some into cooperation. 
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The Role ofPsychologists and Psychiatrists 

The AZ interrogations highlIghted just how challenging the emotional context , 
would be, both for detainee and those present. As a resu1t, in mid-August 2002 MHO 
began a debriefing assessment ofall employees returning from detention sites, and by 
month's end was screening all those being assigned to these sites. When an interrogator 
training program was begun in November, candidates first had, to be evaluated by MHO. 

MHD (and the OMS front office) also began quiet inquiri,~nto the philosophy 
and operation ofexisting SERE programs. In early November ~'mlThSERE psychologist 
assigned to the Army's Fort Bragg program spoke to an 0 . MHOI I detailing the 
specifics of their training. The Bragg program made ag~~v use ofttIe same 
techniques used against AZ (other than the waterboard,) ~1t also forged trainees into a 
cold outdoor pool (eve~ in winter). The role ofthiJP~ho~~s~ and~~sician .in the 
SERE program was to prescreen the students fOF~aily dlsq~ahfying physl~l~Qr 
psychological probl~s, and, t~ intervene if a,:(tU~'en~,s~em~",at risk or an i~~tor 
became too aggressive. Their Judgment on these qu~stt,o.,Q.~.was.final. , 

. " 

At this offsite there was a lengtby discussion ofthe:'~jc~ ofpsychologist ' 
inyolvement in interrogation program~~IY one m~a~led after SERE. The ' 
general consensus was that, given the legt!l iiiliQ~.Jn hand, riliWifical'bar existed to non
ma~atory participation: The approPriate~sycll~i'o~~.;,~as to asses~ and monitor 
?etamees ~d staff-asy',o~e.S,ERE.progr~~~t wlth~O ~volvemen~ 10 the actual 
mterrogauons (unJ~;:~. ps~togJst roJe ~been rehnqulShed).· . 

This psyclfOiogist role s00n became a pain~of tensiQn between OMS and CTC, 
prompted by OTS advertising.for:,;~~~or ,,~~Y.<;tfologistl interrogators" during the summer 
and fall o~~r;Sy~,~o.lo~~~i.~te-;i()titlf'ti;,~ere to b~ "operati~nally onented 
psycholOgists whoartt~wIlhng t(rS~pport the 1Oterrogattons ofhigh value targets," 
''pro~ti!psychological~ance to the interrogation team chief," and "directly 
parficipate'~Q the interrog~ti'o.ns." ,9c)flsistent with this, the on·site contract 
psychologi~interrogators sOpIetimes had assumed dua1.roles of interrogating and 
assessing the'p~ychologicaJtability of the same detainee. Similarly, the on-site OTS 
staffPSYChOlogi~~~ s~ed a hybrid function-performing detainee mental status 
assessments while 'ctiYely contributing to the interrogation plan. OMS believed this 
combination of resp~~ibilities to be inappropriate. 

The issue was p,artially resolved in December 2002, ~hen RDG assumed 
responsibility for the managemen~ lOTS, did not have the manpower to 
provide regul~ coverage, so OMS took this over. At the time and for the next three 
months, no active interrogations were undertaken, so the role of the psychologist was 
limited to the initial assessment of new arrivals and mental health monitoring of those in 
detention. On one occasion, the OMS psychologist did bar the aggressive interrogation 
of a ,new arrival, who he found to be too psychologically vulnerable. 
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(b)(1) . 
(b )( 3) Nat SecAct ' OTS shU wanted to cover the highest profile cases, so when an HVD (Asadullah) 
. arrived I ~003, their psychologist (previously on-site with . 

AZ) arrived to provide support. When two even more important HVDs were captured 
(b)(1) and rendered I la coverage problem developed. One of these was al- a'ida 
(b)(3) NatSecAct operations chief Khalid Shaykh Muhammed (KSM) who was to be sent on to 

\ The other was ke al-Qa'ida financial facilitator Mustafa Ahmad al-Hasawi '-----' 
L------:-----,-,-;....--=~:r-'-w-h-o-w-as______lto stay! ! The OTS psychologists (and an RMO) 

b)(1) went. wi!h KS I _ _ • • an~ an O~S psychologi~t took oVJ~r:~~po)(bk1')ty for I
( momtonng the HasaWl mterrogation. With rare exception O¥~:hanO'led(b )(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct cases thereafter. 

(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b )(6) It has~s.ntinues ce that the ~ 

individual at e mt~ion site the techniques is not 
the same p~an who issues the psychbl.ogical assessment of record.... In 
this resPeCi~'d b~~ that staff;~apa Ie psychologists who are 
appr~~~~!~~a or~.maY..~.s'erve as interrogators .and 
ph)fJ.9l1lY .~;~Ip~e a 11\1 " ~on of enh~~ techniques, s,o 

.' ~.?n~ as at l~t~n~ otH~ch~.logist IS prese?t w~o IS not ~lso servmg as 
.;:~.. J:l~nterrogator;·~~the appr~l'late psychological mterrogatlon 
. . ass~~,ment ofrecor(i~has b~en completed.58 

~'. , ~ 

This''gi)ance requ~ that the psychologist who did the initial assessment not 
.....,:~ t . J 

also administer s-rrs, but"did not preclude a psychologist from alternating between an 
interrogator/intem)g~tie'ii~nsultant role and a psychological assessment role once the 
initial pre-interroga~Massessment was complete. This, OMS believed, was a major 
concern. 

(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(6) In defending the extant practice, DSMD solicited further input from both the 

psychologist/interrogators and a distinguished senior contract psychologist (already 

'6 Th~ were adopted in August 2002, and became effective 1 June 2003. 
H Ethical Standard 3:05 Multiple Relationships. . 
,. Office of the Inspector General, ''Counterterrorism Detention and In.terrogation Activities (September 
2001 - October 2003)," 7 May 2004, p. 40. 
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working for both OMS and OTS). They jointly argued that, contrary to OMS, the Code 
of Ethics provided a relevant exemption from the warning against dual roles, "[w]hen 
psychologists are required by law, institutional policy, or extraordinary circumstances to 
serve in more than one role in judicial or administrative proceedings." 59 This exemption, 
for example, allowed a prison psychologist who unexpectedly uncovered evidence of a 
serious crime while treating a prisoner to testify against the prisoner. QMS believed this 
might well cover a dual role in which a psychologist did mental health monitoring ofan 
interrogation, and provided other clinical support to the same individual, but t:ejected the 
notion that it possibly could extend to.working both as a psychologist and an interrogator 

(b)(1) 	 on the same person. , '. ~ .,{$~< (b)(1) . 

(b)(3) NatSecAct In early Mar~h, th~ lo~s Regio",\1 P~!lt viSited\b)(3) Natr ecAct 

and reported, "It's clear that OTS has no real interest iI), ac~ng as e'inental health 
component of the interrogation team-except as it .d.iteetly ~pplies to interrogation. They 
are not supporting the team as an impartial ex~~Af)us superego that prJ'0~es un.biased 
clinical assessments and addresses individual:.an~ team . , with regard f~the 
psychological process being applied to the . . require a dear 
delineation of roles....their conflict of interest is focusing their energies on 

(b)( 1 ) the interrogation and not on team QUUHH\,I 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
Manpower limitations finally 

' 1 -------,loTS still did not have the "\.QJ.'!,1.v~~~~~~lmg(b)( 1 ) 
2003 OMS took over psychological 	 pr.."tt..,.(b)(3) NatSecAct 
almost all the psychoI9.~' s~ces' to 
by the OTS psych9.~o.ti~t who h~d.been "'.....''' .. ''.n 

(b)( 1 ) OMS assumed more r~~tlsibi!ity, OMS ps~'ClliQtG~sts and psychiatrists began to attend 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 	(as observers) a new Ageric'y.ijigR~V'alue training class.60 &ome 

visited SE~~~ and~~ulted psychologists. Finally, in summer 
2003, ~MHD psych..?!o~st~q.handled the Hasawi case was transferred full-time to 
the ~J!i,staff, to provi«~P.PJimary ~,:,erage and coordinate the support of other OMS 

(b)(3) CIAAct pSy&l(;'lo~ and psych1a~sts. BY'200~ IOMS psychologists and L (b)(3) CIAAct 
PSYChiatrists·.~rOvided~~me support· to the program. 

(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b )(6) . . Q~·'s.•o~o~ the contract p~ychologistlinterrog~tors was attributable to 

their bemg viewed 8$',tlie'Agency's most skilled and successful mterrogators and 
. indispensable to wh~t;was emerging as the Agency's most. productive counter-terrorist 

program-alone accounting for over halfofall al-Qa'ida-related intelligence. So highly 
regarded were these contractors that they commanded ready entree to the Agency's most 

S9 Ethical Standard 3:05 Multiple Relationships. . 
60 Beyond its intrinsic value, this participation addressed a lingering question about OMS involvement in 
the intelTogation program. Amidst the January 2003 OM5-0TS tensions surrounding ethics and coverage, 
OTS ~d announced a "requirement" that fonnal SERE training would be prerequisite to serving as a 
"Special Mission" psychologists. While not enforced by CTC, the lack of OMS SERE experience was a 
recurring OTS theme until summer 2003. 
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senior management and four times the compensation of other interrogators. Given this, 
(b )(3) CIAA~SMD still sought opportunities to further utilize their services as psychologists. Over 
(b)(6) 	 the next year, this infrequently generated tasking to psychologically evaluate those they 

once had interrogated. Each time OMS objected, reluctantly agreeing that the contract 
psychologist/interrogators could possibly perform assessments without conflicting 
interests on those with whom they had had no dealings as interrogators. The OMS 
preferred solution was that these contractors choose one role or the other, not both. In 
May 2004 the first Inspector General report on the interrogation and detention program 
reviewed this history, noted the Continuing OMS concerns and foFinaUy recommended a 
policy that "individuals assessing the medical/psychological etr~~EITs may not also 
be involved. in .the application ofth?se techniques." 61 The n~of 
"psychologist/interrogators" then disappeared, and the S&«- coottactors worked solely 
on the interrogation side.62 That summer the Dep~~n«QfJust~er reviewing the 
IG report, asked OMS if the problem had been ~and OMS n ,.~d agree 
that it had. ,F" , 

... ... t'. .~, 	 " •.. ::'\.ry.{~ 

An early task of the OMS psychologist det8il~ to .. !ID'G. was the creati'on of 
"" ;);-J

relevant standard operating procedures (SOPs). By December 2003, and with the input 
of o~.er ~M~ psychologists, this had~wn into' exten~ guidance ~or p~ychologists 
partlclpatmg 10 the RDG program. Specdic~ly addressed wet\e Qy.ahficatlons and 
Training; Psychological Support to Inteqogatio~ p'ebriefings'St~dards of Care; 
Guidance and Definitions For Mental H~ A1fsSJli'ent 9.,f f:IA Detainees (including a 

. requirement for daily ass~sm~nt during erihaneea mea:s1i~); Psychological 
Distur~ance; Assess~ep?<1ft:Ohg-term Funct>nin~ and·"Mental S~tus; Stan~ard . 
Operating Procedures for MentaLHealth Emer.gencles; PIA Interview (a pre-mterrogatlon 
face-to-face intervi'eVv~~1.essing'sychological ~~bility, mental status, resistance posture, 
and suitability for enhantt:d·~~W~l;· an.(L~eWCable Format. An appendix addressed 
"Ethical Stan ...· was ar Psychologists Pfo~'djng Support to CTCIRDG Operations," which ..........~ 


was a~ted from ~~'·s 2002'~~cal Principles ofPsychologists and Code of 

cO'!j!~ChOIOgiS l£on22:sometimes found themselves operating in a gray 
zone, as they 1iI_ated beJeen operational and clinical roles in supporting the program. 
They assessed meAtal statuS and monitored psychological well-being, but also looked for 
any apparent factors.'!}; would preclude the use ofenhanced interrogation techniques 
(e.g., a,history of ab~e or some significant psychological problem). If enhanced 
measures were employed, the psychologist reassessed the detainee's psychological state 

61 Office of the Inspector General, "Counterterrorism Detention and Interrogation Activities (September 
2001 - October 2003)," 7 May 2004, p. 35, 106. 
62 Eventually allowing their psychology licenses to lapse, Jessen and Mitchell launched 8 very successful 
business-Mitchell, Jessen and Associates-which provided guards, interrogators, and debriefers to the 
CTC program. . . 
6) "Psychological and Psychiatric Support to Detainee Interrogations," in draft, 10 December 2003. [14 pp 
+ 9 pp appendix . 
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on a daily basis. While never recommending specific coercive measures (e.g., on the 
basis ofperceived vulnerabilities), they did make recommendations on positive 
incentives for cooperation (e.g., playing to a narcissistic ego, or providing extra social 

(b)( 1 ) contact in those for whom socialization seemed exceptionally important). 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

This nonetheless was an uncomfortable, somewhat dual r91e. Thought was given 
(b)( 1 ) to establishing separate operational and clinical teams to handle these two dimensions, 
(b )(3) NatSecAct but there never were enough resources, and with the passage of time the issue was 

resolved by the disappearance of subjects for aggressive interrogation. In 2005, the AP A 
first addressed the national security context, but by then the is~»~~'-:largely moot. (See 

(b)( 1 ) the discussion under Exposes and Ethics.) Initial psycholog!al~assessments ofpgtential 
(b )(3) NatSecAct candidates (most never sub'ected to EITs) had fallen from·ler~i~·Oin 2003, t 

number in 2004, to about 'n 2005, and~n?QO,~etainee\~i"~}!bjected to'---- --' 
enhanced measures declined from O n 2003, to ';2004, anUin 20~.~. After 2004, at 

(b)( 1) least 97-98% of the work was purely clinical, in( e form ofquarterly meit~ heaJth 
(b )(3) NatSecAct clinical visits-by ~ither a psychol~gists or a{tsr~atrist-L:; . I~etai~es in as 

many I Ilocatlons. As a practlcal matter, the·aual operatiQnal-clmlcal~rol~ had all 
but disappeared. 

~'" ""~:~". (b)(1) . 

(b)( 1 ) (b)(1 f' " . ~.~. (b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(3) NatSecAct. (b)(3) NatSecAct . 
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Early Mistakes 

From the very outset, the detention and interrogation of High Value Targets 
received extraordinary guidance and oversight, in part because of AZ's physical 

(b)( 1) .condition, in part because of the legal issues sWToundingaggressive intertogation, and in 
(b)(3) NatSecAct part because of felt urgency in gaining the cooperation ofdetainees. This attention was 

focused almost exclusively on the HVT facilities, initiallyl land then 
(b)( 1 ) I land its successors. It was attentively managed by the Rendition Group, 
(b)(3) NatSecAct overseen by CTC/Legal, and had an on-site staff which variouslJ4n£luded physicians, 

psychologists, PA's, nurses, and Agency security officers, in lJd8ition:·to the CTC 
interrogators and debriefers. . ' /~.. 

/ ;r ~ 

Even so, this was a.work in progress, and OCC~i~JlY an ili!fu.inking or ' 
unauthorized improvisation crossed the bounds of ~&ep)ability. wHje~~ntified, these 
were immediately corrected and, if appropriate,)lilperpetrators discipI1n~h. Given the 
degree of oversight; this was an early and un~maton occtig~nce at HVT faWlifi~; and 
typically occurred ~n. the abse?ce of th.e interrogatio'l.J~~;'ffttt target ofsey~al of these 
excesses was Nashm, whose Immatunty regularly pro¥~.k~d the staff. He agam was 

(b)(1) subjected, with RG approval, to stres~p~tions and sleq{~eprivation on arrival at 
(b)(3) NatSecAct i At ~ne P?int, howev~r, an iRtewegf~r inapprcipr]wJi~ed Nashiri b~ hisI 

anns beltednbehmd his back, which was~boffi'p..atn.ful and medldilly nsky. The onsite PA 
• ..,\ "' 1(~ ''' .~1 l .) \ . 

mtervened, and the maneuver was not re~ated~~eeks)later a debnefer, absent the 
interrogation tearn and PA, rei.nstated sl~nvatiowr~ tried to intimidate Nashiri 
by hooding him, spinning the,iiiagazine of a -revolver, ariel' starting up a power drill (albeit 
not actually touchim(fu.e detai~~. These actions led to disciplinarymeasures.64 

(b)( 1 ) .. .. Not ~l e;>;;:~~y J~~ees were )J~k these carefully o~erseen RG HVT 

(b )(3) NatSecAct facilItIes. MaJ).Y:~~ted t~~!-:lsts were rounded up dunng mIlitary action m 


I I s~me 0 patentia]'i,n,tE,l1igence value. I 


(b)( 1 ) 
(b){3) NatSecAct 

(b)( 1 ) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct----- --- ------------ - -----' 

. I ~lso had no written interrogation guidelines, though early on was 
granted permission to employ sleep deprivation, solitary confinement, nois~, and 

64 Office of the Inspector General, "Counterterrorism Detention' and Interrogation Activities (September 
2001 - October 2003)," 7 May 2004, p. 41-44. Nashiri also had cigar smoke blown in his face, and may 
have been scrubbed with a wire brush. 

T SBeRB'I'jJq~~m NatSecAct.----~r~OFO!!j~lII~~
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(b)(3) NatSecAct(b)( 1 ) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 'eventually standing sleep deprivation, nakedness and cold showers. As these were not 

"enhanced" techniques, no medical monitoring function was specified, nor was OMS 
(b)( 1 ) advised of interrogations. Wheq ~etainees needed medical care, the PA 

assigned TDYI ~was called. This happened every week or two, largely for 
(b)(3) NatSecAct , entirely routme complaints. 65 Interrogators atl left to their own devices, 

sometimes improvised. These improvisations varied from unauthorized SERE techniques 
(b)( 1) such as smoke blown into the face, a stabilizing stick behind the knees of a kneeling 
(b )(3) NatSecAct detainee, and cold showers, to undisciplined, physically aggressive ''hard takedowns" and 

staged "execution~" (though the latter proved too transparent~ r 

,( b)( 1 ) The only death tied directly to the detainee progr~mte~lace in ,this context at 
(b)(3) NatSecAc~ IIt came about as the result of an inexperienc ' local~faffbeing left without , 

. clear guidance, or any monitoring requirement, at a time 0 dram~erature change.

L "'.,. ...(b)(1) ' ... ~ , . 
(b)(3) NatSecAct I . .IOctober 2002, a suSP~ted'fgban e~Jr:jst n,e~Ti.~~an 

was captured m Pakistan, and on Novembe ... \1dered tol .. _ HIS p'~clple 
(b) (1 ) interrogator was psychologist/interrogator Bruce j e~sen, .on'sit~, to conduct jh?depth 
(b )(3) NatSecAct interrogations of several recently detained al-Qa'ida op-ef.\tives. For a week, Rahman 

steadfastly refused to cooperate despi~~~eing kept nak~d subje~ted to cold showers 

b)(1) and sleep d rivation. Jessen was ·oirl!lla. _s cholo ' st/int~o ator Mitchell on 


(, November 
(b)(3)N~S&Act ' ' - ~ ' = ~~~~~~~~~~At~thi-s~tim~e~ffi~\~~~J~~~~~

pressing medical problet;ns?6~but in view of:!!-~ecent te_ature dro 

(b)(1) the detainees be pr0":i~jd :Wi~~~~er clotnit.g (betweeK"November 

(b )(3) NatSecAct I Ilow had fal~~ .~l~,~en ~e~~es to about ~.[~~. L--.-----..-..-----:--.--:---,--~~~---' 


I I the psych'O~pgts~~!!~~ogators pej{ann a nal menta status exam on 
(b)(1) Rahm~ and recommen]t~f"cOnti'nwil'e~yi(~#ental depriva\ions." They,(b)(1 ) _ _ ---' 
(b)(3) NatSecAct PA, then d~~~ .'. )t~e eVebtng<.efNovembeC! (b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) .Ler the nex'tlj~ays, ·'t~J?gatures l ~mproved (highs up fifteen degrees 
(b)(3) NatSecActl Ilows up ni~e degre~~~ ~ but Rahman's demeanor and level of 


cooperation dig not. Whe~s food was deJivered on theD he threw it, his water 

bottle and his ....difecation b~~ket at I 19uards, saying he knew their faces and 


(b)(1) would kill them when he was releasea. On learning this, the Site Manager directed that 

(b)(3) NatSecAct Rahman, who wore~7a sweatshirt, be shackled hands and feet, with the shackles 


connected by a shorif&ain. As such, he was nearly immobilized sitting on the concrete 

(b)(1) floor ofhis cell. The temperature had again'droppe(b)(1) Ithe preceding evening, and 

(b)(3) NatS,ecAct (b)(3) NatSecAct 


(b)( 1 ) 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 

0 , Many de~i1s are in IG Report of Investigation, "Death of a Delain~e inl I' 27 ApriI200S. 
"----,----' 

~j BBEYlBT/[~~~g~ NatSecAct 
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the night Rahman was short-chained reached a low of 3] of. Although Rahman allegedly 
looked okay to the guards during the night, he was dead the following moming. 

(b)(1 ) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)(6) nd 

assisted by the. ~found no 
trauma, toxicology, or other pathology to explain the death, On a clinical basis, the 

(b)( 1 ) pathologist attributed cause ofdeath to hypothermia, cOnsistent with the absence of 
(b )(3) NatSecAct specific findings. Rahman lost body heat from his bare skin directly to the concrete floor 

and was too immobilized to generate sufficient mllscle activity toke~ himself alive. 68 
. . v ./•. " 

(b)( 1) . Gul Rahman's death triggered several internal actio~, 'including the generation of 
(b )(3) NatSecAct formal DCI guidelines on the handling and interTogation.o"{:'oetattees (which basically 

codified existing RG practice), and the requirement Ql~t}l,l~~os~'p~pating in the 
program document that they had read and understood,these requlremeQts.69 The 
''Guidelines on Confinement Conditions for CJ§:lainees" (28 January,Zil@) r!"luired, 
among other things: documented periodic m~:l' :and W~rl appropriate:),~r9Ifologica) 

. evaluations; that detainee food and drink, nutrition ap!:,tsariifiify.standards no(fall below a 
~,.. ,.. ,,""'"

minimally acceptable level; that clothing and/or the phX~jcal environment be sufficient to 
meet basic he~lth needs; th~t there be~~~.i.~ facilitiestW'&i? could be a bucket); and 
that there be time for exercise. The "GW9fhnes on Interro~tlens Conducted Pursuant to 
the Presidential Memorandum ofNotifi~p~~.l7. ~.eptemb1lJOOI "'specified that EITs 
could not be ~ed without prior Headquai1~~ ap,proY.~~,..~;e~ije preceded by a physical 
and psychologIcal exa~~.ust be momtQr¢d'by med~sal personnel. Even standard 
techniques (those deep1e'a no~.corporat;i~gnificant ~hysical or psychological 
press~e) req~ired p:t.i~~ppro ~fl'w~enever f~~ib!e." These standard techni~ues were 
descnbed as mclutri~sleep d~~vatlOn (up to\72;;}iOUTS, reduced to 48 hours m Dec 
2003)? di~peri~ (~ener.~ft~ni0~), red,uced ~aloric int~e (still ad~uate 
to momtlll.!llg<fl~thealtb), ,~ua!mus,c or while DOlSe, and deDlol of readmg 

(b)(1) materi~.:)' ~"" . 

(b)(3) NatSecAct ";:(.'~~d!tions andri\o~ G~UD fRDG, the renamed RG) in D~mber was given 

(b)( 1 ) responsibi~it~~~ oversightk , C~incident with this, ~MS took ove~ 
(b)(3) NatSecAct psychologIst ceverage ther~,jwhlch began With the assessment of some D detamees then 

on site. The PA also began monthly cable summaries of detainee physical health. 
'---~"",, ... ., ~ ../' ..

(b)(1 ) \/ . 
(b)(3) NatSecAct The deliberate'use of temperature extremes as part of the interrogation process 

eventually became an accepted fact in press coverage of the Agency program. These 

(b)(1 ) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

09 "Guidelines on Confinement Conditions for CIA Detainees" (28 January 2003) 

[' seeRe"/ l~~~g~ NatSecAct- - ----'-Yl-iO-'-P-O--,j ' 
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accounts began in March 2003 with an error-filled, though widely cited New York Times 

piece on interrogation techniques, which included an alleged accoWlt ofthe interrogation 

at Bagram Air Base ofAI-Qa'ida facilitator al-Farouq the previous summer: "[A] 

western intelligence official described Mr. Faruq's interrogation as 'not quite torture, but · 

about as dose as you can get.' The official said that o~er a three-month period, the 

suspect was fed very little, while being subjected to sleep and light deprivation, 

prolonged isolatton and room temgeratures that varied from 100 degrees to 10 degrees. 

In the end he began to cooperate." 0 Perhaps because the imagined temperature range 

was not deemed credible, this claim was not soon repeated. 


(b)( 1 ) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(3) elMcf 
(b)(6) 

:. -'. .p ' 

The only time deliberate manipulation ofcell t6TiJiifature was proposed for an 
RDG detainee came ~~ the~mure ~f Kh~i@ Sheik MOhammed, the most important 
HVT yet taken. ~g}l n'ot part ofDC I gw.dance, ''uncomfortably cool temperatures" 
were included in the submitted i9~errogation pl~; Reading this, and in view of the recent 
Gul Rahman experience, QMS.;seR~tJJ.~~~!m~i:rig medical staff some reference material, 
including Wli~mrneil~~, ambieilt temperature ranges (no lower th~ 64°), optimal 
temperatures (78°c1oth~, 86° unclothed), and the "thennoneutral zone" (68-~6°) below 
whi9.h+ainbient temperii~o~itotieg' was necessary.73 Were a deliberately cool space 
to be us~e lower limifwas 55°"..nnd any confinement between 55-60° limited to 2-3 
hours unless the detainee ~ free to move around or sit on a protective mat. Below an 
ambient temp1m~~ ,Of 6'd~tainees were to be monitor~ for hypothermia. ' 

U TC soo'Sp~ified that detention cells be maintained between 75-78°. 
Even~lly, in June 2004, a DO review of the program noted that ''uncomfortably cool 
temperatures" bave,"not been us,ed as part ofCTC's interrogation program," and 

I 

70"Questioning Terror Suspects in a Dark and Surreal World." New York Times. 9 March 2003. This also 
was one of the early articles to charge that the Agency withheld painkillers from Zubaydah. 

(b)(1 )~----'I 
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recommended that such be deleted from the list of interrogation techniques. 74 OMS 
personnel confirm that temperature manipulation never became part of the RDG program,
and that no RDG detainee was exposed to extreme temperatures. When the 14 -remaining 
HVDs were transferred to Guantanamo in 2006, most reported to the JCRC that initially 
they were held in'cold rooms. Their perception of "cold" was primarily a reflection of 
personal comfort levels, and not the actual ambient temperature. 

74 Memorandum for Deputy Director of Operations, "ReView of CIA Detainee Program in Response to DCI 
Query," 30 June 2004. 
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KSM and the Waterboard 

The 1 August 2002 DoJ approval letter had characterized the SERE waterboard 

process, as follows: 


" ...once the cloth is saturated and completely covers the mouth 
and nose, air flow is slightly restricted for 20 to 40 seconds due to the 
presen~ of the cloth ... [This] produces the' perception of 'suffocation and 
incipient panic,' i.e., the perception ofdrowning. The indbViQual does not 
breathe any water into his lungs. During those 20-40 se&>llds;.water is . 
continuously applied from a height of twelve to twen~qur inches. After 
this period, the cloth is lifted and the individual iSlmtWePj9..breathe for 
three or four full breaths...The procedure m25);;th~be r~fed ...." 

" ~ 

More broadly DoJ wrote that their general expectation was th~~\~~~!ition [of any 
technique, not just the waterboard] will not b$.~~tial because the teclin~ciUe§ 
generally lose their effectiveness after several treittrii~~tl):A\the questionjot safety, 
Dol had written, "You have infonned us your on-si~~iog;sts, who have extensi ve 
experience with the use of the waterboard in Navy trainif1 have not encountered any 
significant long-term consequences frO~'1ts~se." Separatel~,QMS heard from CTC that 
most SERE programs had dropped the ~att;'6ltard .~~use it"'FiVproven impossible to 
resi~t. OTS ~~sidered it the most critica('~lem~rt .i.n.t~QJtn-a point, OMS later 
learned, exphClt1y made . '. \(~ 'Vi'" . 

learned from medical personnel 
ications were very brief, though 

th",t~th, ...... had been about 30-40 significant 
counting applications as brief as two 

'albeit with only three as long as the 20-second 
these~~J!,,!!fCati(>ns a significant amount of water entered 

to swallow as much as he could, and provoking 
an OC(:aslIOn.a.l the second-to-last waterboatd session (the 
twentieth), Al.:.:laooea:rea unresponsive, with his open mouth full of water. The 
interrogator . applied a xyphoid thrust, with AZ coughing out a copious 
amount of liquid. from application to cough, lasted only 8 seconds, and 

75 Office of the Inspector General, "Counterterrorism Detention and Interrogation Activities (September 
200 I - October 2(03)," 7 May 2004, p. 36, On average there were 4 applications per session, with a range 
of I-II and an average application lasting 9 seconds. Twenty-two applications were at least 10 seconds 
long, but only 3 reached the SERE minimum threshold of 20 seconds. In his 2006 account of this 
experience to the rCRC AZ stated that when the water was poured he could not breath for "a few minutes" 

. until the bed was rotated into an upright position; and that he had five waterboard sessions of 1-2 
applications, and one of 3 applications. He singled out the straps "on my wounds" which attached him to 
the waterboard as causing severe pain, but in fact the straps were carefully placed to avoid the wo~nds. 

,"?E SECBET/[(b)(1) jlNOFORN 
r-- ---'--I(b)(3) NatSecAct
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there were no apparent aftereffects. A final session of two brief water applications two 
days later was accomplished without further problems. 

While the experience with AZ supplemented the sparse information available 
from the DoJ approval Letter, it was not apparent to OMS that the AZ applications 
departed appreciably from the SERE technique. There were questions about the typical 
number of applications used in SERE, and whether AZ's brief "spell" was unusual, 
which seemed worth investigating. That winter OMS sought information directly from ' 
medical personnel in the Anny and Navy SERE programs, ost~~~ researching options 
for an Agency-run training progra~. Although limited by w~~~ooulO~be"discusse4 on the 
phone and slowed by travel schedules, OMS eventually lear:ri~t Agency waterboard 
technique differed substantially from that of the Navy pr.ram ~ne in which·the 
waterboard was still used). . ~, 

. ~e waterboard experience was ~an~a~ for all ~avy SERE t~~~ and 
momtonng staff, but fewer than half their tra~n~s~were put~on the board. 'Mes~fthose 
who were received only a single application of20-3"O , ~eco6dS~~d no one l1a-amore than 
two applications. 'Water was applied primanly to the~r lip ~here it saturated a cloth 
being lo\yered over the nose and mouth; little ifany wate'?'p8$Sed through the cloth into 
the mouth. The goal wasn't to ''break'~~ents, but ra~~.~~ghlight a SERE ' 
teaching point that things always could !~e; and to enco~age (rather than force) 
reasonable countermeasures. As used wit~n th~rQgrnm, the"waterboard had proven to 
be very safe; complicati9~s'W'9.?ng their p~creened1~ were extremely rare, and 

(b)(1) short-lived. r~\\ , . . . 
(b )(3) NatSecAct ,This emerging'~q~tariding coincided~Wjth the capture and initial interrogation 

of terrorist Khalid ShayklfMuKahmi-ed;,mastemund of the 9-11 attacks, operations chief 
~" -..,. .. ..: .- ' " . 

of al-Qa 'i 'anH' uestionaoly the 'number"three man in its hierarchy. He had been 
(b)(1) captured ,Ql1 M~,?h q IIfanyone 
(b)(3) NatSecAct knew qr,~inent a1-Q~attac~,was "KSM." ," " 

.Th~ IRM@had been ,(b)(1 )~inceDebruary, to provide 
(b)( 1) general m~"'support to,'tainees theJ(b )(3) NatSecActnterrogation ofhigh value 
(b)(3) ~atSecAct t~~rist Asadul~.is, try4ike exam ofKSM rev~ed an obese"3~-y.ear-old, with no 

slgruficant medical p,roblems;but who was demandmg and narCIssistic and refused both 
(b)(1) , food and liquids. ~?sfdering the rejection offluids unsafe, the RMO administered a tap 
(b)(3) NatSecAct water enema, following which KSM discontinued his fast. After several days of 

unsuccessful interrogation (involving most measures other than confinement box and 

b)(1) waterboard~, KSM was transferred I rith the RMO 


( accompanVlng,
(b)(3) NatSecAct' JA 

By this time ()MS had begun to assemble a guide for medical personneJ 
supporting the interrogation program, which brought together and expanded on material 
previously sent to the field. A working draft section on the waterboard reflected both the 

T~P gEalFTI[ (b)(1) ~~ 
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experience to date and what had been learned from the Navy. One goal of this section' 
. was to insure that physicians monitoring the waterboard not be misled by previously 

issued SERE-based reassurances-so differences between the SERE approach and that of 
the Agency were spelled out in detail. 

One or two applications safely given to thousands of trainees said something 
about risk, but AZ was the only multiple-application case known to us. He may have had 
a period ofnon-responsiveness, so a limit on the number of applications probably was in 
order. The provisional thinking was that, absent any emerging ~eifcal problems, 2-3 
sessions of2-3 applications per day probably was medically safi Huring the first 2-4 
days, but that special attention probably was necessary aft~ili7t~An upper limit of20 
applications in a week was considered, but as "it [was] haf.Kto~gine an operational 
ar~ent for continu.ing [the waterboardJ after that d,~l~f ·failt~t.atments" i~ was 
thought that such a high number "may well be moot.'?· 6 .. : , . , 

. " " . 
• I To assist with future reviews, RMOs ~~Oring t6e waterboard ~~Jtr';eport aU 

waterboard sessions in detail. This was to include'the lengUi~b(applicatioIl$rvolume . 
app~ied, whether water e~ter~ the naso- or oropha~~hether a seal was ach.iev~, and 

(b)( 1 ) the mterval between apphcations. Ab,P,.~tMarch III , tliis)n~~rocess "OMS GUldehnes 
(b)(3) NatSecAct on Medical and Psychological supPOrl\to:.bW1)m;rrog~!ip~&was sent infonnally to 

the RMO and PA on-site at l lA\d c(b) 3 N~~(~A"'ctn slated to travel there. 
(b)(1) '\ (~ ~ 
(b )(3) NatSecAct Meanwhile, KS~:.~~,~,rrogation h~umed n?!.. ~ ng after his tran~fer .to 

, I land on Mar~b to be:~as first SUDJected to the waterboard (5 apphcatlons). As 
with AZ, the interr9(aiion was ·handled by psytologistlinterrogators Jessen and 
Mitchell, and moriliored" the .~s psych~lo~S!~w~o had. work~ with AZ. :wo days 
later, ~e ~at~ard agau~:~wB:S ' u.s~'4t1P.~me With an m~enslty far exceedmg 
anythmg m.,tbe p.~~t', ln five' ~esslons spamimg a 24-hour penod, the waterboard was 
applied .Q;rir 80 fug~~ :~!mostbt$..lasting 20-40 seconds. OMS first learned of this from 
the ~~,~ho was seei~~e watet~ard used for the first time. He had repeat~ly re
examin~' KSM througho~t this period and was struck by how well KSM had wIthstood 

(b)(3) CIAAct the experi~ie. 77 ~ ¥ 

(b)(6) ~~ . M 
On recelpi~f'!he~e. reportsOMs went to[}M to report that OMS thought that ' 

extent ofwaterboard ~sage was both excessive and pointless. OMS also doubted that 
(b)(3) CIAAct repetitive applicatio~Yhad a cumulative effect, as sleep deprivation unquestionably did, 
(b)(6) and later followed up with a note to CTClLGL saying that while we believed ''the 

unpleasantnessl.discomfort of the [waterboard) process indeed would persist [through 
multiple applications], perhaps to tl!e point of becoming intolerable;" <:mY detainee 

76 Our expectation remained that the waterboard would prove irresistible, were information actually being 
withheld. Our draft text included the observation that "[i]t would appear that subjects cannot maintain 
~sychological resistance to this technique more than a few days, at most" 

A3 precautions, the RMO had monitored KSM's blood oxygen with a pulse oximeter, and required that 
saline be alternated with water, to avoid water intoxication: 
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uncertainty about what was happening "certainly would diminish with identical 
repetitions of the same process-the novelty and initial shock having worn Off.,,78 In 
essence, once a detainee was,aware that he could withstand the waterboard, it was just a 
matter ofwhether he wanted to continue to put up with the traumatic experience. 

(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(6) After theL::}.1S visit, RDG sent a cable suggesting that KSM's interrogation 

rely less exclusively on the waterboard. Standing sleep deprivation was begun, and 
intermittent water dousing. Two days later KSM again was subjected to the waterboard, 
though at a far reduced level. Over the following week he had a to~ ofnine waterboard 
sessions, involving about 90 discrete applications, nearly halfl~tiiit20-40 seconds. By 
the time the waterboard was finally discontinued, on Marc}Yf~SM had experienced 
over 180 applications, about 40% of which were at least ~O'seconas .long. This was twice 
the number of exp~sures experienced by AZ,Zthe ,~'lif~tion~~~~lVeraged twice as an 
long (1 8 seconds Vice 9).79 "~ 

~:. 

KSM had early developed reasonablY4e . eet;ive co~tenneasures, ~~tru~g from 
the side of his mouth, holding his breath, and sw;}t~~inous quantities of water. 
The interrogators dealt with this by dramatically increasing the water volume, timing 
applications to coincide with expiratl<?~, ,generating stJr'''exes by splashing cold 
water o~ his chest ~d abdomen, .hoIM{~~~, and ulti !~,~y.en creat.ing a small 
reservOIr of water dtrectly over hiS mouth. Remark~bly KSM S.1;ldwed no SignS of a 
physical impact during any point in this dirleaC'As':With AZ, ne developed a few 
abrasions Qn his lower l~struggling agairistAfi~' resqrbelts, but this problem was 

d'ed the gh ad' ~J!"fth \l'1.Y l.'. fth b .reme 1 ou 	 ~~tffien:tA " e straps ana treatment'o e a raslOns. , 

When the fi~i1\t.er.sionlthe OMS G~~~lines was distributed on'April 1st
, it 

detailed appr~~~te m~i'~~~~g~,~~,(t~etained an explicitjuxtapo~ition ofth~ 
SERE water-b...0ar1!~ecIVlJque, and experren~ With tha~ of the Agency. While no speCific 
limits wertr;et on 'appHeations'tW; session, it was observed that as many as 25 ' 
applica:ti~ns probably _d be ~dunng the first week, but thereafter only sporadic 

. '~ '" ~ " ", 

waterboat~tuse would be a~table.' 
" , ~ 

(b)(3) CIAAct By thitime OMS ~ convinced that the Agency had been poorly served by 
(b )(6) 	 shallow research '~~e w~terboard and its purported irresistibility. Additionally, OMS 

(and the Inspector"G!!n~l) heard that rather than having "ex.tensive" experience, neither 
of the two psychologif'tslinterrogators previously had used the waterboard; and that only 

(b)(3) CIAAct 	 one had even seen it'in use. This was consistent with their having worked in the Air 
(b )(6) 

i]Ms tUTClLGL, 28 March 2003, responding to al Icable critique of the proposed OMS 
Guidelines on the waterboard, which the RMO mid shared with I Personnel. The interrogators 

(b) (1 ) asserted that the waterboard had been selected specifically because it did not lose effectiveness with 
(b )(3) NatSecAct repetitions, and that they knew of no evidence that effectiveness was loss. . 

79 In late 2006 KSM reported to the ICRC that water had been poured onto a cloth by one of the guards 
b)(1) "so that I could not breathe" and that "[t]his obviously could only be done for one or two minutes at a ( time." He remembered the process being repeated for about an hour. 
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. , 

Force SERE program, which had not use<hhe waterboard for years, and seemed to 
explain the wide disparity between their methodology (number of repetitions, length of 
applications, volume ofwater,80 and technique) and that described to us by the Navy. In 
essence, the experience with ~ and.KSM had been little more than an amateurish 
experiment, with no reason at the outset to believe it would either be safe or effective.sl 

. \ 

. Some within the RDG leadership agreed with OMS on this point, and with the 
view that the value ofthe waterboard was vastly overstated; others thought the 
waterboard was key to the success of the two most important inte®gations in a 
d~atically successful program. In fact, after his period of ~ai~ interrogation, AZ 
was a rem~kable inte11igenc~ resou~ce. As "~e prof~ssor~:~lP:ovided a. veritable 
encyclopedia ofuseful matenal. Later he attnbuted hiS ~operation to vanous factors, 
including an interrogation ofsuch severity that it allowed"liim to/rati~n,alize cooperation.. ..... 
to Allah. (He also once said he cooperated becaus~.ofthemedical care IP.ven "to an 
enemY"-]i~e ~s mother would h~ve don~..H~erieved the medica1 sta~t least twice 
had saved hIS hfe, though noted thIS had denl¢ him martyrdom.) ...~,.. ' . ~ , 

".:.- ~., 
In practice; however, AZ's cooperation ~d noti"~,Velate that well with his 

waterboard sessions. Only when questioning changed to subjects on which he had 
informatio~ (~ward the end ofw.aterb(:)~~s·a~~) was he fo~co~ing. A 
psychologlst/mterrogator later satd that wa(~oard use had estabhshed that AZ had no 
further infonnation on imminent threats-a creative but.circular justification. In 
retro~t ~M~ thought AZp~bably reached.-ttilf· p~J.fcbo~eration even prior to the 
August lDstltutton of"~ancea~,measur~development nussed because ofthe 
narrow focus of q~~tj~ning. It''any event, there was no evidence that the waterboard 
produced time-perish~Dle infonna~.i.on which ot\l$Wise would have been unobtainable.82 

KSM ~roven m~;::·;;iiient ~~ ~s soft appearance suggested, even 
during the period ofmo~.t intense ~aterboard use. He figured out early that, h?wever 
unpleasan.t the waterbo1ta-experiel!cel"i't wasn't going to get any worse, and he knew he 
~, . 

~ An averaii~t~five gallons pe;~ssion was used on KSM, some being ~lashed on his chest and 
abdomen. This"~Jlbout five times the volume allowed in a SERE session (which also included splash, 
but was delivered msingle app'lication). 
81 This OMS view was.'ill.~~ through it's inclusion in the final May 2004 Inspector General Report: 
"According to the Chief, edical ·Services, OMS was neither consulted nor involved in the initial arulJ.ysis 
of the risk and benefits QfEITs, nor provided with·the OTS report cited in the OLC opinion. In retrospect, 
based on the OLC extracts of the OTS report. OMS contends that the report~d sophistication of the 
preliminary Err review was exaggerated, at least as it related to the waterboard, and that the power of this 
Err was appreciably overstated in the report. Furthennore, OMS contends that the ex,pertise of the SERE 
psychologist/interrogators on th~ waterboard was probably misrepresented at the time:as the SERE 
waterboard experience is so different from the subsequ~nt Agency usage as to make it almost irrelevant 
Consequently, according to OMS, there was no a priori reason to believe that applying the waterboard with 
the frequency or intensity with which it was used by the psYChologist/interrogators was either efficacious or 
mediaUy safe." OMS also thought it inappropriate that the only interrogators authorized to use the 
waterboard werejudging its effectiveness. . .. 
12 By the time AZ's exposure to the waterboard ended, he had been in detention almost five months. 
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could handle that. (AZ also seemed to be aware that he wasn't going to be allowed to 
injure himself on the waterboard, but was more emotional about the experience.) 
Ultimately it was 6Yl days of standing sleep deprivation (extending a day past the final 
use of the waterboard) that led KSM to lose his composure and begin to cooperate. . 
Thereafter, he too became a font ofuseful intelligence. The extensive waterboard use 
conceivably contributed to this, but it did not seem so to the medical personnel. If 
anything, the RMO thought KSM more steeled and recalcitrant just before and after the 
treatments, which also provided periodic relief from his standing sleep deprivation. 

An Agency Inspector General study of the detention an~gation program 
. w~s ongoing at the time of~SM's interrogation, an~ whe~~in 2004 clos.ely 
n'llITOred ,the OMS perspectIve. Agency waterboard usei'ent l51(Y,Nld the proJ.ected use 
of the technique as originally described to Dol." 83 In,all ~hree caSe(~f,tlhe waterboard's 
use was accelerated after the limited application of4o~EITs . ..bec1~the waterboard 
was considered by some in Agency managemen~(ol,e the 'silver bUlle~~bined with 
the belief that each of the three detainees pos~~s~perish~ble information .al~ 
imminent threats against the United States." The'IG.a~jh~t0Z did provjde more 
intelligence after being subjected to the waterboard, l5ut·~d it was unclear whether 

\. .. 
another factor was at play. "In Khali' Shaykh Muhammad':l? case, the waterboard was 
determined to be of limited effectiven~ • "e cOuld conClu\'I'e\th~t sleep deprivation was 
effective in this case, but a definitive co~lu iQ..q.!~}~,~d to ~If~nsidering the lengthy 
sleep deprivation followed extensive use q~the w.a~~·oard."8~. 

Several of the}~~~Cems were~SedX in the months following 
the KSM in~eITog~E!-~oJ, ~!Jtor Whit~ H~.se ~~cials, selected ~SC principals, and 
the leadershIp ofllie G~ngresslontll OversIght mmumttees were all bnefed on the 
Ag~hcy's. "exp~d~" Us~Jj~~f@i'~l~~iJl~,,~~water~oard; an~ Dol advised that from 
thelf perspec~y~,~e deV1~~ were not &Ignlficant. 

I . , .:' . 

. ,,_ .. 41!1'id-May'i(J~just ~~_11 'months after the waterboard was used on KSi1' 
the Ne~·Y~.rk Times carri~the ~I}t, published refe~ce to Agency wate~o~d use. 
The context~as .the pubhcaP.on Just a few weeks earher ofphotos of IraqI pnsoners 
being abuSed at\:A.l?uGhraib .. p~son. The Times article, based on information from 
sources with imp¥ect knowledge (who again alleged the withholding ofpain

V 
8J Office of the Inspector 'General, "Counterterrorism Detelltion and Interrogation Activities (September 
2001 - October 2003)," 7 May 2004, p. 5. 
Sol Office of the Inspector General, "Counterterrorism Detentioll and Illterrogation Activi~es (September 
200 1 - October 2003)," 7 May 2004, p. 90-91 . On~ of the SERE psychologists also had explained that the 
"Agency's technique is different because it is 'for real' and is more poignant and convincing." (Office of 
the Inspector General, "Counterterrorism Detention and Interrogation Activities (September 2001 
October 2003)," 7 May 2004, p. 357. 
85 Office of the Inspector General, "Counterterrorism Detention and Interrogation Activities (September 
200 I - October 2003)," 7 May 2004, p. 23-24. 
86 "Harsh C.l.A. Methods Cited in Top Qaeda I~terrogations." New York Times, J3 May 2004. 
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medication), also correctly reported that Agency interrogation techniques were drawn 
from a military training program (unnamed), had been endorsed by the Justice 
Department, and used "graduated levels offorce, including a technique known as 'water 
boarding.'" Less accurately, waterboarding was said to involve a prisoner being 
"strapped down, forcibly pushed under water and made to believe he might drown." 

This article, and a Juae 2004 Washington Post article on DoJ's narrow 2002 
definition of torture,81 ushered in an avalanche ofpress and editorial attention to 
interrogation techniques, which increasingly were labeled as ''tof4lre.'' The waterboard 
quickly became the symbol ofAgency torture. Within the A~~'y;tl1-e waterboard was 
recognized as being in a category by itself-being the sole E'pf-q.esignated· "Level 2"
but, armed with the DoJ interpretation, both the Agency ana'Wh'-~ouse continued to 
den~ that Agency detainees had been tortured: Fa~Aiili~tm.re~enti..p~ .critici~m, the 
White House and DoJ soon announced that the AUjWst2002 guldanc~~1)S bemg 
redrafted. Pending this, the press reported, the O«had put its harsh ta6fit~? hold.88 

, ~ '.~ ~~.7 
In practice no ~ne had been subject~1:~__ear(:l,.since K.SM,~ no new 

. HVD taken into custody since the spring 2004 media r~rts. It wasn't so much that 
"harsh" tactics were on hold, as that there were no new ~idates for enhanced 

(b)(1) interrogation. This changed at the end\e~4ul~.~hen Jana~£ I 
(b)(3) NatSecAct I . J;:w.as.p-ansferr~rAgency custody. An 8.1

Qa'ida facilitator, Gul was believed know'lglg~.ie@;~<?ut ..pl~ts timed to coincide with the 
November 2004 Preside9ti..al.~lections; he inu:nroiatel"y'W!lS approved for a range of 
enhanced measures, tpoiigh"ri@,tle("waterboar~. Some sernor managers still believed the 
waterboard might nen~heless B~':\lSCful, so tIi~~.Agency asked Justice to re-evaluate its 
use in this specifitcas'1->: ~., :..... '.': 

On A.i,J~~§~)o'~~'i~:"'~~(ih~;'considered it "a close and difficult 
questi.~.?:~~·but co.nc~u4~at S~i~g ~ul to the wa.terboard "outside territory supje.ct 
to Uruted ..States Jurisdiettpn wou· et410late any Uruted States statute .. " nor would It 
viol~e United States Constitutipn or any treaty obligation of the United States." This 
jud~e~t w~~nditional ~physlcian and ps~chologist pre-evaluation ~d ~nti.nued . 
momtont:lg, an~n the baSIS of new RDG guldance-waterboard use bemg bnuted to . 
no more than tw<r:Z:'hr water-board sessions per day, with the total time ofactual 

~ 
87 "Memo Offered JU8tifi~ation for Use ofTorture,'.' Washington Post, 8 June 2004. DoJ guidance had been 
alluded to, without specifics, as early as an 11 May 2004 Washington Post article, Secret World ofU.S. 
IDterrogalions .. and subSeQuently discussed in the New York Tunes Newsweek and The Wall Street 
Journal. I (b)( 1 ) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 

" "Document on Prison Tactics Disavowed," Associated Press, 23 June 2004; "Justice Dept Rewrites 
Prison Advice, " Associated Press, 24 June 2004; "CIA Puts Harsh Tactics on Hold," Washington Post, 27 
June 2004. 
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applications during the day not exceeding 20 minutes..there were to be no more than 15 
days of use, dUring a maximized authorized period of30 days. 

'On seeing the DoJ memo, OMS advised ROG that the new limits still posed 
potential medical risks. AccordinglyCMS an DG jointly revised the allowable 
exposures downward, further reducing the number ofdays during which the waterboard . 
could be used by two-thirds, and the time allowable for applications per 24-hours from 20 
minutes to 12.89 DoJ was advised of these reductions, and incorporated them into a later 
approval. As previously, the ptimary OMS area ofresponsibilit~ safety and not 
value/or effectiveness. Neither OMS nor many in ROG beli~this reduced level 

. was operationally necessary. In extraordinarily resistant ca~wy~S believed that at 
most a single ''warning'' session of 2-3 applications-p~1rs re~ted once, at week 
later-might be tried jfcritical, urgent information w<1$~nv~lved, D~ven then other 
measures would be preferable. ../~.~. ~ .. .. 

. . /( . ~,'~Janat Gul proved less Important than !toP~.. so mteFp;~gators never ~.9ested to 
use the waterboard. Had they done so, the on-si~'p'~'iici.fu..jiikelY would ha~e barred its 

:1. -'>7 ' . 
use. At about age 40, Gul weighed 280 pounds (at a llei-gl~t of 6 feet) and was sufficiently 
thick-necked and out-of-shape that ari~g medi~lemergency could not easily 

have been treated.90 \.~ ~>'7'-
Th~ May 2004 Inspector General ~rt~ffi~ting the im~ainty about the 

effectiveness and neces~i~~..~.fjndividual ~nn~.mmended that the DDO,. . . 

together with OMS, QS&T-ahd"QGC, "cond t a review of the effectiveness of each of 

the authorized EI1:S#~ make~'d~termination.~egarding the necessity for the qontinued 

use of each, in9Iuding<iii'e required scope and dqi'ation of each technique.,,91 Outside 

representation was to be iI?-~lud~~~:reyieXeam.


,#.~. ~ '. · .. t .. · ..~~. "~ .~ . 

An 'indirect ~nse to ·this recommendation came in an in-depth DO review of 
the CIA:.Detainee Pro~"It\~ompl'€tctwin June 2004, which was to have included an 
asseSSnf~'qf"the effectiv.~ess o~ch interr(>gation technique and environmental 
deprivation;~t that time....~~S advised that it did not have sufficient outcome data to 
make this ass~sment and ~at were the data provided there needed to be some written 

~vi · '.:. 
.. : . 


.' 
. <, 


89 No more than 6 applications often seconds or more were to be allowed in a session, and no more than 
)2 total minutes of application; no more than two sessions were allowed in a 24-hoUJ' period; and no more 
than five days ofwaterboard use in the 30-day period during which the waterboard was authorized. 
90 No one in the SERE program was known to have experienced a laryngospasm, but this always was 
OMS' most serious concern. lfneeded, emergency intubation or a tracheostomy would have been very 
difficult in this case. 
91 Office of the Inspector General, "Counterterrorism Detention and Interrogation Activities (September 
2001- October 2003)," 7 May 2004, p. 8 
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assurance that a "study" of this sort would not violate Federal law against experimenting · 
. on prisoners.92 . 

When the Inspector General continued to press for a study, RDG proposed in 
early 2005 that an internal review be undertaken by a small team composed of a senior 
person from the Counter Intelligence Center, the recently retired[}iedical Services, and 
possibly a psychiatrist. At the time there had been only twenty-nine enhanced 
interrogation cases, so the analysis--now considered "quality control" rather than human 
subjects research-would be rather limited. Nonetheless, insighFe considered likely 
to emerge. "EITs consistently associated with success likely~}:) e evident; those of 
questionable success also may be evident (e.g., in cases wh~l'a~second EIT of more 
consistent success always has been concurrently presentl.:.:?At ~t, the record will 
al~o.w a mo~e.data-based assessment of the original.~~yPlp~ons ex.~~lated from ~e 
military tralillng programs, and allow some det~~I)atlOi1.aS to whetli~ expectations 
regarding specific EITs in fact were realized.,,93 The unstated goal was t90qjectively 
evaluate w~ether the waterboard had made any.pos~~:e contri~ution to the,~. 

. . In part to undermine the notion that indiVid~f:i~ation techniques could be 
stud.ied, psyc~ologistJinterr~gators ~~ .and Mitcheljpr~vided an ins~ctiv~ overview 
of"mterrogation and coercive physlcaJ.,pressures.,,94 Refusal mtelhgence, they 
wrote, "is not overcome through the use of thu{phy~ica/ . to obtain that 
effect... independent of the other forces ' some people not 
involved in the actual the relative contribution of 
individual out and' quantified ...." [emphasis in 
original] Their tp be far more complicated: 

",_-"_,,,'___, if any, to use is driven by an 
and by a real-time assessment of 

det:aiJ1lee:!s:sitfeng1:hSltiW:~J1esses and reactions to what is happening. 
nrl1.I'P',"' ...""......._ "'1")12.!£:~1 interrogation technique is almost never 

techniques and influence strategies, 
coercive. Rather, multiple techniques are 

and sequenced as a means for inducing an 
.(1e1~in,e~~ll0 actively seek a solution to his current predicament, 
wc~.w.i:th the interrogator who has been responding in a firm, but 

pre:(llctable way.,,9S 

_ . 
(b )(3) NatSecAct 92 Memorandum for Deputy Director ofOperations, ''Review ofCIA Detainee Program in Response to DCI 

(b )(6) 

(b)( 1 ) 
(b)(3) CIAAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(6) 

~uery," 30 June 2004. 

9 "Study Proposal" attached to Lotus Notej Ito l 124 Febmury 2005. 

94 James E. Mitchell, Ph.D. and John B. Jessen, Ph.D., ''Interrogation and Coercive Physical Pressures: A 

Quick Overview," February 2005. This apparently is a derivative ofa paper prepared(at the time of the 

June 2004 DO review, "Using Coercive Pressure in Interrogation ofHigh Value Targets." 

9~ They continue: "As in all cases ofexploitation, the interrogator seeks to induce an exploitable mental 

state and then take advantage of the opening to further manipUlate the detainee. In many cases, coercive 
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Missing from this perspective was any question about just how many elements / 
were necessary for a successful "orchestration." The assumption was that a gifted 
interrogator would know best; and the implicit message was that this art fonn could not 
be objectively analyzed; Indeed, by this time their methodology was more nuanced, in 
stark contraSt to the rapid escalation and indiscriminate repetitions of early interrogations. 
Still, there remained a need to look more objectively for the least intrusive way to gain 
cooperation. 

Ultimately the Inspector General departed from the origjn~ecommendation in 
favor of an entirely "outside" review, by a "blue ribbon" pa,n~of individuals of some 
political prominence. In the wake of Abu Ghraib, and in. tile'cOntext of intense media 
attention, suitable and willing candidates were not easilyobtained~v.entually John 
Hamre, Deputy Defense Secretary in the Clinton ~afini'stration, and Gat;.dner Peckham, 
an advisor to then House Speaker Newt Gingric~ agreed to undertake a'primarily 
interview-based review. Without the requisite backgroundifor the previoilslYJptanned 
techni.cal analysis, their task became a relatively }jr~rej~~' of overall program 
effectiveness. '~~, , 

In separate final reports, Peck1i~and Hamre both4tdO~ the RDG program, 
but differed on the question of interrogation t~hnigues. Peckham noted that the 
Inspector General's principal concern waS'!the ~2troard, fOI:r;hich it thought there 
were equally viable alternatives; that ROd' did 'oot consider the waterboard effective, and 
"contended that use of the wasard on lesser AQ (al-Qa'ida] operatives [than AZ and 
KSM) would not n~ly pro. uce more or better intelligence;" and that ''OMS is 
candid in its discomfOifwi~ this technique." He;then concluded: 

"It , !~;p.essi~at Otb~~~&l!W~ld be ~ eff~i~e.as the. ' 
waterboard, out that has'not been demonstrated. Until It IS, I bebeve that 


"" &~ waterboard s~~d conti~~-to be available in the EIT arsenal." 96 


H~ewas 'less de~tive. Noting that there was no objective yardstick by which 
to judge EITlff"ectiveness,;.pe concluded that "the data does suggest that EITs, when 
incorporated into ~,.c;:9mprehensive program based on sound underlying intelligence and 
analysis, did provide '%eful intelligence products." However, ''there is no objective 

-' .: 

interrogation techniques are used initially to induce a sense of despair, but ~n discontinued when the 
detainee seeks to find a way out afhis current predicament and becomes suSceptible to other influence 
techniques. Interrogators then offer the detainee hope, and subsequently exploit this hope for intelligence 
purposes, In other words, physical techniques, ifused, are most effective when employed to create an 
exploitable state of mind, rather than fo,ce 'rote compliance" 
96 Gardner Peckham to DCI Porter Goss, "Assessment ofEITs Effectiveness," 2 September 2005. 
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independent basis to assess wh~ EITs other than conditioning EITs [sleep deprivation, 
dietary manipulation] are required.97 

The August 2004 OoJ opinion on using the waterboard on Janat Gul coincided 
with a much more extensive review of the legality ofnearly all interrogation techniques 
requested by the Agency in the wake of Abu Graib an9 'associated Presidential 

. statements. As part of this review, Justice attorneys held extensive sessions with OMS, 
and requested and were,provided with written OMS critiques prepared for the May 2004 
Inspector General report. This DoJ review (discussed below) spaaned almost a full year, 
and culminated in May 2005 memoranda that in essence reaffi&lfieir 2002 ruling 
(includi~g.the legality ~fthe waterboard). Unlike 2002, ~~?r~dum relied heavily 
~d e~~h~l~y on OMS mput, and underscored as never ~~ore ~spensable OMS role 
In legthmlzmg the program. ~. , .~. ~::: . 

(b)(1) . Within weeks of receipt of the May 200~:'~()~ o;~ion, anoth~Sj~le candidate 
(b )(3) NatSecAct for the waterboard presented. This was Abu F~j ~-Libi l FatttUfed by the 

Pakistanis and transferred to the Agency in May 20.05. . It:litiIlUy believed oqYof the most 
senior al-Qa'ida leaders, Faraj twice was subjected ~eriods ofenhanced interrogation 
measures, with seemingly limited success. When the pOssibility ofwaterboard use then 

. was raised, OMS advised RDG that it ·\.Q.'§l!bi~cipate onlYii·£..there was real evidence 
that he had critical, time perishable infomjiiuon .. Th.is quicklfled to a rumor that Meqical 

(b)(3) CIAAct 	 was withdrawing sup~rt from the progrrup, w~)i~~~~9ped senio~ Agency . 
(b)(6) 	 management. OMS (sll~~ober 2004, ~pwas req~~ted to explam the OMS 

position to the Agen~Yis;Direct.or ofSupport. (DS). DS asked whether it would be 
sufficient ifOGC aQ.a~DO assure4 OMS that w~terboard use was warranted; the answer ' 
was n~: OMS wou'i(ni~~eJo hel}fthe evidence ~ectly.98 A definitive impasse was never 
reached, however, becaus~~~(~«j~~2¥...J.U!2agement decided that in this case the 
waterboar iWas · ecessary . . ~. ~ 

. . ~ 
.,........._Rar_aj al-Libi pro~y m~~e final consideratiop of water board use. With the 

passage e~ Detainee -r:~~entJ~ct of2005, "Military Commissions Act" of2006, 
and applicatien of Commo~icle 3 of the Geneva Conventions, the Agency again 
asked PO] for. a ruling on tlie legality of several enhanced interrogation measures. The 
waterboard was net o~ thet:rewly proposed list, and it is unlikely to be on any future 
request. The Mili~ ~missions Act (discussed below) made illegal any interrogation 
techniques that caus . "serious" pain and suffering (vice "severe," previously). While 

~ . ' 	 ~ 

the case may be arguable, the waterboard may not have survived that test. 
\ 

97 John Hamre to DCI Porter GOss, "Response to request from Director for Assessment of EIT 
effectiveness," 25 September 2005 . ' 
98 OMS did not think the case' was there. Abu Farajwas believed once to have known the whereabouts of 
Osama bin Ladin and al-Zawahiri. Given his publicly aIlIlOunced capture many weeks before, any 
information he held no lODger seemed perishable. 
99 A different type of waterbo8rd discussion may continue. The three HVDs subjected to the waterboard 
were interviewed by the [CRC after their transfer to Guantlinamo. Their stori~ were highlighted in the 

~ [ (b)(1) 
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The waterboard, despite its role as a symbol of Agency torture, did not prove as 
psychologically overwhelming,as received SERE wisdom indicated, and it certainly was 
not irresistible-even in the face of a more aggressive, invasive, and potentially 
dangerous Agency methodology than used in SERE. It also was not intrinsically painful. 
There must have been physical discomfort from the occasional associated retching, but 
both AZ and KSM complained to the JCRC only of the pain of the restraining straps. 
Even the retching would have been eliminated had true SERE technique been employed. 
In short, the waterboard was primarily a psychological measure. That said, had the true 
limits of SE~ use been known to OMS at the outset, its application"wo~ld have been 
limited to a few (ineffective) applications, leaving some to belieye that more applications 
would achieve the goal. Even very limited used may no~ ~ave 'liX9'ided the devastating 
public penalty ultimately paid by the Agency for itS...,\ . .,; .. ~'. ' . 

. 4;;'" ... 

As previously noted, an unrealistic exp~tion that waterboard appljcations 
would eventually "succeed" informed the Dol: guidance, and underpinned i~xtensive 
use with AZ anq KSM. Though not a medical question, p~'se; .OMS carne,io' believe that 
the waterboard's impact as an interrogation tool was'justApe opposite. The waterboard 
experience was miserable but the effect.~ot necessarily~ulative (as was sleep 
deprivation). Once the shock ofthe initiaJ applications had pass~ KSM lcnew what was 
coming and developed coping strategies; llfttf@.m~y appli~~~ens, he also had no . 
reason to believe anything worse was likely to follo\v. In es~erice less coercive measures 
were likely to produce PC;Qsh~ple information at least aS~9~i~kly. To OMS this 
undermined the legid juStific8tio~ for repeti~e use.. . 

DoJ also det~~ th~e waterboard~~!is legal because it was not intend~ to 
threaten death (i.e., as iIi a mock ex_~.~ithin OMS, this interpretation eventually 
was contrQyersial. Jille fact that thous ' . 0fsERE trainees had safely undergone the 
waterboard would1folbe kno=io detainees, who in addition were in a hostile 
environm~t vice training. Setting .aside interrogator intent, a lengthy initial application 
could ha~\~appeared to t1U:.~ten dertil. In theory, a detainee would have been 
desensitizCii before this happened through applications lasting just a few seconds, which 
was Agency practice . . Ev~ly, the detainee would realize that he could handle the 
longer app1icatio~~ddj~onally, most detainees quickly discemed--because of the 
ongoing medical attention-that there was no intent to seriously harm them. As a 
practical matter, all P-tis is moot since by the time questions arose the waterboard was no 
longer in use. In the unlikely event that the waterboard is again considered a viable 
option, the question warrants further thought. . 

JCRC report to the Agency, which DeJA Hayden then discussed with Congressional Oversight 
Committees. At the time of this writing [June 2007] the Committees had ask for detailed analyses of the 
inteUigence obtain~ before and after enhanced measures were employed, i.e., the question originally asked 
both by OMS and the Inspector General in 2003 and 2004. 

T S.,""",,/[~~~g~ NatSecAct 
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HVDs. 100 EfTs. and OMS Guidelines 

When the OMS Guidelines in preparation at the time ofKSM's interrogation were 
completed, CTCILGL requested they not be released: new DCI approval would be 
required, and he had just issued his own guidelines. OMS countered that its guidance 
was consistent with that of the DCI and provided a concise source of information needed 
by OMS field personnel. CTC/LGL relented, so long as "draft" was added to the title. 
The first week in April, 2003, the 9-page "Draft OMS Guidelines on Medical and 
Psychological Support to. Detainee Interrogations" first went to ~~d. 

This first issued' OMS Guidelines began with a sho~i.men~· ·ofthe SERE 
origins, Dol sanction, and the psychological underpinningfOftfie-;p,rogram, then 
enumerated currently used interrogation techniques ("staft<){lfd" a'itci~~.~anCed")' 
Reference points and limits were provided for ambi~emperatures, n.o'ise levels, sleep 

• J deprivation, standing in shackles, and the use of".$f' confinement box. '~r.1;Y a t,hird of 
. the text was devoted to the waterboard, begity'iiwraW~ a ~cription which~licitly 
underscored the difference between Agency and S~~usa~\t-n estimate#~as given of 
apparently safe levels of exposure--based on the Itm~tearfxpenence to date--and a 
requirement levied for extensive medical documentati~~y future waterboard use. 
Medical contraindications also were l~:"inc;luding serio~f!i~art,.or lung disease, 
obstructive airway disease, and respirat~'t¥ oo$.Er~se froni ~bid ob~ity..Though 
laryngospasm had not been encountered Irl~e ~~RftWrogr~MS belIeved It to be the 
most serious theoretical J;'i~ls.~ continued~!t¢rboanfli~eiwas barred ifprevious 
applications were as~i~tea~~anY'hint of,impend~nifespiratory compromise, such as 
hoarseness, cough~w.zing, s~Qor, or diffi~lty clearing the airway. Finally, a 
working draft assertion; .pIjor to',KSM, that "it ~Oljld appear that subjects cannot 
maintain~. :res~s~.ce.: .ihir.~~~\V'~4~~" .*as replaced wi~ th~ new observ~tion that 
"SERE ~,nel'SJ!i:e's81d to oeh~:'{e thaf'subJ~ts ar.e unable to mamtain psycholOgIcal 
resist~ce·to this teclinlg~.e fot~mere than a few days, but our experience suggests . 

... ,. -..,. ' ~ ~ otherwtse. -_. •..... !- .~ 

.. ,.... ...~ ;-. ." 

The((SM interrogations were only the beginning ~fwhat proved to be the busiest 
and most prod\(~~iye eighteeri-months in the history of the ROG program. In a period 

(b)( 1) marked by the US~l~. in~Cion ofIraq (March 2003) and major ~orist bombings in 
(b)(3) NatSecAct Indonesia (August 2'Q.~~)/ol l ~errorists came into Agency hands, includin!CJ>f 

. . sufficient importancs\fu warrant extended interrogation. The experience monitoring 
(b)( 1) these interrogations proved instructive and other sources of information were also 
(b)(3) NatSecAct explored. Detailed Ft. Bragg SERE protocols were obtained, additional conversations 

. were held with both Anny and Navy SERE psychologists, and OMS physicians and 
psychologists observed courses at both Ft. Bragg and San Diego. In San Diego, DCIMS 
even underwent the waterboard. 

100 Ove~ time High Value Targets (HVTs) came to be known as High Val~e Detainees (HVDs) 
101 E.g., the Jakarta Maf!iott, killing 10 and wounding 150. 

(b)( 1 ) 
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Ten new RDO detainees were interrogated between April and August 2003 with 

eight subjected to enhanced measures. The EIT mainstay, post-KSM,'was standing sleep 
deprivation (lasting from one to four days), punctuated by sessions which routinely . 
incJuded attention slaps, walling and water dousing. 102 This'approach generally achieved 
cooperation within a week. A few detainees were confined briefly in large and small 
boxes but, as with AZ and Nashiri, this added little if anything to the process and idter 

/ September confinement boxes no longer were used. r ' 

In ad;dition to cooperation, standing sleep deprivation pij>dU~ the first medical' 
complications seen in the RDO program. Several days of ~~ing led to a slowly 
ascending edema of the lower legs, requiring that ankle saackles be loosened. In a few 
cases, the edema approached the level of the knee, in w~rch case rit"'icaJ personnel 
required the detainee be seated, with the Jegs elevated, allowing alleViation of the edema 
while sleep deprivation continued. Occasionally;:1n addition to the edemia detainee 
developed lower limb tenderness and erytheIl)~ndings i~itially not easily , 
distinguishable from cellulitis or venous thrombosis. This}ypi~ly was as~eciated with 
pre-existing abrasions from shackling at the time of ini~al' rendition. At first these cases 
were treated with antibiotics or anti~~gulants, but upon~9g seated detainee recovery 
was so fast that a thrombotic or infectious phepomenon was rul~ut, and 'medications 
could be discontinued. ':i.. " :.~' ~.. ;-f.' 

1:'. ~ ~ . 

There ~as an early concern that sutding detain~;w'~uld fall asleep and shift 
excessive weight onto~eir ~~l,but this did'iot becomtfan issue even after several days 
of standing. Ovenyhelmingly the detainees simply continued to stand and periodically 
mo.v~ atound a littie: " ~e whG'nodded alw~~..,tartled themselves back awake. This 
reslhence actually depnvoo'themtfan etTec~ve counter-measure, because had they _ 
simply allowed ~Ives to ,'~llapse"4h~r weight onto their arms, the standing would 
have been disconfimied.103 '~. ' _ 

, ..~ 
, ~~" ,:~ 

illts early y~ough urtknown to OMS in 2003-the Agency regarded 
forced inte~ational stan~g as dangerous. A widely-dissemipated 1956 study asserted 

,that the resulfing,iema soAri led to circulatory and renal failure, and psychosis. 104 

,.., , 

102 Water dousing (oftCn ~ng), though newly prominent among the interrogation techniques, had been 
addressed in the first issuJfOMS Guidelines. Most often water was simply splashed or hosed onto the 
detainee, but in the most'extreme version the detainee was made to lie down on a plastic sheet, with water 
pOured over him for 10-15 minutes. A psychologist and PA had to be present, and the room temperature at 
least 70°. Consistent with SERE practice, doused detainees had to be dry before being placed in spaces 
with ambient temperatures less than 78°. See also Office of the Inspector General, "Counterterrorism 
Detention and Interrogation Activities (September 2001 - October 2003);" 7 May 2004, p. 76 
103 This suggestion is found in Agency commentary on detention as early as the 1950s. 
104 "Many men ~ withstand the pain of long standing; but sooner or later all men succumb to the 
circulatory failure it produces, After 1 g to 24 hours ofcontinuous standing, there is an accumulation of 
fluid in the tissues of the legs. This dependent 'edema' is produced by fluid from the blood vessels. The 
ankles and feet of the prisoner sweU to twice their normal circumference. The edema may rise up the legs 
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Detainees in the RnG program provided no evidence for this belief. Their 
generally benign record probably is attributable to there being enough slack in the 
shackling to allow a little movement and the periodic breaks occasion~ by sessions 
using other interrogation measures. In all cases, once allowed to sit (and sleep), their 
recovery was rapid and complete. 105 

Whether standing added anything to simple sleep deprivation was a point of some 
discussion. Simple sleep deprivation had not been effective durin8'AZ's first . 
interrogation, and later detainees at least initially all began in ~.(tandlng position. The 
fatigue ofs~ding preswnably heightened the effect ofth~~I~9> ~eprivation, but to what 
degree remams unknown. . <{" "-.,"'~,. , 

OMS guidelines also increasingly address~J~i~~ health'i~ $e post 
interrogation phase. As the number of post-int~~gation detainees gr~it~ no 
apparent prospect of transfer elsewhere, OM~~d~turned ~ the Federal riSoil ystem for 
insight into long-term prison care. In June 2003 tBe (b)(6) ureau of 
Prisons was invited to Headquarters to discuss problems Qflong-tenn confinement, and 
in mid-JulyC]MS,c=MS, anOHO (accompanied b~o senior RDG officers) , 
vis~ted the Administrative Maximum ~?0.~:.~~penn~" fa~i~ Florence, Colorado, 
whIch th~ held the twenty-t:"o terrons~~PJ!~1.,tn the F~I system. ~e ADX 
staff prOVIded a comprehensIve tour and ijF1efing iliat gaye a good feel for the 
ci~cwns~ces of deten~medical ~t~Jt:;vi~ed;;'an~1their expe?ence wi~ terrorist 
pnsoners. 06 OMS leatne<! m,rotocolS for· dealIng wtth hunger strikes, medIcal 

~ ~~ , 
as high as the middle ~f the"ttfilM. m slcin becomes ~and intensely painful. Large blisters develop 
which break an~..exude. watery~R'!' ~~~~j!e\jjt1rofthe body fluid in the legs produces an 
impairment of,thZculation. Ttle~~te~~ and fainting may occur. Eventually there is a renal 
shutdown;,.and urine pro~bt.t c~e prisoner becomes thirsty, and may drink a good deal of water, 
whic~,~9t excreted, but 8dds't~ the ede~ of the legs: Men have been known to remain standing for 
penolis as'long as several da~timatetjjthey usually develop a delirious state, characterized by 
disorientati~fear, delusions, anchisuaItfiallucinations. The psychosis is produced by a combination of 
circulatory impajlwent, lack ofsl~, and uremia." "Communist Control Techniques," 2 April 1956. This 
was an OTS-spo~red QKHlLJff.bp study. This text appears almost verbatim in a published version of 
this article, Lawrence~.~~c{;,:jr., MD and Harold G, Wolf( MD, "Communist Interrogation and 
Indoctrination of 'Enemi~.o(the States,' Analysis ofMethods Used by the Communist State Policy (A 
Special Report), .. A.MA)A{chives ofNeurology and Psychiatry 76 (\956), pp. 134-135. [[he published 
text read, "This dependent edema is produced by the extravasation of fluid from the blood vessels."] The 
latter is verbatim from an OTRJ A&E Staff paper on "Brainwashing From a Psychological Viewpoint," 
February 1956; which began with a June 1955 study that discussed standing stress positions without the 

medical analysis. 
10' The 1956 study said that the KGB required prisoners to stand or otherwise hold fixed positions until it 
"produces excruciating pain" which the authors considered "a fonn of physical torture, in spite of the fact 
that the prisoners and KGB officers alike do not ordinarily perceive it as such." As noted, HVDs subjected 
to standing sleep deprivation were not in a fixed position, and did not report an associated pain. 
106 All twenty-two of these terrorists were imprisoned for activities direcUy tied to bombings. At an 
average age of41, there were somewhat older than our population, and on average had been in prison for 

-. 
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complaints, and routine evaluations; and how they minimized the risk that personal 
effects such as spectacles and toothbrushes would be made into weapons. 

Several revisions of the OMS Guidelines were prepared during the summer of 
2003, culminating with a 12-page September 2003 issuance. I07 These guidelines gave 
guidance on responding to the recently noted complications and required detailed 
documentation of the circumstances of standing sleep deprivation. A new section was 
added on "Post-Interrogation Detention," which covered exam frequency, 108 diet and 
dietary supplements, height-for-weight, hunger strikes, hygiene, lilld examination 
documentation and frequency. Previous guidance on intake examinations was codified 
and expanded, e.g., to include laboratory studies such as'CBC, Hepatitis Band C, HIV, 
and a chemistry panel. .,. 

"• . ..:f.P1. , 

Five months later, in February 2004, an expanded version of"OM~ Guidelines on 
Medical and Psychological Support to Detainee Rfendition, Interrogation;'llild De~ention" 
(18 pages, plus a 4-page appendix)109 was issuti.'A Part II,g,n "PsycholoTcahand 
Psychiatric Support to Detainee Interrogations" (pr~~):~arscussed) also was 
disseminated. Among other things these Guidelines n¥ncluded guidance on disruptive 
behavior during renditions (including the use-never req~-ofdiazep,am and 
haloperidol), vision pro.blems,.dental ~~~~ more.on "hii4)es.. s~kes.~d f?od refusal." 
A newly-added appendix succmctly ouH~ed, th~asls for the"medlcal hmitatIons on the 
various interrogation techniques. " > 

~ . '.:~~.~" 

This issuance a1~ti~ted a Deceni1fe~ 2003 ch~ge in CTC instructions, which 
reduced the upper limit of"strui~" sleep deprivation from 72 hours to 48, and 
"enhanced" sleep depfi.~on from 264 hours <1i-:th an 8-hour sleep break at 180 hours) to 
180 hours. This change was promp.s~~rti~Just instance of a sleep-deprived detainee 
hallucinatin~)o.. In..§>.....£tober,.5.§.;,year-a ~ ~ata Khan--one the oldest detainees ever 
held-~gan to "see" .dogs atiac~g his family. Khan previously had been subjected to 
peri~f'Of37 and 56 h~ witho'ti'i:'Sl~ without complications, but this hallucination 
came afte.r~on1y about 21 h._ Since none of this sleep deprivation was at "enhanced" 

~ . . 

just under six yeJsl!~ In general !hey were respectful toward the staff (though regularly tested the system),. 

but prior to transfer totf!orence two-thirds had been involved in prison violence, nine had threatened prison 

staff, and one was suspected of murder. Aboul a third had made suicidal gestures; 12 had initiated hunger 

strikes (5 were fed involuPtanly by N-G tube). Extraordinarily modest, they for a long time refused 

recreation because of the prerequisite body search, and showered wearing underpants. With the exception 

of one elderly man, they were in good physical shape, and-remarkably-<luring psychological interviews 

or testing showed no diagnosable pathology. . . . 

107 "Draft OMS Guidelines on Medical and Psychological Support to Detainee Interrogations," September 

4,2003 [12 PpJ 

108 This fonnally corrected a significant deficit in medical documentation, 

local records policy. In practice this had been corrected in January 2003 tbrou :'::-::-a ~.
i-:--:cCC::gh c-::-l
109 Issued 27 February 2004. 
110 The previous spring, a detainee claimed to have hallucinations, but careful psychological evaluation at 
the time proved this to be feigned. 
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levels, there was no on-:site medical monitoring. When the hallucination was reported to · 
Headquarters, further sleep deprivation was barred. Later the "standard" limifwas 
reduced. The change in the "~nhanced" upper limit also reflected the program experience 
that it had been unnecessary to keep anyone awake even as long as 180 hours. (Only 
three of some 25 detainees eventually subjected to sleep deprivation even .were kept 
awake over 96 hours.) 

(b)( 1 ) 
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p~o l!,g medical. ~d p~ychol08!cal ~verage for b~th new. interrogations and 
the growmg n~ of widely dlspersed·detamees posed an mcreasm~ challen~e. 
especially given th~epaJ1!fe" manpower demands inl (b)( 1 )------ ---1 
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late 2003 most physician coverage was handled by a headquarters-based physician newly 
assigned near-fuIJtime responsibility for program support. All psychological staff 
support was provided directly from Headquarters, as was most of the exten~ivp. tlP.llland 
to accompany rendition flights, including inter-facility movement. (b)( 1 ) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct (b)( 1 ) '

(b)(3) NatSecAct.---L_ _ ---r____ __~~--------
However, within weeks tIle Supreme Court announced it woul(b)(1) 

'--------------' 
consider a case which could have mandated court access to all GuantAnamo-held b 3 NatSecAct 

1\3 
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. The spri~2003 brie~ngs to the White House, NSC and Hill on the Agency's 
expanded use of Ei1'~'l~to reassurances about the .legality of and continued support for 
the program, which still was generating over half the reportable intelligence on al-Qa'ida. 
However, the national cont~xt changed abruptly a year later when shocking photographs 

II) Rasul v. Bush, o~ 29 June 2004, reversed a District Court deeision,'and held that the U.S. court system ' 
had the right to decide whether foreign nationals at Guantanamo were rightfully imprisoned. The case had 
been appealed to the Supreme Court the previous September, and the case heard on 20 April. 
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ofprisoner abuse at Abu Ghraib prison in Iraq were published in Apri120Q4. 116 The 
international outrage that followed prompted White House and Pentagon condemnations 
ofihe abusive practices.and investigations ofdetainee treatment at both Abu Ghraib and 
Guantanamo Bay. The Agency, while not directly involved, again sought DoJ re
validation. 

The request to DoJ was more reflective of caution than a desire to limit the 
successful RDG program, especially in view of continuing high profile terrorist attacks. 
In March 2004 the Madrid bombings kilied 191 and in May the fir.s~,of a series of nine 
gruesome beheadings took place in Iraq. Each of the latter case~nich extended until 
October, followed the same gruesome pattern: a terrorist ki~~Ring, followed by 
~possible ~emands, videoed pleas fr0T? the victim, and~tn1h~~fter a beheading, the 

VIdeo ofwhIch was released to the media. A '" , . ~:" " 
(b)(1) About June 2004 senior a1-Qa'ida oper~.e Janat Gul was captti~:,1:>YD 
(b)(3) NatSecAct =:Jlater transferred to ~e~G pro~, promp~n~'A~~cy 

requests or a new ru mg on several EITs. In response to, specl{ic quesuons;'DoJ 
affinned the legality of dietary manipulation, nudity, water dousing, !lbdominal slap-all 
not previously specifically address~and the waterbo~n each instance, these were 

. held not to violate U.S. law, the Cons~en, or any treat)Wobligation. 117 As previously, 
. use was explicitly preconditioned on m~'~ and psychologica1.~~a1uation and the 
presence ofon-site medical monitoring. It was th~se~·ap.p.rov.l!-}(that led to the OMS-RDG 
discussions that further limited the extent otil!H~abi: ~'{erboard use (previously 
discussed). Gul's inteFr~h~like others"ifost-KSM-':"":'reLied heavily on sleep 
deprivation, whic~fif!Qte secd~(and final) t1qle in the program was associated with a 
hallucinati~n. OnlYthe'\&'Y ~ayfJ~out sleep, G,W beg~ to hear voices. Medical 
personnel I~tervened, ana~~~lS!fl~l~P, whIch end.~ the symptoms. 

~§(l~!"~~, O?VI~~~ued a new, exp~ded versl~n.(27 pages ~ 7-~age
appen(h~) of Its GUld~, Unexgeete<lly, this particular versIon of the GUIdelInes 
be~mcMtf~dation of'ext iss'ld DoJ opinions (in May 2005) on the legality of 
enhanced inte§o~ation tecliiiiques: Among other changes, the December 2004 version 
reflected a su~ 2004 ~G decisi~n to ab~don the previous distinc.tion b~~een 
"standard" and "~~'mterrogatlOn techniques; there now was a smgle lIstmg of 
approvable tec~iq~AdditionaIly, the Guidelines followed RDG in listing some 
interrogation techniqtes separately as "conditions of confinement." These included such 
things' as diapering/nudity, shaving, white noise, and continuous light or darkness. 
Exposure to "cool environmentS"-previously listed, but never used--was dropped 

(b)( 1 ) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

117 DoJ to Jo1m Rizzo, Acting General Counsel, 6 August 2004; DoJ to John Rizzo, Acting General 
Counsel, 26'August 2004. 
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altogether. Other revisions incorporated the new limits on waterboard use, expanded the 
discussions of sleep deprivation and recovery, and specified immunization protocols. 

The new Guidelines,also reflected some ins'ights gained when OMS psychologists 
began attending conferences of the National Commission on Correctional Health Care 
(NCCHC) in the summer of 2004. These included a section on "restraint and sedation of 
violent detainees"-which fortunately never had any application within the RDG setting. 
Finally, new references were provided, including the Federal Bureau of Prisons website 
(which had clinical practice guidelines), the NCCHC's regularly issued Standards/or 
Health Service in Prisons. and Michael Puisis, Clinical Practic.eJiWeorrectional 
Medicine (1998). . /a..

~'f'~. 
An issue of recurrin~ concern was how to dealowi'tli,.a detainee:tnedical 

emergency. ' (b)(1) 
(b(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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.')' 

118 "OMS Guidelines on Medical and Psychological Support to Detainee Renditions, Interrogation, and 
Detention," September 2005 [29 pp + 7 pp appendix] 
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Problems ofDetention 

(b)(1) By 2007 a total of97 detainees had been art of the RDG ro am. Prior to RDG 

(b)(3) NatSecAct-=as=s=um=in~co=n=tr,-"o~l--------------------rrn.---:-:;----~ 
About 

half the 97 RDG detainees came into Agency hands in 2003, and a fourth in 2004. In the 
final two years prior to the transfer of remaining detainees to Guantanamo Bay in 
September 2006, only 5-6 new detainees entered the program, with only two subjected to 

(b)(1) enhanced measures. At:.:" 
(b)(3) NatSecAct . L~_" 

When possible, RDG arranged to transfer detainees no (bnger ~f intelligence 
(b)(1) value to the U.S. military, or render them to another couQ~ D~Pi}e~_W_arrival.s, this 
(b)(3) NatSecAct effort reduced the total number of detainees in Agency"control fro'm.b:.. 1t end 

of2003, to just l lin the spring of 2004, andj\l.~t . at the,~~ginning of2005. 

(b)(1) This figure remained relatively constant for the~xt year, unh an accel'e~te4 effort 

(b)(3) NatSecAct during 2006 reduced the number remaining fgf..~~fer to@uantanamo to 117-' 


Viewed differently, about 2/3 ofdetainees~gency hants prior to 
October 2004 had been transferred out-by circa the end\1f~4; their detentions had 
ranged fro~ a_month to alm~st two y~~rot>!lbIY averag1n~uch more than a year. 
A large maJonty of the detamees not traq~.ferr~ ·~)U.t~f AgencWands by the end of2004 
continued to be held for almost two more·~rars;.:.Th~~.Oy.~~Jlaetention probably 
averaged about three ye~, an~ as true long".,t.er-rri detaih.~' they presented a different set 
ofmedical Challeng~..<,. --, ,~ ~ t. )y 

c · . .~ ~ 
OMS thou~i;.cr~~det{iipee experienc~'8i)di0ded into three phases: rendition 

onl~few weeks~to;a few months, by far the greatest amount of a 
simVtY.'in detention. 120 With the sharp late-2004 decline in new 

bekrrie ,almost exclusively attending to long-term 
, 0/ 

·Y' 

as a group, basically young and healthy. Given bi
me<!i~al check ups (more often if indicated), a healthful diet, 

''a~eaiji<ite rest, and some opportunity to ex.ercise, most eventually were 
in better shape than they came into Agency custody. Some were even willing to 
comment that they looked fitter than they had in years. 

(b)( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

IZO RDG characterized things similarly: an 'interrogation/exploitation phase lasted 1-10 weeks, with the 
most intense period rarely exceeding two weeks; a second, transition phase usually lasting two to three 
months during which the detainees cooperation was validated; and a third, debriefing phase which lasted 
from two to several months and in rare cases-such as AZ--for as long as three years. 
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A few detainees arrived ;.th ~ng injuri~s, though none in as serious ~ndition 
as AZ. Ahmed Guleed I ~had sustamed a GSW several months pnor to 
caPturer and arrived a~ jth a colostomy and frozen left elbow. Two detainees 
arrived _ [with malleolar fractures sustained jumping from a high wall. 
Another detamee amved with a broken finger. All required follow-up care and none 
were subjected to stressful interrogation either initially or later. The fracture group soon 
was transferred elsewhere, but Guleed's colostomy was successfully maintained for over 

(b)(3) NatSecAct two years before circumstances allowed a revision to be arranged. In the interim, he 

received professional guidance on physical theraJ>y to restore motian in his Left elbow. 


Medically, ofthe neady 100 detainees evaluated, none.was HIV-positive, only 
. three ~ere hepatitis B and two ~epa~tis. C antigen ~OSiti~'?o~e ~ved with a sexu~ly

transmltted dlsease--a chancrOld-mflic/ed, he said, b¥. 8'\genll (dJln;, Most complamts 
while in detention were for relatively minor ailment(:S-Uth As headacli . mild musculo
skeletal symptoms, rashes, gastrointestinal upsets~6r an occasional ph . ' 'tis. 

. Eventually a few dental problems arose, treat~by,,~ RDG)~ntract denti1t~~cffrom 
early 2004 periodically flew to detention sites to PF~<!e(b:th:rgutine and frcused care. 

(b)(1) Onlva sirude...deptal emergency arose, in 2006,1 _ I 
(b)(3) NatSecAct [ _ JBasic vision checks ere perfonned by.~~>S personnel, and prison-safe 

. 	 glasses obtamoo. AZ initi~lly preferrea . 0 w.ear a p~tch over~.~!t eye socket, b~t 
~ventually requested an artificIal eye; t1'il.~ was. ..<:l , t~ned, a neru:'pcifect match to hIS good,·l 	 ~"I'lj..... ..... 

(b)(1) eye. .... _" , \~~~p.~~" 
(b)(3) NatSecAct Over time, non.:~erge~cy issues ar~se which required capabilities beyond that 

. available at the deteriiio~ sites'i~}deed's col~~I need~ to be reve ."""'~'........'--_ _ -----, 
(b)(1) I .~nee<!~~ bl~l?fY. for an enl~rg thyrOid.; al-HasaWlL----;;---===-_-' 
(b)(3) NatSecAct haOliemorrho!ds. ~~d ~ r~~tp-tola~se;: tlu:~~.d~nees r~ulred e~doscop~. for GERD 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

symptoms; ~~er.b~opsles,were 1Odlcated·for those With chrome hepatttis B or C. 

.::qrs on~ ~~~'$~ D~~~ent ofDefense could provide this specialized care. 
When se'{er,al detainees were transferred tol nuantAnamo Bay in early 2004, a 
test case pres~J!!ed. 1 (b)(1) 

(b)(1 )(b)(3) NatSecAct 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

IAs this concern was being addressed, the issue became moot. The 
endJ:- g-= u--me--c=--~'-p-~' n- S'--pre-- Court deCision that could have mandated access to all Guantanamo 

detainees led to the closurel 
,-------------~--~----------------------------------------
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, While pursuing'the DOD option, RDG and OMS~~~~~~ed over a dozen 
third-country alternatives. A combination of substandard'inedical~:i{i:e, and/or concerns 
about media exposure and internall'olitlcs had ruled.alf'ofthose'initially considered. 

(b)( 1 ) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

Attelliii~~g,to the psy,chological well-being ofdetainees was at least as challenging 
as dealing with their-phy~i~l needs. The impact of sustained isolation was the primary 
problem and provdi:jrt:~r.'psychologically challenging than had the interrogations. By 
design, no contact wjt1l other detainees was allowed in Agency detention facilities and 
continuous white noise prevented them from hearin one another. Thou h ically 
comparable to modern u.s. prisons (b)(1) the ' 
detainee cells nonetheless were sm (b)(3) NatSecAct 

121 on the basis ofblood tests, three of the detainees, including the subject with rectal prolapse once were 
considered :r.didates for liver biopsy. Of these, one declined to be biopsied, one was transferred ....,__---'1I _ Ibefore a biopsy could be ~ged. and further testing of the third eliminated the need, 

(b)( 1 ) 60 
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Initially, ofcourse, detainees had weeks and sometimes months of frequent, often 
intense contact with Agency interrogators and debriefers. But as this phase ended, 
detainees eventually were left without the intellectual stimulation such contact afforded. 
Initial attempts to fill this void included "homework" (even when no intelligence 
requirement existed), the provision ofbooks and other reading material, and mandatory 
staffcontacts. At the extreme, KSM was invited to present staff lectures on various 
subjects. 

(b)(1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

OMS concerns about the effects Or~IOn2:-1'emH( ·t'f"nhlnn~ ed to an acceleration of . 
RDG efforts to provide lJl..9J~· . concerns were shareds_~mulation t()ltJ]~(letillmc~~ 
by RDG personnel worKing d.tr~c.tly with Mid by DINeS, former Chief of 
CTC). This included the provi:gi~n of . games (eventually including hand-held.' ..'. ,;>.. r · ! 

computer games),·and·~~. impl~~ntation of or ''rapport-building'' sessions, 
d~ng wh,ich s_~ffers .mi~~}w.:~~~~~~:gam~s with a detain~ or hold informal 
phllosoph}(;~1 .9~sslOns. I~thi.s settfng, 'many detamees carne to vtew some of the staff, 
even prior interrogatorS'i' as their· '~·friends." . ..~ 

(b)( 1) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

Throughout the years of the RDG program OMS psychologists and psychiatrists 
made at least quarterly trips to each facility, and conducted extensive interviews with 

.every detainee. Notably, in view of the terrorist behavior, at intake no detainee had a 
diagnosable mental disorder, not excepting such Axis II disorders as anti-social 

(b)(3) NatSecAct .'---_____________ (_b_)( 1)_ __________________________~I · 
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personality.123 (This was consistent with the findings on terrorists held in the Federal 
prison system.) Some eventually developed adjustment problems, and at least two 
requested and were provided with'Janti·depressants. Another asked for Prozac, whi,ch he 
had taken previously, and was sure it would make him feel better. It didn't, so the Prozac 
wa,s discontinued. Particular effort was made to identify signs ofpost·traurnatic stress 
disorder (PTSD). Notably, even among those subjected to the most intense coercive 
measures, there were no indications of the emergence ofPTSD. 

OMS practice regaf(Jing the treatment ofdetainees who w.ei:e having difficulties 
w~th.their si~ation was to work with ~G to ameliorate con~~>much as possible 

. Wltlun secunty bounds. Although at bmes CTC managersA~~strated by OMS 

(b)(1 ) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)( 1 ) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(1 ) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)( 1 ) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

unwillingness to involuntarily medicate detainees who w~e "acQ.J;i~ut," medications 
were offered only for bona fide medical indication$ 8.!ld With the pn,,~nsel1t of the 
detainee. This mirrored the Federal Bureau ofPri&ons p'eli~y on involunt¥Y medication. 

" . ,/ / '~(b)(1)----, 

. At least two detainees did appear to f~~~~ental iiIhesses. one,1 (b )(3) NatSecAct 
was concerned that! [guards would I.earn Of~~.l~'~h ; I
I I He SUdden]} stopped speakmg and Isdlatedlmself frome others m hIS 
group ce~1 1 _H?wever~emain~d vis~b~~~ned. to ~v~ing going on 
~und him, and was app~pnately att~~~to ~IS actiVlties~.~d~y hvmg. When he was 
dIscretely reassured that his "secret" was~afe :W,i ' us, he sudd~ly was able to express 
appreciation. On transfer to an entirely ~S. m .at facility.Aiis symptoms cleared. 

The second ~~fas al-Yemem who once had passed a 

kidney stone. He~& hoardi~imedications, en·m ucmg vomiting, defecating on the 

floor and crawling thro~'gQ his fe~. At times h appeared to fake his symptoms, and 

his endoscopy had beeri··n9ilnal.-t'~~.sti@gment was that most of his symptoms were 

either PSYChOS~~~ fa~ti~~~s. EvtntUally he ."'~s transferred out of the RDG 

prorblS m&l cit) care"<,!,,um~by the rectplettt country. . 


, the time~s cap\li(. there was concern that a martydom-oriented 

detai~ee w~~~elib~ratelinj~re him.se.lf~ ~r ~ttempt su~cide. Accordi~gly, all ~eta~nees 

were mtensIvelY&,mtored~~unng their initIal mterrogattons and had vIdeo·momtonng of 

their cells throUgA~\it th~etention. Aside from a rare refusal 'to eat or drink, however, 

most detainees wer~ttcmtive to their person health and no seriously self.destructive J 


behavior was evide~~One detainee-Majid Khan twice made scratches 

across his wrists (not requiring suturing) when he e t 


(b)( 1 ) 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 


1231 
 IIn 2006 author Ron 

Sus kind reported, in a much repeated claim, that at the time of capture AZ was found to have a serious 

dissociative disorder, a diagnosis inferred from AZ's diaries, which were written using several personas. In 

reality, this was an entirely literary device, without psychiatric overtones. Ron Suskind, The One Percent 

Doctrine: Deep Inside America's Pursuit oflIS Enemies Since 9//1 (New York City: Simon & Shuster, 

2006), pp. 95-100. . 
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from the facility chief. Another detainee was found to woven a noose from clothe in his 
cell. 

Fewer than five detainees ever refused food. OMS (and RDG) policy-which 
was based on that of the Bureau of Prisons-allowed a hunger strike to continue unless · 

. there was some apparent impact on the detainee's health, or his weight fell to less than 
90% of average for height. Ifone of these thresholds was reached, the heal th risks were 
explained. If a detainee still continued to refuse food, he was fed through an NG tube. 
Tube feeding would have been accomplished involuntarily ifnece~s,~, but the few who 
required it were compliant and often assisted with the proceduryf'typically, hunger 
strikes ended soon after these feedings began. , :;: ., .\. 

(b)(1) One detainee, ofsome later notoriety, ended a:~unger strike·.ts.~oon as an NG 
(b)(3) NatSecAct tube first was laid out and lubricated. Khaled al-~~as a Gr-----'-'-·_"_itiZ· _ _ _enn~~---'-_erl-'---_ -----l 

f--___ ------'l-'-___ tr--'-an~sferred to the AgencY$and rendered I 
(b)( 1 ) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

Subsequently aI-Masri went public witli ~ aCCQUo~.embraced)Y'the press and the 
(b)( 1 ) ~CLU,.which variously alleged. impriso~ent~ '" i _pAjection with ?rugs 
(b)(3) NatSecAct(mcludmg recta1ly), for~e{~.mg, beatm~4ap sexual, ~t;use, none of which was 
. actually true. He had llever'e~been interr<?gat~, mucn less abused. An ACLU-

supported al -Mas~1_~~t against the Agencx\~ventually was disal~owed by the courts, 
and later he was arresteeit.~ Gerl'~y on a char~~;6'f arson-the ~esult, his lawyer ,s~d, of 
a "nervous breakdown a~)p.to'tbe to~e'he had endured In CIA custody". 2 

:...~ ~ . ". _:. .,:;, ' 

OMS' (and 'B~_l! of Pmsbns) policy on forced feedings was directly counter to 
that ,~~~World Medica! Assoc~n,~he American Medical Association, and most 
medical human rights groups. These groups held that the right to patient self
determimiti~revailed oV:~all other considerations. Within OMS, there was never any 
consideration given to alloWing a detainee to starve himself to death, or otherwise kill 
himself. As witb.@!he F~eraJ prison system, RDG detention facilities were carefully 
designed to be as slf(Cide~proof as possible. Suicidal behavior, should it have occurred, 
would have been se~h'8s a reflection of the psychiatric stresses associated with 

124 The first ofscores ofarticle on the ai-Masri case was "German's Claim ofKidnapping Brings 
Investigation of U.S. Link," New York nmes, 9 January 2005. His arson arrest and involuntary admission 
to a psychiatric ward was'reported in, "Gennan who claimed to be CIA torture victim detained on suspicion 
ofarson," International Herald Tribune, 17 May 2007, A panicularly trusting article, which also repeated 
the rectal suppository allegation, was Jane Mayer, "The Black Sites," The New Yorker, 13 August 2007. 
Mayer characterized ai-Masri as "one of the more credible sources on the black-site program" 
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incarceration and an uncertain future. Moreover, it was clear that had a detainee 
managed to kill himself any commendation for the Agency commitment to self
detennination would have been lost in the demands for an immediate investigation. 

~ 
~. 
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I IABC News began a series of related reports-
which also won their/authors a Yulltzer. These reports enumerated and briefly described 
six "enhanced interrogation techniques" said to be used by the Agency. Four techniques 
were correctly described: the attention grllb, attention slap. the belly slap, and "long time 
standing." "Standing" for more than 40 hours, and associated sleep deprivation, was said 

'(b)(1 ) 
;(b)(3) 
INatSecAct 

'I'~p SS=I [ ( b)(1) ~MOBOPllI 
r-----'-·(b)(3) NatSecAct-------'--------" 
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to be "effective." A fifth identified technique was "the cold cell" in which a prisoner was 

said to be kept standing at a temperature near 50 degrees while being doused with cold 

water. This claim was only partially correct: standing and dousing were done, but not in 

a cold room. The sixth identified technique was the previously reported "water 

boarding," though now described as binding the detainee to a board, wrapping cellophane 

around his face, and then pouring on water. . J 


This waterboard treatment was said to result in "almost instant pleas t.o bring the' 

treatment to a haIt." Ibn Shaykh al Libbi was said to have been broken by it after two 

weeks ofprogressively harsher techniques had failed. CIA officers subjected to the 

waterboard during trainings were said to last an average of 1,fse~nds. AZ began 

cooperating after 31 seconds, while KSM had impressed,!-i.firerrog~tors by lasting between 

2 and 2~ minutes. . ',. . . '~. . 
, 

All but one of the 12 high value targets Q~ld to dat~ were said to h~~ required 

waterboarding. The exception was Ramzi biD481~Srubh. who reportedly brOKe down after 

waIkin~ past the cell in which KSM was held.J 


(b)( 1 ) 
(b)(3) 
NatSecAct 

Despite the Pulitzer, and the frequ~cy 2th ~hich other media sources repeated 
ABC claims, at best the>.:.~~~ reflected Pob~essw.sources with no direct 
knowledge of the program.~l!:e never w~~ "cold room" technique. Cellophane was 
never part of the wa1erboard. 13

'J 'Only three (net eleven) detainees had been on the 
waterboard. Shaykh 11{Eibbi never was on the waterboard. Neither AZ nor KSM 
''broke'' on the waterboard. While AZ·once had water applied for 30 seconds KSM 
never had an appl~n exceedjng 40:s·e~. 1 -~ 

(b)( 1 ) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

m "CIA's Harsh Interrogation Techniques Described," ABCNews, 18 November 2005. 
1301 Misreporting about the waterboard was common. For at least a year after first reporting of waterbaord 
use, the New York Times described it as involving literal submersion under water. The first to correctly 
characterize the technique was Newsweek. Eventually the Chicago Tribune carried the rather detailed 
description by a Navy SEAL who had experienced the technique himself, and who also reflected 
conventional SERE wisdom in saying it was "instantly effective on 100 percent of Navy SEALs." See "A 
Tortured Debate," Newsweek, 21 June 2004; "lQe Debate Over Torture," Newsweek, 21 November 2005; 
"SpiUing A1 Qaeda's Secrets," Chicago Tribune, 28 December 2005 
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aled al-MaSri-whose allegations ofdrugging, torture, 

and forced feeding were all fabricated-{ (b)( 1 ) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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- " '.,. 
~eyond the frs~~<;;osts, these c1o~ures 'i~ resulting moves took a,~sible toll on 

the de~n~s:,.For th~; mov~~t.~~~t!i'essful because o~tbe associated . 
uncertainties.., Attendmg medleal pers(5iTh~,generally talked detainees through this 
piocess,.~hasiziri~~t the'c~ge was not a reflection on their behavior (i.e., it wasn't 
puni.tiv&but rather was CompeUM by outside factors. Nonetheless, the associated 
anxiety often triggered so~~ depression, occasionally requiring treatment The Agency 

,~, , 

later was fa'¥.ted for subjec$iDg detainees to multiple moves, but this was not by design. 
Had circumst!mc~ allowed1'most detainees would have gone from an initial 
interrogationldebr:i:~tl!lgsite, to a final-long teon detention facility. Detainees oflesser 
value would have been turned over to the DoD or returned to their home country . 

.~., 

( 
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Ethics 

One group energized by media exposes and human rights reports were those 
concerned with the ethics ofmedical participation in detainee programs, including the 
role ofpsychologists. In the 18-month period from July 2004 to December 2005, the 
New England Journal ofMedicine carried five different articles touching on the subject, 
ranging from "Doctors and Torture" to "Glimpses of Guantanamo-Medical Ethics and 
the War on Terror." 141 A particularly pointed article under the principal authorship of the 
president ofPhysicians for Human Rights also appeared in JAMA~on "Coercive U.S. 
Interrogation Policies: A Challenge to Medical Ethics" (SrS).142 

. The thrust of~ese artic1es--:-~ost ofwhich were4f:usea~.!,he m~re visible and 
wldely-~eported practices ofU.S. m.lht~ 'personne~pwci'S\that th~~lii~s httl~ or no 'place 
for medical personnel or psychologlsts In Interrogatl(ms~ana especlal'lfaose Involvmg 
coercive techniques or designed with medical i9~p-(on de~ainee vu1nerabil~ties. 14,3 The 
interrogation techniques widely reported in tl1e' pre~ violated the patient~'!'nt"'ethic 
which should govern all medical practice. Ifnot~u~·ghJ.:frt\1r~, the interrQg{tion 
techniques were cruel, inhuman and degrading, and tfius illegal under international and 
"humanitarian"law. ~ ' .., .• 

In general OMS personnel long since:JitG!..r.esolved p~~JiaI ethical concerns by 
the time such commentaries appeared in Z(i)04 p(j)s,... 'J1}~:Office believed ethical 
considerations were en!i;~l.~-pe~so~al, so ~Wr' e ou~~~ade partici~ation in the RDG 
program voluntary. ~~thdra~~.~· -wlthout pen~ty was allowed at any hme. The 2002 DoJ 
guidance was the f9uhd~tion o~~rfipst decisiori~o become involved, but program 
experience reinforce(hMjnitial:cOmmitment. Wjt1i the exception of the waterboard
last used in March 2003~:aild byl~te 2004 unlikely to be used again-the actual 

~' ~.__ "..', ~h~ 
~.~ ,~~~ ~ 

-14-1R-O-bert-....- , MD-:::'''5c.')'''-:-~'''''·oc-t-o-rs·~~t-TOJ1Ure,,, NE.!M 351 (5):415-416 (29 July 2004); M. Gregg Bloche . (fYr:-:.";:;'L5"ift""'o';"'n- " 
and ~~nathJU1 H. Marks, "wl\~Doctors ~War," NE.!M352(1):3-6 (6 January 2005); George Annas, 
JD, MPHNo~~kabIY CrueI-:-Torture, .N1edical Ethics, and the Law," NEJM 352(20):2127-2131 (19 
May 2005);~~Jegg Bloche, ~ JD and Jonathan H. Marks, ''Doctors and Interrogators at Guantanamo 
Bay," N£lM35~(11i..6-8 (7 July 2005); Susan Okie, MD, "Glimpses of Guantanamo-Medical Ethics and 
the War on Terro~£IM353(24):2529-2534 (15 December 2005). 
142Leonard Rubenstei~C~tian Pross, MD, Frank Davidoff, MD, and Vincent Jacopino, MD, PhD,· 
"Coercive U.S. InterrogationJ;olicies: A Challenge to Medical Ethics," JAMA 294(12):1544-1549 (28 
September 2005); also ~~ote was Steven H. Miles, MD, ....Abu Ghraib: its legacy for military medicine," 
The LanceJ 364:725-729 (25 August 2004). Miles later expanded his piece into a book-length treatment, in 
Stephen H. Miles, Oath Betrayed: Torture, Medical Complicity, and the War on Terror (New York: 
Random House, 2006) . 

143 Much of this attention was triggered by a June 2004 New York Times account of the use ofBehavioral 
Science Consultation Teams (BSCT, or "biscuits'') to facilitate interrogations at Gi.uwtitnamo. Biscuits 
were composed of a psychiatrist, psychologist, and medical assistant, who studied detainee records, 
including medical records, to develop effective interrogation strategies. Critics held that this violated 
patient confidentiality; some believed the medical personnel should not be involved, even without access to 
individual records. Though declining a recommendation to do away with these teams, the Pentagon did 
eliminate their access to the medical files. 
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application of enhanced techniques had been much more modest than the press image, 
and reassuringly free of enduring physical or psychological effects. Collectively, these 
techniques had b~en dramatically successful' in producing indispensable intelligence not 
otherwise obtainable. Though often discounted in the press, the information that flowed 
out of detainee interrogations and debriefings had led to the capture ofother key al
Qa'ida players and the disruption of several planned attacks. Lives unquestionably were 
saved. 

The summer 2004 articles which launched the ethical discUssion in the U.S. also 
clashed jarringly with an ongoing series of al-Qa 'ida kidnappin~~eheadin~. In 
contrast to what seemed a sometimes utopian ethicist view,!~cal personnel saw 
themselves as living within a v«y real and dangerous wotll(fu~: societal 
obligati~n to support the legal, s~fe, an.d effective ~~~that were n~esSary to . 
combat Just such horrors. The role assigned to medl'CalJersonnel comoined the socletal 
obligation with a responsibility for patient well-b{fug. 1 The medical ~ence reflected 
a government commitment to the fundamen~I~~~eingaf"the detainee, "i1€~'lOt 
allowing this commitment to preclude the acquisiti'Qil~of ~POfqmt, time-perIshable 
intelligence not otherwise obtainable. The limits mid~ .personnel set, and interventions 
made, allowed for the acquisition of ~greatest possible ,lnf9rmation without placi~g the 

. detainee at medical risk. In combinati~ghtlY;Ci(cumScribed policies on 
coercive measures, medical monitoring'\.a ' ., . ost all det:iF {from experiencing 
more than a very time-limited period ofd"Thcomfor.t.. · . " , 

~. .t ' " ~,,'":. °i. ~""::-r _.. ". ." ;' V ~.t.t./ (. .... . \, ... .... ' JtR'~ 

In the continued ethic8.1 .~~terations o~005, some tacit acknowledgement of the 
societal obligation . ...oc~asioDal~~as implied, e~t only to be immediately discounted 
because some empi~~evideJ;lce" eliminated"'any~potential ethical conflict. Both 
ethicists and the press re814~r1y·~~S,tted~ ~:~cive measures were ineffective if not 

. counterpr<?4~e, ~d proa~ seri'u'SaD<l"long-lasting physical and psychological 
aftereffeetf. More" p~~~edly,th~ presence of medical' personnel during interrogations 
was s~'fto embolden the i~terro'ga{(:)l'S~d lessen their restraints, thus placing 
int~ogat~,t ~eat~r, n6~s~ ri~~t worst, any physiCian present risked being co
opted, or sO'clahzed lOto a Nazi mentahty.14S 

HOWe~~U(;h sucli!"factsn simplified the ethicist:s case, the OMS empirical 
experience was jusi~~posite. Invaluable intelligence resulted, medical and 
psychological aftereffects were not evident, and the presence of medical personnel 
unquestionably mod~rated interrogations and led to more benign interrogation guidelines. 
Medical autonomy also was preserved, with OMS personnel answering professional1y 
only to OMS. Medical persOnnel were allowed to provide,care to detainees even under 

1'4 Analogous du8:J physician roles are seen in forensic psychiatry, and occupational and public health, in 

which the public good sometimes overrides patient preferences. 

14~ubenstein et al. "Coercive U.S . Interrogation Policies." 
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interrogation, in a professional and humane manner; and no one ever was asked to use 

medical expertise against a detainee, or to withhold treatment. 


Finally, the carefully managed, selectively targeted Agency approach to 
interrogation had almost nothing in common with the excesses, program laxity, and 
indiscriminate focus alleged at Abu Ghraib and Guantanamo. From the outset, the RDG 
program was tightly circumscri9ed and carefully monitored, and quickly corrected 
problems encountered in the formative months. Almost from the outset, all interrogators, 
debriefers, guards, and medical personnel were prescreened, traine<t, guided both oraJ]y 
and in writing, and then monitored throughout their involvemet:l.?wi~detainees. Despite. . ". .. 
Its press Image, this was a very carefully controlled progr~~. '. 

t.~~. ~ 
Program details-beyond that asserted in the m¢ia;-were;...of course, unknown 

to medical ethicists, but e~en with.a more accurate Wi.ii~tanding they~e!y would have 
reached the same conclUSIOns. This was not necessarily the OMS expectatIOn when the 
first medical e~~s articles ~ppeared in 2004.:· U~~~ej.u~lt~w disprop~~fate had 

. become the ethlClsts' commitments ~o the patient Vls~a-vl~~clety, there w~ some 
passing frustration at the mindset that casually equat~rliifd to modest measures (e.g., 
limited sleep deprivation, or feeding through an NG tuoeiWith sadistic, potentially lethal 
physical·violen~. All were torture or ~aJ!tJlmount to it. 146 Mli~~ore useful would have 
been thoughtful, medically informed re~~dations to he1'~Walance the acceptable 
degrees of coercion against the immediacy. and .~av~D'...p[..an avoidable terrorist threat. 

" ~ "<~'-'Y.., . 
Ethicist view~ere'an~ho.r~ in "in~emational".and "humani~an" legal 


standards and profe&~JGJ1al declarations datin~t9 the mld-1970s. Until the 

Administration' s {0ii2;<l~:l-0n that a1-Q,,;!dli terrorists were not legal combatants 

and thus.not ~_r'!!.~~ted b ,~ne~~~~~~;~Common ~cle 3. ~fthe Geneva . 
Conventl~~, pr9~.2·~~ soh ·~t~gal comerost(,')ne for the ethicist position. Common Article 
3 prohibjte<i "at anY-time and i~place whatsoever: violence to life and person, in 
particurai-.,murder of alqcirtds, mutila~~)n, cruel treatment and torture; outrages upon 
perfu~al,~i~ity, in parti~u~~ humiliating and degrading treatment." A prohibition 
against crUel! h~iliating ~r,~egrading treatment, or outrages on personal dignity could 
be and were usec;t~to cover a..very wide range of interrogation measures. 

~ /., 

Absent Co~biY~cle 3, there still was the UN Convention Against Tortu~e, 
which as ratified by thrU.S. barred the "intentional infliction of severe physical or 
mental pain and suffering." This was a much higher threshold, more genuinely consistent 
with what popularly would have been deemed torture. However, this too had been 

. further circumscribed by DOl's determination that "severe" pain was akin to that 
accompanying serious ·physicaJ injury or organ failure, and that severe mental harm must 
last "months or years." 

146 Medical ethicists and the critical press were not the only ones to take this view. Even some who 
advocated the use of what the Agency viewed as coercive interrogation referred to it as justifiable "torture." 
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Further, along with railing at the Administration's permissive interpretations and 
asserting a humanitarian obligation to follow the Geneva Accords even if they were not 
legally binding, ethicists turned to another potentially valuable ally to carry their case

, the professional asSociations oforganized medicine. 

\ 

~e acknowledged foundational guidance on physicians and interrogation was 
issued in 1975 by the World Medical Association (WMA)147 in response to questions 
about physician responsibiliti.es in coercive interrogations of Northern Ireland militants. 
The WMA's "~e~lara~on ofTo~o" held that f,hysicians sho~d not '~cou~tenan~e, 
condone or partiCIpate In the practIce of torture 48 or other fetms of cruel, mhuman or 
degra?~ng procedur~," nor ''provide any premises, ins~ents, _tances o~ knowledge 
to facIhtate the practIce of torture or other forms ofCJ1lel; inhuman~...degradIng ;' 
treatment or to diminish the ability of the victim t~J~itt.:such treatmen~Doctors were 
not to be present "during any procedure during w,lUch torture or other fo~s,ofcruel, 
inhuman or degrading treatment are used or threatened." In ~hort, "the .doCto~)l 
fundamental role is to alleviate the distress ofhis or her fellow.men, and no motive 
whether personal, collective or political shall prevail against this higher purpose." The 
WMA reissued this declaration in both 2005 and 200~er the extensive press reports 
of2004-200S-adding a new section ?titlbg that physici~J:tould not "use nor allow to 
be used, as far as he or she can, medical knowledge or skills, or health infonnation 
speci~c t? ~dividuals, to f~cilitate or Otherwis~..:~d~.C?!JOgation, legal or illegal, of 
those mdIVIduals" (emphW_\tdded). ~..# 

~. ~." 
In 2005 the. ~~rican Psychological ~~ociation also addressed "P~ychological 

Ethics and Nationru S'ecurity," partially in response to accusations ofunethical behavior 

by Behavioral Science tons~l!ati.~§_--<~.~CT, or ''biscuits'') at Guantanamo Bay. 

These teams ~··compriscif.<?f a psychiatrist, a psychologist, and a medical assistant, 

who sought to bring,~~~QSights ofbehavioral science to the interrogation process: 
Allegedl.X they had us~rmedical records to devise interrogation strategies. The APA 
(ps;c~~g;.&t), without addressing~y specific aJlegation, enumerated the "ethical 
obligation"'~national sec~y-related work." More nuanced than guidance S90n issued 
by medical or~ationS, titi·s advised that psychologists:

~'V .....,.. . . 

--should not e.2P.ge in, direct, support, facilitate, or offer training in torture or 
otherJChiel, inhuman, or degrading treatment; . 

--do not use health care related infonnation from an individual's medical record 
"to the detriment of the individual's safety and well-being"; 

--do not engage in behavior that violates U.S. law and may refuse for ethical 

147 The WMA was established immediately after World War II to address issues of international concern. 
The American Medical Association was one of many founders. 

141 Torture was defined by the WMA as "the deliberate, systematic or wanton infliction ofphysical or 

mental suffering... to force another person to yield,information, to' make a confession, or for any other 

reason." 
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reaSons to follow laws that are WljUst or that violate basic principles of 
human rights [but if a conflict results, they "may adhere to the 
requirements of the law"] 

--"are sensitive to the problems inherent in mixing potentially inconsistent roles 
such as health care provider and consultant to an interrogation, and refrain 
from engaging in such mUltiple relationships" 

-"may serve in various national security-related roles, such as a consultaftt to an 
interrogation, in a manner that is consistent with the Ethics Code, and 
when so doing ...are mindful. .. of contexts that reqt#.r~ special ethical 
consid~tion." . . ~;J-"'" '~ . 

The:following year an August 2006 APA resolution ~ligp€4 th"e~~A position more 
specifically with the United Nations Convention AgainsrTortur~~Q1e McCain 
Amendment (see following sectionS): but add~ ~.9;~IDlio~1 Specifibi..~e guidance. 

The Amencan Psych,atriC AssoclatlOJ.1'; co over the 2QGS' 
Guantanamo reports, did not issue its own . In M~r2006, this 
AP A (psychiatrist) issued a "Position Statement" on atric Participation in 
Interrogation of Detainees," which that not participate in; or 
otherwise assist or facilitate, the in part: 

" .. . No psychiatrist S~(:~c~il~~;~I~~~7i~th:~ei interrogation
ofpersons held by ve or law 
enforcement or elsewhere. Direct 

interrogation room, asking or 
..av.,~.,., on the use of specific 

detainees. However, 
~i.1i!!!;:itary or civilian investigative or 

for,cei1n~~tp'ersoru.~ recognizing and responding to, persons with 
medical and psychological effects of 

technlIQu~~and ~aaual.ava", of interrogation, and 'on other areas 
w{ilil~'their expertise."

", >!I,. 
~, ' 

, Until mid4007 9¥S psychologists, Siven the legality ofAgency practices 
(r,eaffirmed by DoJ'i~¥arch 2005), saw themselves as working within the APA 
(psychologist) guidelihes, OMS psychiatrists never were ,asked to monitor interrogations, 
though not as a matt~r ofpolicy. initially, psychologists were more available and soon 
they were more experienced. The AP A (psychiatrist) guidelines were the more 
restrictive pf the two, but on careful reading might still have allowed a role similar to that 
actually performed by OMS psychologists. 

The next issued, and more categorical guidance came from the American'Medical 
Association: "Physicians must not conduct, directly participate in, or monitor an 
interrogation with an intent to intervene, because this Wldermines the physician's role as 

I 
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healer." In a modest concession to the physician's societal obligations, the statement 
added, "Because it is justifiable for physicians to serve in roles that serve the public 
interest, the AMA policy pennits physicians to develop general interrogation strategies 
that are not coercive, but are humane and respect the right of individuals.,,149 

Since medical licensure in the United States is the exclusive purview of state 
medical boards, professional organizations such as the AMA have no direct power to 
enforce their views. State boards act on ethics violations, however, so the policy 
statements of professional organizations do have a potential imp~~~.Critics very early 
sought to bring about change lit Guantanamo Bay by attackin&the licensure of the 
supporting medical staffs. Soon after the role ofBSeT t~s~w.as publicized, the New 
York Times reported that lawyers representing detainees.\Yffe ~g,.to gather doctor's 
names to bring ethics changes against them in theirXs.~tes.ISO\;fi~i.ling in this effort, 
lawyers later targeted physician John Edmondson, . · anaer ofthe"<;ruantAnamo Bay 
Naval Hospital. In July 2005, a complaint agains~mondson was filed~ith the 
California State Board of Medicine, which had&ed his fj'eense. He waS~efiiir-ted with 
''unprofessional'' conduct, including having ;vers u e '. ~topriate shari~ of medical 
data, refusal of treatment, and active and passive invol..t?ment in physical abuse. The 
Board declined to pursue the case on<the grounds that ii'~ld take no action against a 
milit~ physician practicing on a milit~:~~~ ....absent ac~~y the.military. They 
al~o Cited a recently ~eleased study by A~J.",y'S~~~$~ General~~j;}ey; which had not found 
eVidence of any medical abuse of the deta)gees.~/ '<:~~J j> 

. ···~~ll -"'~iP' 
A few weeks lat_)he fourth anniversary of;91 11-131 GuantAnamo Bay 

detainees began a huffer strik);,to: protest thelonditions of their detention and lack of due 
process. Of theseOre inv~ltintarily fed ilifo»gb. naso-gastric tubes, most 
compliantly and within th~,pens.:1 ·5 ~Qi:ven tne'small proportion of strikers artificially 
f~, the NaxY p;~~~l~~foll~, a !,rot0001,~imilar to that of OMS and th~ Bureau.of 
Pnson~.}t.'Physlclans·fo.r ·.HumaJfRlghts strongly protes.ted the forced feedings, which was 

, f • • 

. ·· .. .~i: '-:' .' 

149 AMA P.~.release, 12 Jw1e~6, ''N;~'AMA ethical policy opposes direct physician participation in 
interrogatio~;':,. This position seems to rej~t the suggestion of some ethicists that "limit setting, as 
guardians of de~ health" mi'gbt be an acceptable role for physicians in "legitimate interrogation." See 
Bloche and Marks~When Doctors Go to War." 

The only otherprofesii~na1 association to issue medical ethical guidance on interrogations was the 
American Academy ofPb_an Assistants (AAPA). This guidance was the most sparse. In 1987 the 
AAP A adopted statemel!.~pposing ''participation ofphysician assistants in ... torture or inhuman 
treaunent," and endorsing "the I 975 World Medical Association Declaration of Tokyo which provides 
guidelines for physicians and, by nature of their dependent relationship, for p.hysician assistants, in cases of 
torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment in relation to detention or 
imprisonment." Most recently these AAPA statements were reaffinned in 2003. 
ISO "Psychologists Warned on Role in Detention," New York Times, 6 July 2004. 
lSI ''Head ofhospital at Guantanamo faces complaint," New York Times, 15 July 2005; "Lawyers will 
appeal ruling that cleared Guantanamo doctor ofethics violations," BMJ 331; 180,23 July 2005. An appeal 
to the Board also failed. 
"2 Susan Okie, "Glimpses of Guantanamo--Medical Ethics and the War on Terror." By mid-October the 
number of strikers was down to 25. 
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counter to both the WMA and AMA codes of ethics and which allowed a prisoner to 
starve himself to death: IS3 Detainee lawyers used this episode to resume their challenge 
to Dr. Edmondson's licensure, and in January 2006 unsuccessfully argued to a California 
court that in view of the forced feedings the court should compel the state medical board 

lS4to act. , 

OMS viewed state licensing board action as a potential risk. The fact of a medical 
presence in the Agency program was easily discerned. Almost from the beginning there 
had been recurring charges that Agency medical personnel wi~ain medicine from 
AZ, drugged some detainees during transfer, and force fed al-lVY8sri. -T-he first substantial 
discussion of this issue, however, did not come until after ~~een remaining HVDs 
were transferred to ~uantanamo B~y in September ~006"Th~ I~interviewed all 
fourteen, who oompnsed !he most Important al-Qa ',da..operatives ca~te and 
had been those most aggressively interrogated. ,~ ' \ ... ' , 

/ ( ', ' ., 

The detainees appear to have given thve~ICRG a gen,%ally accurate s '_ ary of 
their overall experience (albeit recalling some tra'urrUiti~ eeis&t~s as lasting,lfnger than 
they did). Enough medical information was included ' (Qr~tpe resulting JCRC report to 
include a section on "Health Provisio~~ the Role of Metlical Staff." This noted the 
provision ofmedical examinations on I\ti~, during i~teri6tatio~~, and during the long 
subsequent detention. Treatment provicre9"~~~f~ed "appropriilte and satisfactory," 
with_a comme~t that "in two specifi.c in~~cesA)x~~iona1 Hm~ ~er~ taken to ' 
proVIde very hIgh standard~ 9fmedlcal mteglflOn." s~ ovemdmg Issue, however, 
was the medical pres~ce" di:ir1.Rg?!he interrogaJion process, a presence correctly inferred 
from the use of a P!.d"(,fximeter"during KSM\waterboard sessions, the repeated 
measurement ofl~itlimfereiicb during standing 'sleep deprivation, and detainee 
reports that medical perSo~~~lie~}f¢.::¢em dtirlng interrogations and sometimes 
interven~ to,~~~ llroces~::~:." ~ . 

,. ~.,.'" ' -~~~". " " : " :;~~ i):: ~
~ " ,:,,;. "',,. " 

f> ' 

In In 1991, th~~ position Wjj modified to allow the optio~ of physician intervention once the patient 
became confused br lJ!. into co~a, but both the Bureau ofPrisons and the physicians at GuantAnamo 
Bay act far before " e is reached, In 2006 the WMA issued a lengthy further revision of ilS policy 
statement, which conclu ' Forcible feeding is never ethically acceptable. Even if intended to benefit, 
feeding accompanied byJfifeats, coercion, force or use ofpbysical restraints is a form of inhuman and 
degrading treatment" Moreover, "(i]fa physician is unable for reasons of conscience to abide by a hunger 
striker's refusal of treatment or artificial feeding, .... [he or she] should refer the hunger striker to another 
physician who is willing to abide by the ...refusal," World Medical Association Declaration on Hunger 
Strikers, as revised by the WMA General Assembly, Pilanesberg, South Africa, October 2006. 
15-4 Jurist, 8 January 2008; for fuller coverage, The Observer, g January 2006, on Guardian Unlimited, 
accessed at http://observer.guardian.co,uk!worldlstory/O,16937,1681736,OO,html,, Subsequently, a Britisb 
activist physician again filed this same charge against Edmondson with the medical boards of the states of 
California and Georgia. See "Force feeding at Guantanamo breaches ethics, doctors say," BMJ 332:569 
(II March 2006).' 
us "JCRC Report on the T~tment of Fourteen 'High Value Detainees' in CIA Custody," February 2007. 
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Labeling Agency interrogations ill-treatment tantamount to torture, the JeRe 
judged that the Agency program did not qualify as a "lawful interrogation, [in which] a 
physician may be asked to provide a medical opinion, within the usual bounds of medical 
confidentiality, as to whether existing mental or physical health problems would preclude 
an individual from being questioned," 0: "requested to provide medical treatment to a 
person suffering ~ medical emergency during questioning." Rather, medical personnel 
were "ruling on the pennissibility ...ofphysical or psychological ill-treatment." Their 
conclusion, therefore, was that: 

"....the interrogation process is contrnry to ~ law "and the 
participation of health personnel in such a process is co trary to 
international standards of medical ethics. In the case ohli.e·alleged ' 
pat1icipation ofhealth personnel in the detenti,on ~~ inte~tion of the 
fourteen detainees, their primary purpose appears'.to have b~~~erve the 
interrogation process, and not the patient., .Is so doing the health ~onnel 
have condoned, and participated in ill-treatm~nt." '~" ' "'~~ . 

:...~. ~ :3, , 
~~ke many h~an ~ghts and professional ~~~~~gani~ti?ns, ~e IC~C held 

the tradItional formulaIC vtew that theJ:~.were three controlhng pnnclples In medIcal 
ethics: act always in the best interest &the patient, do no harqI,t.o.the patien~, and insure 
the patient's right to dignity. ,Had OMS.~s~f againW'theSe criteria, it would 
have said that during the entUe post-interfogatio~pliase of ~etention these principles 
were honored .. Excepti~p!2Jy. a handful of.involunt8ry f~edinfs, co~sent was obtained 
before all medlcaJ pro~ur~r they were not undertaKen. IS . Durmg the Agency's 
legally-sanction i~'\~t~wever, the J;ieservation ofdetainee digaity and "best 
interest" woula have eated t~~lJ?rocess, at t~6st of innocent lives. Given the . 
magnitude of the perceivC<1~t~0Fi_~,. short periods of indignity and significant but 
medically...s*",!~.§Comfort1f~rt orseR=' much less severe pain) seemed an 
ethica11rJriConseqi.ren~at..price·to p,ay to obtain the cooperation necessary to save lives. 
OM§:..~oh~theless still ~~~ble~sure that no harm befell detainees while fulfilling a ' 
soci~tal'o~ligation that othet1vise ~ld have been impossible. There never was any 
question tha~~f.9.rced to mrik..e4a choice, the preservation of lives would override the 
preservation of dignity. LJ

" '.. '~ . L:J 
.. ~ 4' 
\~/ , 

J/ 
-/ 

136 Tube feeding, while involuntary, was never forced, as the detainees always cooperated with the 
procedure. An intake physical examination, including appropriate blood work, also was mandatory, but 
after the interrogation phase detainees could decline physical exams (or elements of the exam) or laboratory 
studies, though almost none did. Concurrence was obtained in writing for all invasive procedures. There ' 
sometimes was a certain incongruity in asking a detainee for consent At one point Nashiri, who at the time 
was manacled and closely attended by guards (because: of recent acting out), laughed when the attending , 
dentist asked his permission to pull a problem tooth: "You obviously can do anything you want," Nashiri 
noted. But he did give his consent.;/ . 

"~ SBeRll'Pi£~~lm NatSecAcl·----~r___RN!iiOpO-,
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Notablr, the ICRC's report on the fourteen detainees was not· immediately leaked 
to the press. IS The record to date suggests that this eventually will happen, at which . 
time advocacy groups probably will attempt to attack the licensure of some OMS 
physicians. There are severa] reasons to believe that most if not aIJ state medical boards 
would deal with ethics charges much as had California: 

--DoJ had provided legal sanction to the program 
--the C.LA. (like 000) would strongly assert the legal, ethical, and appropriately 

circumscribed role of the medical staff A· , 
--specific individual medical responsibilities likely wop~~ain classified 
-Bureau of Prisons policy and medical personnel w~oiiru'l>e similarly implicated 
--even ~ere ex.isting ~edical ethical ~ida~ce rele~lnt;it~~~.s sufficitmtly 

ImprecIse that It had to be c1anfied m 2006,\8fter wn~ no enhanced 
interrogations took place: S8 - --~~ ." " 

A greater problem than licensure per se may ;-4'"~gal ~i.rrofessionai'"hai:7is{ment of 
activists hoping to end an unpopular program by dr.i~~ayl,i.ts medical s~ort, in 
essence exploiting the government's commitment to ins~ring that detainees are not 

. \~.
harmed <:"-"

~~ In August 2007, the American ~s;~~~'gical Associatio'o'revisited their 2005 and . . ....', ~;,' 

2006 statements on psychologist support fo" inteID>gaUoq~, ~d~issued much more explicit 
and categorical guidance~~ included aiii~'aJrsblut~iljition for psychologists 
against direct or indir7¢~¢ipation' in int~ogations or in any other detainee-related 
operations" involv~~ ~ length'y~t oftechniq~~ alleged in media reports. Most relevant 
were hooding, forcedl:tik:ednes~tress positioii~~slapping or shaking, and "sensory 
deprivation and over-stJftl'atioi:t~9Ior-.sle.~R.c;itprivation used in a manner that 
~epresen~r.~~~t·~ain'oss~fferhig'or~#manner that a rea,sonable person wo~d 
.~udge t~.'c~use 1~~I~~~." ~~t,,~ov~ent to b~ psyc~ologts~s altogether from. 
mterrog@tion factllties ~as. not su~sfu1. By the time thIS was ISSUed (see followmg 
section~the only cle~l§f$~vant;t~ w~ slapping, though standing sleep deprivation 
would prob~lhave been ~ntroversial. ' 

More p~ob~~atic. ,an baning psychologist involvement"in the prohibited 
techniques was a req~ement that APA members report any psychologist who has 

.; 

U7 In spring 2007, DeIA Hayden was asked fo address Congressional Oversight Committees on various 
charges contained in the leRC report. In these Hayden categorically denied any medical role other than 

. monitoring the well-being of the detainees and providing treatment when indicated. . 
JS8 AP A (psychologist) guidance was less restrictive, but even so only one such interrogation took place 
after it released new guidance in 2005. 
159 "Reaffinnation of the American Psychological Association Position Against Torture and Other Cruel, 
Inhuman, or Degrading Treatment or Punishment and Its Application to Individuals Defined in the United 
States Code as 'Enemy Combatants,'" Resolution Adopted by APA on August 19,2007. Among the dozen 
or more enumerated techniques were waterboarding, bypothennia, exposure to extreme beat or cold, and 
exploitation ofphobias or other psychopathology. 

~p 8B=/ [ (b)(1) 
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. participates in these techniques to the APA .Ethics Committee, who in turn could revoke 
memberships and potentially jeopardize state licensure. 160 This; in essence, placed 
Agency psychologists in the same potentially vulnerable position as Agency physicians. 

160 "APA Rules on Interrogation Abuse," Washington Post, 20 August 2007; Eve Conant. :'Capital Sources: 
Shrinks and Torture," Newsweek "Web Exclusive," 20 August 2007. 
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An Unfinished Chapter 

The new DoJ policy statement on torture issued in December 2004 stated that it 
did not invalidate previous guidance on specific interrogation techniques. DoJ's long
awaited re-evaluation of these techniques finally was forwarded to the Agency in May 
2005. Three separate memoranda were sent, all reflecting an understanding of Agency 
practice and experience not available in 2002-as well as insights gleaned from the 
voluntary waterboarding of a senior DoJ lawyer. 

. A foundational 10 May 2005 memoranda corrected an~Qed the 2002 
descriptions, then reaffirmed that the previously addres.sed t~;~~ fell short of 
torture. 161 These were three conditioning techniques (d~?allipulation, nudity at. .... 
ambient temperature of at least 68°, and sleep depriv*n~'l,.five co~~ctive techniques ' 
(attentio~ grasp, facial hold, facial or insult slap, apdemrnal'sl.ap, an~ling), and four 
coercive techniques (stress positions, water dou,sing, cramped confinement,.~d 
waterboard). A second 10 May 2005 memorand~:~xpreSJ~lY extended thisrclusion to 
the combined use of these techniques. 162 The final.~~r.'tfup1, dated 30JMay 200S, 
responded to an Agency IG concern in affirming thaHl:iese techniques were not barred by 
Aqicle 16 of the Convention Against~e, as ratifiJI~is barred "cruel, unusual, . 
and inhumane treatment or punishmen~lpmhiblted by the J:i.~th, and Fourteenth 
~mendments to the Constitution." As interp'retea·the Fifth Amen<lment was of greatest. , .~ " , II' 
relevance, and the Supreme Court standaHI again~t ....wfii~h.~aftnent was to be measured 
was whether a techique '~!~:~<:?.egregious, sb~g~f.igeo~)~·a(it may fairly be 'said to shock 
the contemporary consCienc~ judgmenf~oted by the1::ourt to be highly context-
specific and fact-;.p1f.(tnt.163~ ,\~~\ " . 

. New to ~e 20~:.~an ex~~f~i~ary reliance on O~~ input, tot~ly 
absent m ?~7.~~~.gency..~eneral Co_I, dunng an early 2004 VISIt, had mentIoned 
that O¥S iilVolvenieritJ'now w'as central to the Agency's legal case. Just how important 
became.cjearer in summer OMS-DoJ discussions during which CIMS finally observed 
thadjoj~~ed ·to be und'the mjsilnpression that this was an OMS program-rather 
than OMS supporting CT~G. In acknowledging an overemphasis, DoJ nonetheless 
'said the presenGt:;.gf O,MS was critical to their determinations. OMS thereafter tried to 
remain alert to ~y n,:msfoiIDation from the notion that the RDG program being 
acceptable in part b~4'of OMS involvement into something that sounded more like 

~?I" . .
.) . 

161 Steven Bradbury (DoJ/OLC) to John A Rizzo. Senior Deputy General Counsel. Central Intelligence 

Agency "Re: Application of 18 U.S.C. 2340-2340A to Certain Techniques That May Be Used in the 

Interrogation of a Higb Value al Qaeda Detainee," 10 May 2005. 

162 "Memorandum for John Rizzo, Senior Deputy General Counsel. Central Intelligence Agency, "Re: 

Application of 18 U.S.C. 2340-2340A to the Combined Use of Certain Teclmiques in the Interrogation of 

High Value al Qaeda Detainees," 10 May 2005. 

163 Memorandum for John A. Rizzo, Senior Deputy General Counsel, Central Intelligence Agency "Re: 

Application of United States Obligations Under Article 16 of the Convention Against Torture to Certain 

Techniques that May Be Used in the Interrogation of High Value al Qaeda Detainees," 30 May 2005. 
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the program being acceptable because OMS said it was. The only OMS role, if and when 
Justice detennined that any given technique was legal~ was to insure the safety of the 
detainee--a responsibility as well shared by interrogators and other staff. 

The final DoJ memoranda stated that the legitimacy ofthe RDG program hinged 
on several-OMS relevant factors: ~OMS autonomy within the program; OMS' assurance 
that detainees would be adequately evaluated-physically and psychologically-prior to, 
during, and foHowing any enhanced interrogations; the authority of OMS to stop or 
otherWise limit any ongoing interrogation, if medically indicated;,~p the OMS 
experience that to date no medically significant aftereffects h~d;.S~n~apparent in any 
previously interrogated detainee. A reliance on OMS was J.P4~~red by the inclusion 
of multiple quotations incorporated from the latest (Decen}0er 2(i)~issuance of OMS 
Guidelines, and by many references to discussions with OMS perso,!U1~1. An illustrative 
excerpt, from the 10 May 2005 memoranda addressjitg intefrogation'teehniques: 

..1.,- ~'" , ~ , " 

, ~I ~, " 

"In addition, the involvement ,9fii1feqical an'd'psychologicai ,.j;;:/ 
personnel in the adaptation and applicatio~fJPe,e{tiiblished SERE" 
techniques is particularly noteworthy for PurPos'es ofour analysis. ' 
Medical personnel have been'involved in imposing limitations'on-and 
requiring changes to---<:ertain ~.l,1res, particu1~~~e use of the , 
waterboard. We have had extensive meetings with the'medical personnel 
involved in monitoring the use of~ese ~lu.Uques. It-is clear that they , 
have carefully wq,rked to ensure th~\tbttec~o not result in severe 
physical or m~,~taI pain:o,r sufferingt<?~,the detainfes. "" In addition; they 
regularly a~~~s~oth "edicalliterature and the experience with 
detainees. lFN~~SSi~ monitoring WPerieJ?,ce with the detainees, we 
understand that ill :~).s r.e~-iCf0rting on medical and psychological 
eXp'e{oieQ~e-'with th~« these tethmques on detainees and that there are 

, sp.~i ins~Rs on ~enting experience with sleep deprivation and 
Ae waterboar1'k.P.MS has<s~fically declared that "[m]edical officers 


mffst remain cogrli~t at aID'iimes of their obligation to prevent "severe 

phys~ pain or suffenng"[citation omitted]. In fact, we understand that 

medi~an~ psychotdgical personnel have discontinued the use of 

techniqries~to ~Q~icular detainee when they believed he might suffer 

such pain or(~~efing, and in certain instances, OMS medical persopnel 

have not cl~e(J certain detainees for some-or any-techniques based on 

the initial medical and psychological assessments. They have also 

imposed additional restrictions on the use of techniques (such as' the 

waterboard), in order to protect the safety ofdetainees. thus reducing 

further the risk of severe pain or suffering. You [i.e., the Agency] have 

informed us that they will continue to have this role and authority. We 

assume that all interrogators. understand the important role and authority of 

OMS personnel' and will cooperate with OMS in the exercise of these 

duties., ,," 
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'. Read in totality, the final DoJ guidance made clear that the OMS role was 
supportive, but this lengthy paragraph still was potentia1ly misleading, in citing the 
"involvement of medica1 and psychological personnel in the adaptation and application of 
the established SERE techniques." The only OMS role in the adaptation or application 
of SERE techniques was to place medical restrictions on the use of the techniques 
selected and authorized independently of OMS. 

Following the summer 2004 press accounts, and prior ~.fl.tese DoJ memoranda, 
Senators John· McCain (R-Ariz) and Lieberman (D-Conn) put 13J1.gu~e into an 
intelligence bill which barred "torture or cruel, inhuman, or d~ing treatment or 
punishment that is prohibited by the Constitution, laws or 'treati~;(~fthe United States," 
and required a report to Congress on interrogation measures. In j~fiary, at 
Administration urging, this language was dropped. :.~spi;ng, 2005, p~~ocrats and 
Republicans debated the need for a probe of interf6gation practices, burn~robe 

.~ ~ 4 resultde. . . .... 
- 'j/' 

- ~ 

_ In October 2005, Senator McCain introduced an amendment to a Defense 
appropriation bill which again barred "cruel, ililiuman, ofd~w.ading treatment or 
punishment"--defined as any "cruel, un~~.a!, and inhumane treatqlent or punishment" 
prohibited by the Fifth, Eighth, and Fo~~~endments (applying to non-US 
citizens what otherwise would have pertaiAed_~;.U.S. citizens). Kerry a1so attached 
an amendment to the Senate Intelligence Authorization bill requiring a report on the 
Agency's recently publicized~~tem European and Asian detention facilities. 
Ultimately both K~l!lffiendnlents failed, bu'~,he McCain amendment moved forward
ultimately without;ri:Ager:tcy e?{emption sought by Vice President Cheney and DCIA 

Porter Ooss ... ' ....... .. ~~\ ......~. :. .

"c<r[ ' .,.... ..-,,:.~ 

11te McCain ~.eQdment~subsequently known as the Detainee Treatment Act 
(DT&~assed both Hoif, and S~.ate by large margins, and in December 2005 was 
sigried into law. The implications efthe DTA proved somewhat more limited than -,
expected. B).ready had~ed that Agency techniques did not reach the threshold for 
the "cruel, i an, or de~ding" treatments barred by the Constitution, and a new DT A 
requirement that Q.Q.Q inteFrogation guidelines be followed was applicable only to DoD 
facilities, and not t6~~t" Agency sites. Less reassuring was the way the DT A 
addressed the question of legal protections for those engaged in authorized interrogations. 
This stated that the U.S. Government "may" pay employee costs (including legal counsel) 
associated with civil action or criminal prosecution, and offered as an employable 
defense that "a person of ordinary sense and understanding would not know the practices 
were unlawful." ' 

(b)( 1 ) 
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(b)( 1). . , '1:":.' 
(b)(3) NatSecAct Over several months in the spring and summ~!'2Q06 an'OMS:hysician 

escorted five detainees that required specialized evaluafren 1,r surger'J1 ~ 
I ~o received this care. Add~llY, during this pen -ncerted-;--~c...,·-o"'tl!'--a-.co-----'-

(b)( 1 ) elfurl was made to move as many detainees ... ~UJ,(AgenCY han'C!l'f theD 
(b)(3) NatSecAct still in ROG facilities in late February, half had bee '. ,tsJerreq elsewhere py September, 

with most returned to their countries oforigin. As ~' OMS personnel 
accompanied' all detainee movements> .. 

. \ >')-. .. ~/ .., 

In June, 2006; the Supreme Co~~;~i~~i~#amden /k~feld that the military 
commission system then in place at Guari!anam)!~~a.t..~qtJI~gallY authorized. 
Additionally, the Court ~ta~ J~at the proJi'~~sof Co~on Article 3 of the Geneva 
Conventions (on the !r~triientofprisoners of,war) was applicable to detainees. In . 
respo~e ~o this rullri~; .the A~s~tio~ intrpduced l~gislation that became th~ Military 

CommIssIon A~C4~~~,~m oCl~~.er). . . . 

The M~~··esta\lhshea~a·new system. of mdttary tribunals and, consIstent WIth 
Common.Aiticle 3;'~~ed the War Crimes Act of 1996 to bar not just techniques that 
caus~fi~~vere physiJ!'9$mentt~or suffering" (''torture''), but also those which 
ca~ed "sev~e or serious'physical 0rmental pain or suffering" (or "cruel or inhuman 
treatment")~o specific techniques were addressed; rather, the President was given 
authority to mq~pecifi~~ interpret the implications ofthe Comrrion Article 3 through 
an Executive Oroer-. t· ..... 

": " 

~~/ , 
" Finally, the ¥CA strengthened the protections extended by the DT A to those 

involved in authorized interrogations prior to 30 December 2005. Employee costs 
incurred during any investigation or prosecution-in the U.S., abroad, or in internationaJ 
tribunals-would be paid by the u.S. government. 

During the summer 2006, a White House decision was made to transfer to 
. military custody at Guantanamo Bay the 14 HVDs (b)(1 )---- - - - --------1 

(b)(3) NatSecAct 
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(b)(1 ) 
(b)(1 ) '---____ _ _ _ ________ _ _ (b)(3) NatSecAct 

(b)(3) NatSecAct WitJrthe transfer ofUte 14 detainees to Guantanarno,I , I 
I . I Within a few months, a newly 

(b)( 1 ) captured detainee was transferredl ~dul Hadi al Iraqi, the designated 
(b)(3) NatSecAct replacement for Zarqawi as head ofal-Qa'ida operations in Iraq, He had read ofelA 

interrogation methods, he said, and preferred just to cooperate without them. Whether or 
not he was truly forthcoming is unclear, but no enhanced inter:re~n methods were 
employed. prior, to his transfer to Guantanarno Bay in April ~Ci01 (b)(1) 

.. I I ......., NatS-e-c-A-ct----'
, ~)(3)---
(b)( 1 ) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct_-.J-___________ --,;o;=-~--~;;________.____,__=_____;c_;_---J 

I There they were allo~ed to talk with 
one another,·-::s-=-om=-:ce~or.,--;t..--:-e~rs::-;t--;-tJ~m-e~l~n-s-ev-er----,~..~eru:'~c::'""',.,.,.,:5!""and ai\o were interviewed,by the 
IeRe. Each was assigned a military lawyer to help"prep~ for~a tribunal h~ng on their ' . 
status as illegal combatants. Were this statusestabl~h~fthey then faced prosecution for 
,their terrorist acts. , '~~~, ~ 

, To date the Agency program had~p~se&lthrough two ~t discrete phases. The 
first period, from 2002 through 2004, w~Rrirn~ly,.2.~!...ruultiple successful 
interrogations. The seco~Siod, from 2005 ,tlirough 2006, was one of lengthening 
detentions. The charactb- of 411).: third period!is-as of sUmmer 2007-still uncertain., 
While the Agency ~~ended ~ofEITs folloM'ing the December 2005 enactment of the 
DTA, it did not aband0)llhe notiO'n of playing it UJlique role in the interrogation of HVDs. 

,After revie~ing the overa\lp.t<?~~e4ge!1cYsent DoJ a request to evaluate a much 
,reduced s~t.\0fprsp~~ "e~C!ed" techni'PJes, which did not inc1~de walling, the ' 
waterbolJfd, confinem~J.t>0xes, dousing, and stress positions. The Proposed array of 
techni'ques was limited to ~e thr~taolished conditioning techniques: nudity, dietary 
manipulf'tioQ, and sleep dq;rivatiooi'4and four of the five corrective techniques approved 
in 2005: fa'c(a)' grasp, attenti:a:n grasp, abdominal slap, and facial or insult slap (bur not 
walling). No~ercive measUres were included. 164 The proposed upper ,limit on sleep 
deprivation remairf"ed at 18()hours, but with a new requirement that the detainee be 
reassessed after 96 h~urS and specifically re-approved for each additional 24 hours. 

OMS welcomed these changes as further limiting medical risks without 
appreciably weakening program effectiveness. In its view, interrogation success 
appeared to result prim~ly from the three "conditioning" tf?chniques proposed for , 

164 In contrast to the reality, a Newsweek "WEB EXCLUSIVE," 20 Sep~mber 2005, cited Senate staffers 
as saying the Administration were trying to rerlefine the Geneva limi lations to allow seven techniques: I) 
induced bypothennia, 2) long periods of forced standing, 3) sleep deprivation, 4) the "auention grab" 
(forcefully seizing the suspect's shirt), 5) the "attention slap," 6) the "belly slap" and 7) sound and light 
manipulation. 

T,?" '''CRIi::I'/[(b)(1) 
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retention, particularly sleep deprivation. 165 Since to date only three detainees had been 
kept awake beyond 96 hours (and none as long as 180 hours), the proposal was entirely · 
consistent with ongoing practice. "Corrective" techniques also appeared to playa 

, synergistic role, but from the medical standpoint, walling was somewhat problematic 
because ifnot handled carefully could result in head contact with the wall. It also 
appeared less controlled than any other tkhnique, and infrequently required some 
medical intervention. 166 Elimination of all coercive measures, and walling, would 
appreciably simplify medical monitoring. 

, As preViously, OMS was brought into these newest D~~Sions, this time in 
the hope that a medical distinction was possible between "~ev~,~and "serious" physical 
and mental suf!ering. Thinki?~ this an entirely ~egal qU~1itn, ®~~declined t? 
speCUlate. Ulhmat~ly, a proVI.slonal Do] analysIs f0'fP,p~af:l~he, req~~~~ techniqu.es 
legall.y. accep~ble, I.~. , they did not ~each the u:r~J.l,otcto~"senou~" pa~ suffen~g. A 
defimttve rultng awatted the underlymg Execut!¥e'Order Ipterpretmg Common Article 3. 
OMS also contributed to this discussion, thro,~gn'll~Qriefing f9r ONI AdmiMl1Milce 
McConnell on medical support to the interrogatio'rfai)d det~ti'<:)fl program. Y 

. . ...,..~ .'. 
' 

" ~ 
.':\:JI<' 

The President's Executive Or4~r finaUy was released in mid-July 2007, prom~ 
(b)(1) by the desire to interrogate a key al-Q~\":tive, rec~1~~e.:tured and rendered~ 
(b)(3) NatSecAc,t I This EO interpreted Common ~4cle 3 as req¥~riKg "the basic necessities 

of life, .including adequate food and wate'heltCf fi~Pte el.~ents, necessary clothing, 
proteCtion from extrem~7,~f:peat and cold, and ssentla!plcal care." ~arred were 
torture or other acts compo'arab~to murder, terture, muh~ahon, cruel and mhuman /.~ ,~!~I~ ., 
treatment, or acts ~f&~e or d~gr;adation wha\~ r:as~nable person would deem '.'beyond 
the bounds ofhuman ff,~cy."j ~eyond these lmnts, enhanced measures were shll 
allowable, as was detentiQ~.}X~?,h0~u>~~:r~ss, [NEED TEXT] ~ 

~;;;'~lr.!ediateiY followed this with concrete guidance largely 
unc~~ from that a .to in ~,~1md allowing sleep depriva~on (as above), dietary 
mampul~0n, and the sevl requ/~ted slaps and holds. Only nudity had been 
chang~-'lti~(ijapering. . 

. ASked~~~"the E· ~utive Order on NBC's "Meet the Press," Director of 
National Inte11igen~ Mike McConnell would not say exactly what would 'be 
permitted, but he di4l6ighlight-as never publicly before-the medical role in the 
process: 

(b)( 1 ) 
(b)(3) NatSecAct 

-I~ On two occasions detainees complained ofpotentially walling-associated memory or hearing loss, but a 
detailed evaluation at the time found both to be feigned symptoms. 
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" ... When I was in a situation where I had to sign off, as a member of the 
process, my name to this executive order, I sat down with those who had ' 
been trained to do it, the doctors who monitor it, understanding that no one 
is subjected to torture. They're, they're treated in a way that they have 
adequate diet, not exposed to heat or cold. They're not abused in any 
way. But I did understand, when exposed to the techniques, how they 
work and why they work, all under medical supervision.,,167 

(At the time of this writing-September 2007-the onJ~Ai~ate to be 
interrogated under these new guidelines alleged the unusuaypmbination of visual and 
auditory hallucinations after just over 100 hours of standing sl~d~privation. As a 
result, he was allowed a ] 6-hoUr sleep break, but contin~to clai~\'isual hallucinations. 
A t~orou~ psychological exami~atio'n ~t that time. led-t~~th~ conclu~io~at h~ v.:as 
mahngenng. He was returned to mtenmttent s~epnv~tlOn, up to ill :~1'80 hmlt [over 
30 days], but this did not achieve compliance. ~i.erro!:~.~~rs._) ~y 

(. . . 
161 Transcript. Mike McConnell interview on "Meet the Press," Tim Russert, Anchor, MSNBC.com, 22 
July 2007. The possible interpretation that physicians were supervising the enhanced interrogations later . 
was addressed briefly by a McConnell spokesman who clarified that McConnell said that doctors would 
"monitor, not supervise" interrogations, but would not clarify if this referred to physicians, or how the 
monitoring would be accomplished, or if this was a new requirement Spencer Ackerman, "(Re)Ca1J the 
Doctor: Physicians Involved in CIA Interrogations'l," TPMMuckracker.eom, 23 July 2007. Russert, like 
many others, wanted to know what techniques could and could not be used (especially the waterooaro), but 

. 	McCoMell-like other Administration spokesmen-refused to specify on the grounds that this would 
allow training against the techniques, and "because they.believe these techniques might involve torture and 
they don't undenitand them, they tend to speak to us, talk to us in very-a very candid way." 

_ r(b)(1) . 
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Interim Afterthoughts (b)(3) CIAAct (b)(3) CIAAct (b)(3) CIAAct 

SuppOrt to the RDO program may well be the most extensive operational 
commitment in the history of the Office of Medical Services. It certain1y was one of the . 
most intense. During the fiv~ars from 2002 to 2007,1 PMS staffofficers ~)(3) CIAAct 
physicians, DpsychologistsJ.-JPA's, and urses) were directly involved in the 
program. These officers evaluated, monitored and provided quality care to 97 detainees 
variously held in ten Agency facilities. They also accompanied well over a hundred 
detainee transfer flights. Their guidance and presence made possible one of the most 
successful counter-terrorist operations in the history of the Agency. 

An enumeration of the intelligence take from the 9ramati'em.!y successful ROO 
program is beyond the scope of this history. Over 8,Q(:)0 in.!ellig~~~reports were 
generated, which was half or more of all al-Qa'ida reporting during the period. Detainee
provided infonnation led directly to the capture ofother key terrorists, av~~ several 
major terrorist attacks, and became a foundaqon ,for the 9/H ,postmortem miaIysis. Even 
in the face of crippling media leaks and widesprelclit~Ii.~.t€?in~ism, the Agency (and 
Administration) remained unwilling to abandon what~~roven an invaluable tool. 

Whether a more circumscribe<Hl:l,.tiiw..program will pr~:,-:~ .~imjJarly valuable 
remains to be seen. Even with a retain~~.ror~'fIess aggressiv,~ut seemingly effective 
techniques, this may not be possible. Eventually the Administration will be pressed t~· , 
state publicly that certain.aggressive measut~,will not be used (thereby reassuring future 
detainees, to the detriment of~~.process). ...~rippling.Jeaks . will rernaininevitable,and . 
approved techniqu~owev~:enign----eventually will become known and again be 
targeted by human righ~)activists: This could ~~i1y lead to the elimination of all the 
syner~stic adj.~cts to sleep ~?ri~:~d so'plimit sleep restriction that it rarely ~s 
effectIve. A~diti0n:ti~bl~~y to illite'wdfhave led to the dC!velopment of effective 
resistance:rrieasureS. 16 Ln sho1i!~e immediate prospects do not look promising. Taking 
a l0!l-g~view, future ter.ronst use ofWMDs is viewed as inevitable; and such an attack 
would lik,~y lead to anoth~{eeval\lation of what interrogation measures are acceptable. 

Wh~~OM~ again !pprOaChed on this subj ect, this brief history may be of some 
value. A few priifiis may be worth repeating. As OMS began this chapter, it could find 
no comparable reco~tthe somewhat related experiences of the Fifties, which would 
have been useful. OFganizationally, OMS was som~what buried at the time in a short

I 

lived but distracting'realignment with Human Resources. Operational requests regularly 
were addressed, but outside the paramilitary environment OMS was not then aggressively 
attempting to insert itself into operations. Thus, when OTS formulated its approach to 
detainee interrogation, there was no meaningful medical inP':!t or review-and 

168 E.g., effective countenne~s against such techniques as standing sleep deprivation were discussed 
within the Agency as early as the 19508, and simply capitalize on the desire of interrogators not to inflict 
serious oflasling hann. Deliberate "coJlapse" or a sophisticated but feigned hallucination will almost 
guarantee a reprieve which likely will defeat the interrogation process as used to date. 
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interrogational excesses resUlted. In'hindsight it's easy-though in the operational 
climate, perhaps unrealistic-to say that OMS should hav~ been more pro-active in 
obtaining and critiquing the relevant briefs. Once into this faSt-moving program, OMS 
also fell short in allowing a requirement for thorough medical records to fall victim to 
operational expediency and the crisis of the day. While this soon was corrected, it also 
was avoidable. Finally, as OMS increasingly was recognized for its vital contributions, 
there seemed to be a risk that too much of the program's legal justification would become 
OMS-based. While this issue was attended to, in view of the unique ethical issues 
involved it was a source of continuing concern ' .• 

¥" 
.~ 

A last word on ethics. The more proscriptive stand~,$ken by professional 
organizations since 2006 will pose potential dilemmas for OMS pro essionals supporting 
detainee operations in the future. The OMS officers ~,bo previousJ.~ "YJ)rked in this 
program confronted less concrete "ethical" issues, .b,ufnonetheless inv 'ved themselves 

I because they thought it was the right thing to do,,'and because of their ~f~d respect for 
(b)(3) CIAAct those already involved. [}1S may have been rePresentative in viewing th~~gitimacy

! (b)(6) i.e., ethics-ofthe program as dependent on it being legal; effective, safe and necessary. 
Necessity required solid evidence that interrogation carid:faates possessed critical, time
perishable infonnation unobtainable through less aggr~e alternative measures. DoJ 
affinned legality. The empirical recor~~ed effectiveness and, through the presence 
ofOMS, the safety of the program. Fin8Uy, 6.1l'icality and urg~ each received case
by-case analysis from eTc. Though imperfect Uris review n.oiletheless limited the 
application ~f~ITs to le~s;itf.w.~a third of ~T(je~~w)lO came into Agen~y bands, 

- and further .bmlted ~af-tlle most aggresslvl?~techD1ques to-only 50r60fthehighest 
value detainees. A~~terion of, 'necessity" alt~.requires that no aggressive measure be 
used when alesser measure woW~ suffice. For a variety of reasons, the program initially 
was ill-prepared to make thisjudgillfult-;.,but experiences during the first year had it well 

. .-. I' ~ h tPL'"on Its way to ,~ mmuna 1st apl'!r~ac. .... . 
.. ~.' .. " ... --: . 

/~' 'aIf .-· ... 
" .",.. 
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